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NOTICE.

i'Strict Court of the United
trtct of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
matter of
B»w ΛΚΙ> II. WestwoBTH, J In Bani-rupt'-y.
..f liumford,
rvlltor>· of Kdward H Wentworth in
Τ :
tv of Oxford and district aforesaid :
the·
ν ·;
hereby jclven that on the 'JOth day of
Weutworth
Λ I» 1*ΰ,ihesald Kdward II
Ju
wj.
Iju.tlcauM bankrupt, and that the lirst
"f Ids. '-redltor* will l>e held at the Court
South I'arls, on the 23d dayofSept.,
Η..
Λ l> Γ.»Ht 10 o'clock In the forenoon.at which
tl ·.··.."< -aid creditor» may attend, prove their
the bankrupt
,i
». :i| ;.otnt a trustee, examine
t -uch other business as may properan : tr .i;
ly .. iic efore *ald meeting.
in I'arts, Sept. 5. 1MB.
«SO. A. WILSON.
Iteferee In "Bankruptcy.

states for

In

t:
t;.

In

tn»·

Bankrupt.)

■·

NOTICE.

subscriber hereby gives notice that she
of the last
appointed

Τ
h.i-

executrix
e n tiuly
·: an ! te-lauient of
W ILLI AM CHIRCHILL, late of

Summer,
AH
ounty of oxfonl, deceased
the estate
demand·
against
person* having
to
present
teceased are desired
of -vtM
-une
for settlement, and all Indebted
tin
to make
payment
thereto are requested
Immediately.
ADDIE L. COLBY.
âuiUK»Tth,19e.
NOTICE.
-old at Auction, Thursday, Sept. 34, at
k α. μ the following reâl estate and
of
property, situated In the town vllI. r*.
•n the road leading froiu Dixlleld
the
of
on
a
part
la.-e i. Kerry's Mille, Carthage,
l>anforth farm, »o-called.
Jar
1 Bin Saw Mill containing 1 new Bolter, 2
in
8tr, ;■··r—. about a *> H P. Boiler and Engine
; acre* of land, with about #U»·
τ.
worti .·ί carpenter's tool·, with many other tool·
tu» numerous to mention.
ti. M HI'Kl».
Administrator.
W!

t·

*

NOTICE.
->ub»crtl>er hereby given notice that he
<iuly api>olntod administrator of Uie
of
\KNfcR Κ til BBS, late of Porter,
In t c » "unty of Oxfonl, deceased, and gtven
All persons having
bon is a-the law direct·.
.·
■u
Ν against the estate of said decease* 1 are
for settlement, and
same
desired to present the
a
ir.ted thereto are requested to make pay-

Τ
ha-

.n

estate

Immediately.
August Isth, VMi.

ment

Τ

KDWAKD til BBS.

r
Honorable Hoard of Commissioners of
it·* ( i.urtv of Oxfonl, Maine:
Wood1
ui: tc-lgne·! citizens of the town of

that
-t
» 1» -aid county respectfully repreaeut
t
In Bryant's Pond village are without
n.tt.
and buuiids, and respettrully pray that
I view «aid roads, beginning at the juncyou
ti.
t'
ir the residence of A Men Chase to tiic
T. Κ an.ι, an·! from the R. R. crossing near tne
rise
re-:
-e of John Titus to the top of the
nr.tr tin: u|.per R. R. semaphore and locate euch
niet·
and boumls, or any |>art thereof as you
may deem necessary.
JOHN r. DEARBORN and other·.
«

STATE OF ΜΑΜΕ.
lot s

τ

ο»·

oxfuiu», sa:

Board of County Commissioners, Sept. session,

Γ I'om the foregoing petition, satisfactory
.· e
evl
having lieen received that the
«r- '·« responsible, and that Inquiry Into the
It la
sie-its of their application le
"Ki'KKM), that the County Commissioners meet
Pond
all
i.len Mountain House In
vl ;.···, in said Woodstock, on Tuesday, October
A.
clock
13th
of the
ι·Αβ, at nine
11
tie nee proceed to view the route menti·']· ! in -old
petition; immediately after
and
*'·>:<
view, a hearing of the parties
their witnesses will be had at some convenient
measures
pia<e In the vicinity, and «uch other
u»· η in the premises as the Commissioners shall
iu u* proper.
And U Is further οκυκκκυ, that
β»Ί c uf toe time, place and purpose of the Comaforesaid be given to all
®;--!uners'

petition-

expedient.
Rryant'·

meeting

by

causing
l*rs..ne and corporations Interested,
attested copies of said petition and of this order
thereon to be served upon the Clerk of the
Town of Woodstock, In said County, and also
posted up in three public places In «aid town
*ι>·: published three weeks successively In the OxParis in
fori ivniotrat a newspaper
sai l
ouuty of Oxfonl. the drst of said publito
notices,
cation·., and each of the other
<* wade, served and posted, at least thirty
that
end
the
to
days !«fore said time of meeting,
all t'crsous and corporations may then and there
smear and shew cause, if any they have, why
should not tw
"■κ
prayer of said

printed'at

petitioners

granted.

Attest -CHARLES r. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said Petition and Order of
Court thereon.
Αττκβτ -CHARLES f. WHITMAN. Clerk.

oxrosD.u.

NOTICE.

Court, I η Vacatlon.
WelchvlUe Lumber Company, In equity for
dissolution.
The undersigned Noscoe E. Staples of Oxfonl
to
μϊ!ι!„· been appointe·! M a-ter In Chancery
«lan.Ί,·· and anuw all claim* against »ald Com
will
he
that
[•any, hereby gives public notice
near a'l parties who have c alms against s*ld
Comi'.n,·. »t the store of The S. E. King
pany at Welchvllle In said county, on Saiunlay
e 'Mb Uy of Sept. and on Satumay the Snl
•lay of <k tober, laie at ten o'clock a.·, each da·,
* « ι'· » tune all person· holding claims against
*al1 Welchvllle Lumber Co.
will present the
>u

preme J udlclal

·■· for allowance.

ROSC'OE r. STAPLES.
Master In Chancery.
I'ate· l this luth day of September, lauJ.

A.W.*Walker&Son,|
Dealers in

ICE AND COAL, I
Granite

Work, Cement, Lime,

Hair, Brick, Sand, Plaster,
Complete Supply

T1IE

eto.

for Masons.

EQUAL CHANCE FOR THK DAIRY AND THE

PLOW."

DUAL PURl'OSE

Correspondence on practical agricultural topics
Is solicited
Address all communications Intended for this department to HKNar D.
Havmond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Democrat, Paris. Me.

BREEDS—NO

CHARGE

KENTUCKY

FA KM

Κ

Κ

SONS IN SEI.ECTINU A

GIVES
UREED

HIS REAAS

THE

MOST PROFITABLE TO RAISE.

Since the close of the Civil War more
fortunes and more failures have been
made in cattle than perhaps in any
other two branches of industry. One
man of limited means will begin buying
and selling cattle in a small way, and in a
few years will become quite rich in this
pursuit alone. Another will start with
plenty of capital and will buy in large
numbers and seemingly will be outetipping his rival; but in the course of time
will make a tiat failure. Why is this?
It caunot be due to the advantages one
had over the other, for the advantages
It
were in favor of the man who failed.
is simply because the first man had no
money to invest fora rise in the market,
and was forced to buy, as it were, to-day
and sell to-morrow. This made it necessary for him to keep up with the times,
not only as to what cattle would bring
a pound, but what kiud of cattle were
wanted in a particular market at certain
times. You will always lind it best
to supply the demand instead of trying
to create one.
The farmer who raises cattle for the
market has the same thing to contend
with that the dealer has. The only difference is the farmer has to look further
ahead of him than the dealer is compelled to; for when he engages in the business he must look several years ahead
at least, to see what particular kind of
an animal will he wanted at the time his
stock will be ready for market. Therefore, the tirst thing for him is to see his
most available market and tind out what
kind of cattle net the farmer the most
noney. The next thing is to tind what
particular breed of cattle pioduces that
which is wanted in the market he has
selected.
I do not mean by this that a man is to
sell to one market alone, but he must
havo one to look to for the sale of his
stock, and must govern his business by
what he sees and knows of daily transactions that are made there. There are
many good breeds of cattle, and in fact
all of them are good for some men and
for some purposes. If a man has a trade
that wants to buy dairy cattle, he has
several breeds to select from, but if his
market wants beef he also has manygood breeds to select from that are
known to be good.
1 will not mention the all purpose
as 1
cow of which so much is said,
think a man should have one thing in
view and then work to it. Takiug it all
in all, the man who raises a beef breed
is the man who always has a market for
his animal, let it be what it may, so it is
in good condition. The point being settled
that it is more profitable for the average
farmer to raise cattle of a beef breed
than those of a dairy breed, I will look
after the particular breed that comes
1
nearest to being the ideal for him.
bave no prejudice against any of the
breeds, and only wish 1 were able to
breed several of them instead of only
une: but it is the money side, or the
L'meat and bread" side, of this question
the average farmer is interested in.
Let the rich man have his Sussex, his
Highland, his Dutch Belted or any other,
ur as many kinds of them as he pleases;
iio not envy him. He will not hurt the

business ut

ess

me

ioriuuaiu

texture, solid, tender and juicy. This
makes them desired by the best customto suit
ers, who are lookiug for meat
their taste, and they are willing to pay
for being suited. Their muscles are
free from the whitish green tissue that
They
is found so often in other beef.
are decidedly the most kindly disposed
to
known
of all cattle and are seldom
harm man or other animals, as are some
others. One reason for this is that they
have been handled by the composed
Englishman for three hundred years,
who selects only calm and docile animals
for breeding; and his bulls are never
allowed to ruu with the herd at large as
the bulls of other breeds often are.
are of beautiful color and have

They

and skin, admired by
them. They take on fat
readily and can be marketed as "baby
beef', if one wishes to do so.
The shorthorns are perfect hustlers
Mid will thrive on almost any kind of

soft, velvety

Monday, May 16,
days, beginning
l'.MM, and will be conducted in four
classes, designated as Tests A, B, C and
D. Test A is for the demonstration
part of the economic production of butter fat and butter; B, of milk for all purthe
poses related to dairying; C, of all
products of the cow, and D, for demonin
prostrating the greatest net profit
ducing market milk. In Class C the calf
on

will be judged for its beef merits. A
cow may be entered in more than one
class.—Tribune Farmer.

Wonderful Lou Dillon.

Once more the world's record has been
broken in the trotting world and the
marvelous performance of Lou Dillon
lias placed lier among the wonders of
the age. For many years the two-minute mark has been the great ambition of
breeders and horse men, and many has
been the man who has stoutly maintained that this mark could never be reachid. Time and time again has Dr. Bailey of Portland staked his reputation
ind his sacred honor that the two-miuîte trotter was among the impossibilities
if the track. Mauy has been the ream
.tf paper that he has wasted in demonstrating that such a result could never
t>e reached. All this time we have seen
[he record crawling downward year by
to
►'ear. The mighty Cresceus came near
;he mark, but still the doubters said

:hat it could never be reached. There
were others whose faith never wavered
ind who contended that as the blood
ines of speed were strengthened the
would appear.
trotter
;wo-uiinute
These men were correct in their judgThe task was
nent and their reasoning.
herculean one but it has been perform·
] >d. Lou Dillon now stands at the head
mil lias demonstrated what careful
ireeding and scientific training will do.
\nd who shall say that this is the limit?
A'e do not believo it and the Journal has
, ίο hesitation in predicting that Lou Dilhonors only for a
on will enjoy her
>rief time. Still speedier trotters will
one day be
tppear and her record will
j >ruken. This is a wonderful age and
( he increase of trotting speed is not the
j east among its marvels.—Lewiston Jouruil.

Money-Making Feeding.

coats

all who see

■

It is not tlio heaviest feeding that is
ilways the must profitable. It is necesthe fact
ary to take into considei-ation
liât the feed given should result in a
jrotit to the feeder. It is for this reason
hat the man who feeds largely of grasses as a balancer of the ration, reducing
he cost of the whole thereby, makes
food profits. You might buy more
;ostly feeds which would make heavier
fains, but would be lees profitable, and
he profit is the end striven for in all of
he feeding for the pork market.
The man who has reached the pork
uarket with his hogs costing as much as
he feed consumod has made a failure of

he business.
While pasture is a most excellent food
is
or the best gains, even when profit
:onsidered, it must be accompanied by a
frain ration. Professor W. J. Kennedy
>f the Iowa Experiment Station says:
'Where the hogs have a liberal ration of
.-lover pasture and blue grass, with a
•ation of corn, wheat and oats mixed, of

parts corn, two parts wheat
ind one part oats with 8 per cent oil
neal, feeding in the form of a thick slop,
t will give most excellent results."
This, he says, will give extra heavy
as a
fains; but will not be as economical
tbout two

ation which will make heavy gains and
it the same time economical, of four
tarts corn meal and one part tankage,
oil in the form of a thick slop. This is
, considered one of the best by him.

Cutting

drains

for the

Hay.

The cutting of the grains, oats, rye and
vheat for hay is practiced more largely
han many farmers imagine. Each year,
one
η some parte of the country, from
:ause or another, farmers who keep
itock find their yields of timothy, redother hay crops
op, meadow grass and

country
rery small, and all over
here is a geueral report that the hay
dearer
means
This
:rop is dwindling.
the

will fill oughage.
pasture. In hot weather they
It is easy to make up for the hay dethemselves quickly and then lie down to
by planting corn for silage, and
iciency
beef
into
food
the
ruminate and convert
his practice is becoming more general,
and
are
»nd milk. They
perfectly
regions.
kinds (specially in the dairying cow
:an take care of themselves in «11
pea,
with corn silage the
Uong
do
them
seen
often
have
as
I
of weather,
ilfalfa and other legumes and grasses
in the extreme Northwest.
for roughage, and
ire being utilized
While not a milk herd, many of the ν
heat, oats and rye are largely used for
an
cows are good milkers, and produce
^
lay.
excellent quality of milk and butter.
The proper time for cutting those
and
and
kind
peralso
are
gentle
They
for hay becomes an important
1 :ereals
by
fectly safe to be milked and handled
uatter for farmers. Analyses of the
when
Then
women and small children.
leaves and seeds show that
as I frain stalks,
they have outlived their usefulness to he most available stage is secured by
animals
milkers, they are the easiest
wheat and rye just as the
1 :utting oats,
fatten that are known to man, and ! ieeds are
formed and are yet in the
fully
them
their corpulence often prevents
Then the fiber is in its
stage."
'milk
Thereof
milk.
from giving a good flow
nost digestible form.
that
think
I
all
together,
fore, taking it
If cut before this stage, there will be
the Shorthorn is by far the most profit- ess nutriment in the dried forage. If
able breed for any farmer who wants to 1 :ut after the "milk" stage, there will
breed for profit alone. Good specimens je a
toughening and hardening of the
at
for breediug can be found everywhere
that will render it largely indiges'orage
reasonable cost.—Cor. in Tribune tible and unattractive to stock. The
a
Farmer.
-milk" stage means, therefore, the most
with
aay of the best quality possible
"The United States is the greatest :hese grains.—Mirror and Farmer.
world.
horse-producing country in the other
At this time, therefore, when
When to Buy Pure Breeds.
agencies are coming into competition
The question is sometimes asked
with horses for many purposes, and are
in many whether eggs or fowls should be procurbeing substituted for horses consider
ed when beginning with pure Dreeds.
others, it is proper for us to
if eggs are purchased next spring there
what it is wise to do in order that there
and one must
Inan
in
may be but few hatched,
losses
shall not be too serious
of
a year before securing a flock
wait
and
is
it
widespread
dustry as great as
desired number. By taking advanhorses
the
any
few
years ago
a
interesting. A
valued at tage of low prices now and purchasing
in the United States were
a hundred chicks may be hatched
Busitrio,
dollars.
million
eleven hundred
the year. In a few
with the com- the first half of
ness depression, together
fowls
referred to, months more prices for pure-bred while
substitutions
and
petition
to go np. But now,
more than one will begin
stock
the
depreciated
ihe yards are full, and the prices are
half. But there has been an appreciacommon
to busi- low, male birds for improving
a
few
owing
within
years,
tion
nominal
so flocks can be had for a very
ness revival and ensuing prosperity,
Birds in the fall are cheaper than
coun- sum.
that the value of the horses in the
a
in the spring, as
pair of
two hundred buying eggs
try had risen more than
will lay enough eggs next spring
hens
fiscal
the
of
million dollars at the end
which quite a large number of
from what the value from
year, June, 1U02,
chicks may be hatched, and as a trio of
to."
referred
mark
was at the low-water
fowls may be bought for about the
next spring
price of two sittings of eggs
Ventilation of the hen house, when it is an advantage to buy them now.
muet
fowls are not allowed to run out,
It
be given every day where necessary.
Corn may be considered the staple
of the
is a wise precaution against many
food for fowls, although a variety of
must
care
diseases fowls are heir to, yet
as wheat screen inn, eats, buckof wind grain,
be taken not to bave a draught
etc., is highly relished,—Tribune

hardy

perches.

especially

when

on

the wheat,
Farmer.
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CHAPTER II.
day before he wont on duly Faysie climbed her father's leg and established
herself safely on his broad
knee by twisting her own frail limbe

weak Γ

ONE

"Pretty she Is,"
stoutly, "but not

eo

pretty and

bo

replied Murphy

bo

weak

as

she

looks."
"Don't you think so? They're always
sayin' I shan't rear her."
"Rubbish!" said the mendacious Murphy. "Look at me. I was a weak ba-

in und out of it. Her little soft white
cheek rubbed the solid red of his, her
tiny finger circled his inexpressive eye,
and finally her small pink lips shyly
preferred a tickling request in his large
ear, a request which might well have

participating

ianu<»,

but will be an advantage tu him in many
ways. I wish there were îuore of such
But from
men engaged in the iudustry.
the best information to be gathered
from the best books and papers on this
subject, and papers are far better than
books, as they keep us posted from day
to day, we must make our decision.
Taking a fair view of these things, the
Shorthorn seems to me by far the best
of all for the class of farmers I have in
view. I do not say this without due
consideration and a careful summiug up
of the reasons which leave a balance in
In the first
favor of the Shurthurn.
place, it is one of the largest of all the
breeds, weighing all the way from twelve
hundred pounds at from one to two
years old, to two thousand to three
thousand pounds at mature age. The
last weight is rare, however, but animals
weighing two thousand and more are often seen. This makes them desired by the
butcher. The tlesh is of a beautiful red

£. LIVINGSTON
PRESCOTT

peculiar advantages.

The Jersey, Shorthorn, Brown Swiss
and French Canadian associations have
already entered. Entries will be permitted from individuals on behalf of
other breeds if received before December 1. Prizes will be awarded to horde
and to individual cows, and entries of
from five to twenty-five cows may be
made by representatives of any one bleed.
The same cow may compete for herd
and individual prizes.
The tests will continuo one hundred

WJcW" Jj

....By....

The "cow demonstration" proposed as
one feature of the World's Fair cattle
exhibits at St. Louis next year has been
definitely arranged, and on a much
broader scale than anything of the sort
heretofore attempted. It has been designated as a "cow demonstration" because. while not in any way neglecting
the dairy test idea developed at former
world's fairs, it is intended to illustrate
in a comprehensive way the practical
adaptabilities of the pure bred cow.
The strictly dairy breeds are given opportunities to make a large showing,
while features not conflicting with their
privileges enable the dual purpose breeds
to demonstrate their value for both
dairying and beef production. This
means a demonstration rather than a
competitive test, and will enable each
to show its own
breed

Enthusiast.

A Shorthorn

upon the fowls

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

>

Aloud ho euld with toe otncr.
There stood Parr anhurt, but unofflgruff humility:
flally stnggerlng and smudged with
"Where's Mr. Parr, please 7
coal dust, and there lay Murphy at bis
The warder viewed Mm
feet. Just where Parr bad stood, bla
laconic
to
a
condescended
but
coarse features wearing a sudden white
sick."
dignity, and the knife, which should
Thon an oarthquake Indeed
have been in Parr's breast, quivering
Murphy's universe. He turned quit in his side. There was a menacing tan·
sick and made a frantic and profane
gle of men Just for a moment. Ο 70,
appeal under his breath. The warder
bitterly disappointed and apologizing
struck lu. Impervious, with a slngsonR
hysterically to Murphy, was hustled off

aught be know.

8 » » « «

Livestock at the World's Fair.

FOR ENTRIES OR STALL RENTS.
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Auctioneer,

Licensed

NUMBER 38.
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by."

Parr eyed him with a dubious and
shake of the head,
lie might linvt been weak, but he
could certainly never have been pretty.
Then the Jailer produced from his

uncomplimciit:^y.

made his hard brushed carroty hair
stand on end. lie turned round to look
Ht her. "You don't mean It!"
The pale rosebud nodded an emphatic
multiplication of nods. Parr turned to
his wife. "What do you say, mother?"
"Oh, give her her way. It won't do
her any harm. Perhaps we shan't be
a hie to always."
Parr coughed away a sigh and. having set the little maid down, presented
himself in the due course of his duty
in Murphy's cell. lie assumed even a
sterner pose than usual, but there was
a ripple of light breaking through It.
an odd mixture of the aspect of a disapproving envoy from a rashly generous sovereign, with a new pleasure in
giving pleasure instead of paiu and the
conventional prison sense of humor at
the eccentric contrast of black and

pocket a ili^t parcel and handed it mysteriously to the prisoner. "Can't let you
keep it. Get us both into trouble. But
I'll leave It with you till evenln'."
Murphy grabbed It anxiously with
his great lean hand and unwrapped it
with clumsy tenderness. It was not in

itself attractive either as to manner or,
under the circumstances, subject. It
was, in fact, a picture of one front of
the prison, seen from within, and was
exactly like the drawing of any othei
average child of five. It had. however,
one little peculiarity of which all Fay·
sie's art efforts partook. Across the impossible erection, with its square windows and scribbles of smoke above ev-

er}* chimney, was carefully though erron«OUsly printed. "God Is Luve."
The two big men looked at it admiringly, with their heads close together.
Murphy's black stubble and Parr's well

white.

Murphy, who was always thinking
about the father and child, easily read
excitement in I'arr'e extra stolidity,
coupled with jerky movements and a
blank gaze at a point in the wall exactly above Ills ολνη cropped skull. Ills
heart thumped his ribs, but he looked
patient and good because he knew by
instinct tliat any efTort on his part to
elicit confidences prematurely would
make the other perversely silent.
Parr straddled a moment in the center of the celt, played with the chain of
the official baton at his side, with
which Murphy bad more than once
been privily rapped, uttered a conventional rebuke on the disorder of a pile
of sacks, then suddenly blurted out.
with a hoarse chuckle:
"She sends you her luv."
He laughed boisterously to cover his
embarrassment. The laugh for a moment misled Murphy. All the Jests that
had come his way from Parr had hitherto been cruel, even when not so in-

Parr, as parent
politely depreciatory. Murphy, tlx
recipient, sat in open mouthed delight
and wonder.
"It's drawed pretty well for such a
baby," the first said, feigning modesty.
"It's drawed beautiful!" said Murphy, with severity. lie traced the hard
penciled lines with his large, coarse tin
gers. "Why. there's door—and windowi
—as plain as plain! Any fool can tell
oiled auburn

locks.

was

what it's meant for."
Neither man at first commented on
the text. Eventually, when other details had been exhausted. Parr said
awkwardly, with the air of one who
feels It liis duty to uphold church and
state. "She

always puts them."

Murphy's eye followed his finger with
remains of bitterness, which alst

some

qualified the newborn softness of hi»
voice as he remarked:
"Seems—blamed odd—to put it on a

tended. Ile scowled accordingly.
"She didn't!" he said in a tone of ρ tin
and outrage.
Parr, for a wonder, caught the sound
of the disclaimer and was mollifi<>d by

prison."

"Shut up!" said Parr. "I reckon Fay·
\

Μ

ΤΤ Ια

».ιΛ

squeezed himself

in a corner, muttei-

cent chap all round, which you'll Ρ raps
take Into account and near «« 'ond o
her as this old blackguard. But then
he's got a wife ns well, and I vc got η
one· Can have ino to burn up and welcome only it don't seem somehow tc
Iue as you're as fond o' burnln' us as
folks makes out. and. besides Vw. no
account to burn up or not. But I a
a
a good officer, if a bit
set on her. And I was a devil till—t Π
I seen her little bit o' a hand on
at shot drill, you 'member-aud Ο
-0 (iod-0 God-don't you let littl

reglmentaJ.

PTlï* af'intervals through

u'Jn

j.o

the mad
occnslona
frantic efforts at sack making and un
I be η
tasted meals pushed aside.
warder looked In to inqulre what
was "up to." He answered submissive

denlngly

long day.

ly"Nothln'.

with

h^

Frettln'

a

news

morosely, saying, "Thankee, sir,"

conventional and disappointing
Ills whole being had expressed defiance so long that it was
hard to remold, though the inner Murphy gave a great gasping shout of relu

a

aianner.

lief when the thing was realized. Parr,
arriving Jubilant, was mortified at his
quiescence, but had his inuings when
tie began to relate Faysle's remarks on
the subject. Then Murphy fell to smiling awkwardly. The smile widened on

bis pallid lips as a great possibility occurred to him till he looked quite brilliantly ugly, but be made no remark.
Just after this Parr went away for
àls holiday. He came, however, to say

coodby.

"1 shouldn't go now. but it ΊΙ do the
little uu a bit o' good p'raps." His eyes
blinked In a careworn way at the wall
over Murphy's head. "She's lookln' a

bit; that's all. bit peaky."

and
^^tfreUreaof thedubious.
cell door at

"Make

her a9 strong as a

horse."

iiurpby rejoined, and the two. avoiding
each other's glance, laughed with gay
hypocrisy. Then Murphy insinuated α

Wltn the shutting
night blank desperation closed on Mur
request which had long hovered on his
pby. In the morning, however, as
his
tongue. "Say. Mr. I'arr, let me see her
cell,
cleaned
mechanically
jn my discharge."
himself appeared at the door.
Murphv uttered a sort of volcele*e
shout and hope and
dull wanness of his grotesque features.
Parr was pale, red eyed, disorganized.
He had not come on duty. only "PP
"
cfcow wordleeely tor Murphy.

βΛ

Parr stiffened a moment as a tribute
)o discipline, then, unstiffening. replied:
"I've no objection if the missis uin't.
Seems only fair you should, seeln' what
you done, mate."
·······

The great day came. It was still high
Murphy sallied forth, dis-

summer.

|r

big bands met for a second and
speechless looks. Then Parr reared with a sort of husky giggle, and
Uurpliy blubbered Irresistibly, but in

:wo

When the two
ι suitable undertone.
net again, both were gruff and ehaine·
'aced exceedingly. No word of that
jrief and fevered interview, when both
jearte were stripped bare by that blast
>f anguish, was ever said, yet it reuulued as the strongest link of this

Becoming Impafar from grasping.
tient of the latter's prolonged reverie,
he hemmed loudly. Murphy, perceiving

An Ancient Foe

I

Cral

strange warder appeared,
especially pre- out of the sequence of routine, iu MurHood Farm Salve
our
with
connection
pared to be used in
phy's corridor. Novelties here were alGarget Cure. Also excellent for cracked
for treatlee on most always painful. Murphy, being η
teats, sores, bruises. $1. Call
C. L
less nervous, and
garget and Its causes. Prepared by F. A, prisoner, was more or
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass. For sale by
terrors of the unknown seised him. The
SHCKTLxrr & Co., South Parla, Me.
world outside miirht bs crumbling for

One day

a

had any trouble.of the kind since.
Mas. Κ. T. Snyder, Troy, Ohio.

never

Hood's

Safsaparilla

and Pills

Parr's face was solid, untransparent
white, mapped out with pale red lines,
and seemed suddenly to have grown
very thin, while the swelled Iliac lids
and drenched eyelashes gave his round
eyes quite a uew spiritual transparency. His bead was thrown back and bis
gaze fixed on the whitewashed celling,
lie was immobile, except that his hand
felt stiffly for the chain of the otilclal
keys with which he used to play In

When the three were more composed
and Murphy had heard all particulars
they went down into the parlor, and he
was solemnly entertained at tea. his
plate being tearfully heaped with delicacies over which he chok«"d politely
in an effort at Impossible relish. After
this they talked business, and very astounding business it was. It appeared
that Parr, with a little assistance from

abstraction, to the past
45.
spoke first because Panto have any Idea of greetbeyond turning his eyes
hurriedly toward Murphy and then
turning them away again, and. as to

moments of
outrage of C
Mrs. Parr
did not seem
ing a visitor

he was a choked,

Murphy,

paralyzed

"a gentleman he knowed." had procured money to pay Murphy's passage,
should he fall in with the plan, to

statue.
"That's how Parr Is—he can't speak,"
Parr ti'rned a half
she whimpered.
frightened glance of agreement aud
recognition. "Here's Mr. Murphy." she
continued. Murphy was even then remotely gratified at this polite form.
"Won't you speak to him, John? He—

America, to a brother of Mrs. Parr,
who ardently desired Murphy's services
on his farm. Murphy assented, with
dull, staring gratitude dawning In his
eyes, and, waving a hand toward the
outside world of public bouses, remarked that he would "be safer out o' that."
"She knew all about it." Faysle's
mother said. "You was to have had
tea with her, and she was to have set

didn't—know"—
No; Murphy did not know, lie bad
not yet arrived at the knowledge. His
gaze roved with α vacant and simple
curiosity over Parr's stiff, stuffed image. bis white features aud black suit.
He looked Inquiringly at the upper
fioor and then ut Parr again and. there
being no answer to this dumb questioning, managed, after clearing a number of foreign siftstanees out of Ills
throat, to ask in un unnuturul. high
pitched voice. "Where's"— Ile got no
His hand went vaguely to
further.

your knee and drawed you a
ture."
"Ah, she could draw!" Murphy
"
Ό' such
tered. true to his faith.
'Is.'
Parr?
Mr.
remember.
on

—

his pocket and came back again empty.
Parr raised his eyes also, but much
higher and very slowly, then turned Ills
head toward Murphy with silent mean-

charged with merely conventional "Ignominy." An officer or two wished hitn
good luck, and there had been a small
subscription privately made for α decent suit of clothes. Murphy was stiff
and awed at himself in large checked
tweeds, a white collar and a satin tierea tie of glaring blue, at his own
quest. Blue he stated to be a "slap up
color." He had also a shilling or two in.
his

pocket.

"Ile'll go .into the first pub," said a
witty cynic, "and spend the lot."
But Murphy did not. He had too
much respect, look you, for his sweetheart, whom he hoped to meet! He stole
guiltily instead into a small toy and
dweet shop, where he purchased lolliheadpops and, sentimentally, a black
ed soldier doll In a startling scarlet uniform. Carrying these with great care
and mentally combating the idea that

knew
every one. especially |>ollceuion.
he had Just come out of prison, he
tramped cheerfully through the dusty
suburban sunshine. lie reached St.

Catharine's road—a hard, yellow road,
with a few dirty children hanging

about, as If there had been some recent
excitement—and found No. 18. In whosesquare yard of garden he recognized,
with a thrill of agitation, some wilted

marigolds.

Ile loolyd up and down the road a*
he pushed open the little blistered,
hi*
green gate. "It's uncommon quiet!"
α chill
struck
silence
The
thought
through him. Indeed, the solitary rotomance of Murphy's life was never
be translated into a region of flat commonplace, but destined to Immortal enshrinement in the crystal of the unattainable and Ideal. He raised his hand,

shakily to the knocker, his breath coming quick, bis eur keen for the patter
of small feet Hnd a childish tinkle of

laughter. But all was as silent as thewait a long timegrave, and be had to
till a slow adult footstep and the sound,
of a woman's gown came down thedoor was opened
passage. Wlieu the
be saw that the gown was a black oneand that the woman's face was streaked and glazed wltb tears, which overflowed afresh as she met his blank gazeand, seizing his hand, suddenly turned,
limp and cold, drew him in.
Murphyl" was all she"Oh, Murphy,
said.

Murphy's other hand unclosed nervously. and the packet of colored eweets:

will rid yon of it, radically and per- scattered
ortltterlnir
manently, as they have rid thousands·1

on

to

»······
Murphy did not rise to eminence in
the land of his adoption, but he earned

ing.

"Sick?' Murphy muttered uncandld*

competence and wrote home respectful letters at Intervals to the Parrs.
By and by there came another little
blue eyed maid to sit on Parr's knee
and kiss away the traces of past sorBut Murphy never had wife,
row.
chick or child of his own, or anything
better to kiss than a battered doll in a
violent blue frock, or more substantial
and dear on earth than the tender
memory of his prison love affair with
a

ly.

Parr shook his head many times with

deep expression.

"Won't you let me see her, then?"
a foolish drawl.
The woman burst afresh Into loud
weeping. Murphy kept his small eye
fixed, doglike, on Parr und seemed to
arouse in hiiu some new resolve. He
took Murphy by the arm with an unconscious grip of professional authority
and led him Into the passage. Mrs.
Parr followed, still sobbing. The two
big men climbed the narrow wooden

continued Murphy In

■

"small, small child.*
A

Remedy For Snake Bite.

which creaked beneath their
There Is a most remarkable account
weight. Murphy lurched slightly and of the exploring trip of an orchid huntParr's foot stiiy dragged as they en- er named Andre through an unknown
The party met
tered the little low bedroom. The blind part of Venezuela.
was down here, too, and the dusty aftwith terrible hardships and privation,
ernoon sunlight subdued Into wanness. and only about half of them got back
There was a large bed occupying half to civilization. They were In continual
the space. A white cloth was pinned danger from snakes, and the native
across the glass on the dressing table, remedies, the only ones at hand, were
already besprent with suburban einuts. severe ones. One duy Mateo Uamlrez,
Murphy noticed it absently, for his one of the men walking through the
whole atteutlon was taken up by one Jungle, was bitten Just above the ankle
by a snake. Andre suspected that the
It was η child's cril>. but on the white bite was not poisonous, but Mateo was
coverlet, at pillow and foot, were two In mortal terror and allowed his friends
dents, harsher than the fondly rcmein- to subject him to a remedy worse than
Throwing him to the
bored small flaxen head and fairy feet the disease.
could make, and a few faded flower ground, they wound a strong creeper
until It cut into the.
petals and green leaves lay about it on around his thigh
wound with
the floor. The silent I*arr stretched out flesh and then burned the
a live coal until the patient shrieked
a wooden arm that way. '/hen Murtobacco and crushed
phy, standing where he was. threw up In agony. Chewed
rubbed in and
his head with a long, dull canine howl garlic were afterward
stairs,

"keen."

the wound hound up. The snake bite
cured, but the i>oor victim suffered
for many days from the remedy.—Les-j
lie's Monthly.

With such a voice docs a

was

The Poor Chlof»· Wife.
A Chinese wife is not exactly to bo
envied, for she is under the authority
not merely of her husband, but also of
Λ book on Chinese etihis mother.
quette given rules which show pretty

clearly how utterly subject a woman
Here are a'
Is to her mother-in-law.

few cf them: "When your mother-In·
law sits you should stund. Obey her
orders quickly. Itise early In tho mornlog and open the doors quietly, taking
care to make no noise to waken her.

Hasten to prepare her toilet articles;
retire and prepare for tea. Take it to
her quickly and cheerfully, and. then
arrange the breakfast table. Place the
chopsticks straight, boll the rice soft,
and let the meal be thoroughly done.
Prepare the meals thus carefully thrice
daily. When darkness comes and your
great one desires to sleep, spread tho
bed, when she may peacefully rest and
you may retire to your room."

smile.
Parr Jumped as If he were shot. Murphy turned round, snatched the small
it
parcel from his pocket and smashed
"
the
on the floor with a bitter
doll!" then caught Parr's eye of vague
mechanical reproof and added humbly:
"I ask your pardon. I'm a bit took
aback." He rose and stood looking at

Example· of Teraeaeaa.

Perhaps the tersest and most effective election speech ever made, says a
London weekly, was that of Mr. John
Peel at Accrington, when at last and
after the most urgent solicitation he
was induced to address there the elect"Men of
ors of northeast Lancashire.
Accrington, if you are so backward In
coming forward, we shall all be behind
as we were before." The only deliver-

the two.
"Well, she's dead; that's all," said
Parr. The sharpness of his anguish
had made him newly capable of sarover
casm, so that he added, turning
abstractedly a little pile of clothes and

on the table. "That's all we've got
to show you now." lie pursued dryly:
"If you'd have come a week ago. or
yesterday even; but. being as you
didn't, that's all. and not much of α

toys

ance

welcome neither."
Then a sudden change took place in
and
Murphy. Ills big hand clutched
closed on Parr's chilly Angers, and.
with tears streaming in small sheets
down his cheeks, he shouted In a great

Not I'aetl to Paillas Cqrlca.
A slight Are occurred on the fourth
floor of u downtown establishment An
Irishman was at work on the same
floor at the time the blaze started, und
after It was put out Pat was called
Into the private office of the manager.
"Pat why didn't you try to put that
You could easily
flre out yourself?
have extinguished it with a hand grenade; there's plenty of them up there,"
said the manager.
"Well, sor," returned Pat "I had
four of thlm on the case, but I couldn't
get the corks out In time, begorra."—

Men of oak
keep the old
homestead standing through
Timbers of oak

right stuff.
"

It pays

Men of oak

"

to use

the

are men

ir

Philadelphia Telegraph.

whose
sound
the
of
made
bodies are
est materials.
Childhood is the time to la)
the foundation for a sturdy con
stitution that will last for years
Scott's Emulsion is the right

rugged health,

with this in terseness

down with the dust."'

'ohhing trust:

the years.

comparable

and effectiveness was the sermon of
Dean Swift's, which, taking as its test,
"He that glveth to the pour lendeth to
the Lord," began and ended thus:
"Brethren, If you like the security

men

One Tklng Settled.
"Grace Is greatly worried. She can't
decide where to go on her bridal tour."
"When is she to be married?"
•The date hasn't been fixed yet"
"Whom Is she going to wed?"
"That's another detail that la yet to
be arranged. But she has her trousseau

nal.

stuff.

all planned."—Kansas City JourA Tartar Pro verb.

Scott's Emulsion stimulate!
the growing powers of children
helps them build a firn
foundation for a sturdy consti

A Turko-Tartar proverb throw· light
on the question of the amount of ve-t
racity to be looked for in official documents by orientals. The proverb rujp
as follows: "lie who speaks the truth
will be expelled from nine villages."

tution.

"I

8end for free «ample.

8COTT * BOWNB, Chemlet·,

New York •
40B-41B Pearl Street,
the oilcloth In a hundred!
like bis foolishi I
60c and >1.00» all druegleta·

fragmenta

sure

"Faysie wanted you to have this
put you in mind of her in America."

had seen the small paper parcel protruding from Murphy's pocket.
"Mr. Murphy brought her a dolly,
dear," she faltered, with a watery

m

falIs'—

Then Mrs. Parr was reminded of
something else. She went upstairs and
presently returned, bearing a small colored object in her hand.

the world's dry paths.
an
Incongruous soul,
Mrs.
Parr,
though well meaning, here lifted her
voice, at the same time poking I'arr
with her forefinger in ndmonitlon. She

A pair of iron arm» seized It lui.

pic-

enough!"

ruins.
I'arr winced reproachfully, as If Murphy had made things worse by putting
them into sound, but Murphy, unaware
of him, plunging forward, fell on his
knees in a heap at the bottom of the
crib and began to groan and to stroke
with his great lingers the place whence
the little feet had flitted away out of

was a

claim on his attention, drew a long
breath and looked up, and. lo! there
He was
was a request on Parr's lips.
visibly, actually, asking C 45 for something. Ha wen stammered, feeling a
cession of dignity, though ho watched
on.
Uc pineal himself side by tide with ο ng
Murphy with assumed indifference, as
Another prisoner had lately shared
prisoner.
if the matter wore a trifle, because if
'nrr's attentions, via, as it were, Murthe latter, remembering past things, βίο knows mon· about It than cither of
seconded—C TU, an intellectual ras>hy
had refused the position would have us two do."
ai whose native wits blossomed into
been unbearably humiliating.
Now, this was an epoch in the menta' ι morbid ingenuity In annoying that
"You was sayin' somethin'?" he haz- and spiritual development of Parr. Foi itolld official without overmuch risk
arded. Thus he tactfully beli>ed his of- the first time he placed himself side by ο himself.
This Murphy had never
side with a prisoner. Murphy was imficer out.
-uinpassed. C 70, however, had done
o'
all
bit
so
that
"Well, you might send hor a—a
mensely impressed, so much
( t once too often and had been cliasChildren's fools, the revolt was taken out of him. He { Ised
nonsense In return.
by Parr's staff "In self defense."
you know."
paused, then agreed very gently:
( )f this he complained with so much
"I reckon she does—more than me vit that, though publicly snubbed, he
Murphy gaped hideously. Ho was not
beautiful in moments of emotion. He anyway." A long pause. "Us two. eh?" | >rought a private rebuke on Parr, who
turI fear that Murphy was somewhat | 'omembered the circumstance,
thought and thought. Much eloquence,
imitative and original, passed through Idle that afternoon, though he made up { ner retaliation ensued, and C 79's soul
his mind, but he knew his man and. he for it afterward. lie spent much of his vas bent on vengeance.
sides, had a sincere sense of the gult time in contemplating art. I'urr had
During the coal carrying process a
between himself and the sender of the sternly adjured him to wrap the draw· ! luperlntendlng officer unconsciously
with lug up in its original paper that It
message. So ho said very humbly,,
lropped a pocketkuife. C 70 covered
his eyes on the ground:
might not be soiled. On that paper he ; t with bis foot and managed, unseen,
found another drawing, which filled ο snatch it up. It was hot and the
"Please to give her my respex."
"You might say—'love'—I think," him with superstitious dismay. The warders' attention to their charges a
Parr suggested condescendingly. "I discovery was not made till just before lttle languid. Thus it befell that while
shouldn't mind if you did. Children Parr came to reclaim the treasure.
Parr stood looking on, with a severe
"See there!" said C 45. lie was quite foregone conclusion of Ο 79's shirking,
don't understand respects."
"My resiKiX—and love," Murphy livid, and his hand shook. It was rath- ils limited horizon was very nearly
amended, and Parr quite beamed, but er sobering—the likeness of a toppling widened Into a tragic comprehension
he could not understand Murphy's and irregular monumental cross, with >f all things by two which occurred sijumping up next moment as if he were "Paysle Parr"' printed upon it, a date, multaneously before and behind him.
asand "Of Such Iz the Kindum of Hevn." [n front C 79 suddenly dropped his
going to assault him—he was really
Tarr affected unconcern. It was no oad, whipped round with a coolly glltsaulting worse enemies—or his irrelevant shout in a broken voice:
new trial to him. "She's always doin' :ering eye and, bis arm vengefully lift·
"See if I don't do my work now, offi- that on the sly. Some meddllu' holy ( •d. drove a small streak of light
cer!"
Joe taught her, or maybe her granny itralgbt at Parr's broad chest In rear,
Things did not end here. Shocking to she lived with till the old lady died."
where the next gang of prisoners stood
relate,'Parr became the go between in
Another drawing turned up subse- jauting aud mopping their brows,
this prison love affair. He was some- quently. which Parr Introduced to his ι waiting their turn, a pair of Iron arms
times artlllclally severe to make up for notice with a grin less sarcastic than seized him to drag him aside irresistibly
the lapse, but Murphy understood and it would have been two months before. , ind with such magic swiftness that for
endured; also, to Parr's amazement, This also depicted a monumental cross. ι moment he mislaid his own identity,
C 45. Instead of "taking advantage," At the top was Murphy's own name tteing siow οι comprenension, ne couii*
became manageable, so that even the and underneath It precisely the same lot ascertain whether be was Parr, vhe
results as Parr
warder, or Murphy, the prisoner, so
governor himself, seeing
legend as above quoted.
eunbeen substituted for
saw them, might have winked at
"Um," said Murphy, viewing it dark- luddenly bad one
his
with
dry awful broaches of the rules.
observed
him,
Parr
while
ly,
"Pve brought you something," said bead slightly on one side. "Would you
Purr mysteriously one day. "which I oblige me with a bit of pencil to do my
oughtn't to. Mo broakin' the rules! But, sum for the schoolmaster, Mr. Parr?" To health and happiness is Scrofula—
Murphy was laboriously acquiring the 88 ugly as ever since time immemorial.
knowledge that two and two make
It causes bunches in the neck, disΗΟΟΏ
four. He put the paper down on his
the skin, inllames the mucous
figures
stool, sucked the stump of pencil and
membrane, wastes the muscles, weakapplied himself to making an altera- ens the
bones, reduces the power of
he
her
show
that,"
"Please not to
In garget the udder becomes Inflamed, tion.
to disease and the capacity
resistance
the milk seems said, handing the design to Parr,
hot, red and painful, and
into connot to say cussin' ex- for recovery, and develops
It
ain't
or
"though
watery.
thick, stringy, bloody
A tablespoonful of Hood Farm Garge. actly, put in that way."
sumption.
Cure mixed with damp feed two or three
"A bunch appeared on the left side of
For the word "Heaven" the elementimes a day will cure any ordinary case.
my neck. It cuuaed grcut pain, was lanced,
Murphy had substituted one and
"
One of my cows had bloody garget and tary
became a running sore. I went Into a
he
I fed her Hood Farm Garget Cure, night broadly descriptive letter which
decline. I wns persuaded to try
the
which
after
six
stood
for
days,
It
and morning
l'e Sarsuparllla, and when I had taken
pointed out with simple pride.
milk was all right." A. E. Looms, North thus: "L."
six bottles my neck was benled, and I have
η

glaring blue tie.

dog recognize the loss of his owner god,
the conse<|Uent extinction of his sun
and the crumbling of his universe into

CIIAPTER III.
sultry day of summer—a
day to drift on a glassy mimic
sky of silver rippled river under
green, willowy shadows; to lie,
icad o»i arms, under the flecked gold
md emerald of cool woodland soliudes. In the prison a grimy handed,
i.'iiu procession, their faces streaked
perspiration,
vith black dust and
weated doggedly at coal carrying, delicti the free laborers' cherished privilookeges of grumbling, smoking and

IT

child's presence. Parr stood lu the
middle of it. as if he did not quite
know how to stand. A shaft of veiled
sunlight struck coldly through the
drawn blind on his new black clotbee,
and Murphy's hand went up In mechanical dlsmuy to pull at his own
a

or

>dd fellowship.

—

—

the central

'™f

On this Murphy flew at him. and tb«

fashions.
"She sont hor luv"—he tried the curt
official pronunciation, then widened it
her love." at
"loove
wonderingly
length contentedly, "to me! She did."
Parr assented patronizingly, swelling
his chest with an agreeable sense of
conferring favors and of having more
still in store which Murphy's mind was

Wolcott, Vt.
Prices $1 and $2.50.

poor details beside

γλό

It.i.wlo

Garget Cure

«'ere

his dumb soul mnde all sorts
round the door with a curt monosyllacouth noises, as a dumb tongue does.
ble or a warning against "frivolous
he
Then. In his desperation,
v»KUL',y
lomplalnts." but to stand beside him
lnfan
Itated the attitude of a praying
for fully ten minutes and to say, which
Samuel In a much creased print Fays ®
Murphy but dimly understood, that his
had sent him. With hands piously
'act of courage would be reported in
clasped and upraised eyes. M"rphy
the proper quarter." A more Impartial
hardened rascal, knelt, trembling, and
leliverer uearly spared him the trouble
made his Urst essay at Prayer starttinfc
ay setting Murphy free without prison
he
had
which
service
church
from the
.ormatitles. But delight at what he had
sometimes mechanically
lone really pulled him through.
"A'mlghty and most mere ful bathe
Before his state of health permitted
-rarr-and especial me—is tnlserab
bim to avail himself of It a free pardon
sinners, and you know the sort ο
He received the
came for Murphy.
brlngin' up I've had. But Parr is a do

mv

most at homo in this attitude, in
which indeed lie mentally confronted
the universe. Ile began to repeat tlie
message to himself in several keys and

FARM

Lying quietly in bed, Murphy's livid,
oaln lined features were all one large,
jnconquerable smile, and in his languid
?ye there was a newborn sweet mildness, while η feeble giggle of perfect
«atisfaellon. as at an incomparable joke,
rippled from his lips. Strange things
ndeed were happening to him in the
#ay of pmlse and sympathy, but these

magnificent fact that "C 45 saved her
"I'm—I'm nothln'! No right to feel.
for lier, so he did!" which he
iaddy
They'd give me the lash for It. p'raps.
to himself again and again.
whispered
O—O—God!" Struggling for expression,
The governor appeared, not to glance
of un

tlyTo

were

—

the door represslvely oil
futile, hour*· eutroaty for details. The
four narrow wall* seemed to close in
upon the prisoner and « rush his heart.
II,. cursed the warder, the system.tho
government; pulled himself ιap short lu
superstitious horror, rushed about 1
strait limits madly, then «topped and

benefit, who questioned, fearing
(luestion. "Worse-or-better?
"\11 rlr^t." He read Murphy like a
hook for onee. "Out o· daoger. brother.

his breath:
"I>id she now?"
Parr nodded. "Yes. 'Give the pitty
man'—she always calls you that"—with
a sarcastic cliuckle—"'my love, dadda,'
she says."
Murphy was In a reverie, with his big
λ

'Île damped

α

£

the humility It evinced.
"I don't tell no lies." he observed, and
Murphy lost sight of Invidious comparison in relief at the denial. A trace of
his lost brogue reappeared as. staring
with eager eyes at Purr, he said under

«

to a punishment cell amid a subdued
45. you'll get reported If you
buzz of powerless units. Murphy was
use foul lannu:'.fiO.
Itorne with uiueli consideration to the
The rebuke iell senseless as a song on
infirmary, his deed being one which,
the wroti h; d Murphy's ear.
besides its Intrinsic heroism, was for
"Oh. officer!" lie gasped, with pale
obvious reasons admirable in the eyes
lins "is—«Ι»"—v ry ι ad?"
of prison officials. For the latter cause
"S'posb so or they wouldn't have put lie was a little ashamed of it himself.

"No. no! That nin't all. Then»'· me.
Me—she made from η bruto Into η man!
Me—she touched there was u (Jod. cos
there must 'a' been one to 'a' made the
likes of her; me—that hated every mortal creature, nnd myself. and yon. Parr,
most of all; teached me as a prisoner—
ah, and a warder, too—might be a man.
She did, and fetched me out of 'ell with
them teeny lingers I see on the shot!
There's me, here, and one there," pointing at the celling a finger and a look
so inspired that Parr, like Stephen, saw
heaven open. "And she's—carried—in—
Ills bosom. She Is, man!" squeezing
Parr's passive hand.
"She's better off. I know." Parr said
In a high, weak voice, "but when I see
Soames, that has Ave, and White, with
three, and I—got none!" Then he broke
down and wept, and Murphy also.

Mrs. Parr drugged him onward, bis heavy foot shuffling, to the
little pnrlor, which was all too neat
and still not to refute the last hope of

dmi m.

1

glasses
can't"

"Yes?

ComataL

I could get along without
awhile longer, b..t I find I

thought

It was an

Smart Set

optical Illusion."—'
^
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SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, SEPT. 22,1903.
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ATWOOD

FORBES,

iNOTHER COUNTY FAIR.

THE OXFORD BKABS.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

Paris Hill.
First Baptist Church, Be*. H. II. Bishop,
Pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Sun-lav School at 12 M. Junior C. E. at 230P.M.
Sabbath Kvenlng Service at 7:30 v. M. Y. P. 8.
Prayer
C. E. Tuesday evening at 7 JO P. M.
Meeting Thursil.iv evening at 7 30. Covenant
Meeting the last Krlday before the 1st Sunday
or the month at 2 SO p. M. AU not otherwise eon-1
nected are cordially MÛM.
Unlvereallst Church, Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunilay at 11 a. m. 1
Sun J ay School at 12 M.

West Paris.
to perΥθβ, the erratic weather seems
petuate "freaks of nature". Mrs. Mai7
in
P. Brown picked a ripe strawberry
(
Successful Exhibition Qiven
of lighly
the pasture near her home tho 16th
Last Week.
this month.
^
W. F. Bowker of Massachusetts has
been visiting friends here.
Will Hall and family have been here j .ARGER SHOW THAN EVER OF IIORSE8
from Rumford on a visit. The house
AND CATTLE.—INTERESTING CONTESTS.
owned here by him will soon be
—GOOD WEATHER AND GOOD CROWDS.
vacated, as Chandler Curtis is moving
Charles Martin, (his sonon his farm.

herd of twenty-four, Holsteine, Ayrshires and grades.
Β. M. Gréeley of Parle, a 2-year-old
Ayrshire bull, and three Ayrshire heifers.
F. W. Noyes of Norway, a number of
grade heifers.
A. E. Morse of South Paris, a handsome grade Hereford heifer 2 years old.
Grant Royal of Paris, a grade Jersey
low and a heifer.
McAllister of Norway, a high grade
Jersey 2-year-old heifer.
John F. Swain of Norway, two grade
Solstein heifers 2 years old.
C. R. King of Pari» showed a herd of
:wenty, principally grade Jerseys and
Durhams.

cabbiagks.

The long space under the grand stand
A good line of car·
ras not well filled.
] lages in various styles was set out by
I. P. Millett, the well-known South
Paris dealer. He makes something of a
ι ipecialty of pneumatic carriages, and in
C. T.
ι ;hose had a good assortment.
; Sevens of Auburn shewed four good

<

:arriages.

IMPLEMENTS.

not very large, nor were all the
animals in the procession by any
Nevertheless it was an imposmeans.
ing array of stock, and drew forth many
expressions of delight. Even those who
knew the show of stock was as large and
as good as was ever seen, hardly realized
thatihe finest of the animals would present so fine an appearance. The parade
may be set down as a very satisfactory
part of the fair.
was

prize

Proprietor·.

This fall the suits which

to be worn more

are

than ever are stylish, durable and cheap. The jackets are most all long and some length will become
most every lady. A great many of the fall suits are

made from cheviot, heavy enough u> wear all winter.
ONE LOT in pebble cheviot blouse jacket with
long skirt, capes, ornaments, large sleeves, plain
$13.50
skirt,
ONE LOT suits of heavy pebble cheviot in
black, long fitted coat, satin lined to waist, velvet
collar, plain skirt, velveteen bound, a stylish suit,

Ο AMES.

ΤΠΚ RAI.Ii
In agricultural implements F. C. MerThree ball games, each ono "fully
111 of South Paris had all but a monopA. K. Forbks.
1 >ly, and his exhibit consistod entirely of worth the
price of admission," were
<;kokmk M ATWOOD.
in-law) has bought the place with him.
he played on the three days, and on the first
which
Oxford
1 lie Paris and Ο. K.
of
the
officers
County
The
moved
plows
have
Harry Emery and family
nanufactures, and a number of styles of and second days, being played during
Agricultural Society had faces that were
into the house with John Lurvey.
Γκκμα —#1.54t ii year If pal<l strictly In advance.
and the glow was due
he had on exhibition and was the races, they made an excellent substilast
vhich
i
week,
remain
to
cents.
i
Allen
iglow
Gertrude
Miss
< the r wise ♦.'.00 a year. Single copie»
expects
SHEEP.
to show fully to all who came. tute for the vaudeville and acrobatic per< ο two causes; first the fact of the way
winter.
the
>repared
Yates'
Dr.
at
through
in
AU legal advertisements
A hvkktio.mkxts :
C. R. Penley of South Paris showed a formances presented between heats
to < iverything was going right at the fair,
his daughter,
visited
have
were in their
for
P.
Hammond
#1.30
Π.
wife
and
Some
Insertions
gone
Marshall
E.
sheep
very
connective
A.
good
three
are given
recent years. The games were three of
fervid heat
contracts Mrs. E. F.
1 •otary roller riding harrow.
at Kennebunk, over
on account of the ι rod second because of the
there
Shaw,
called
per inch In length of column. Special
pens.
Conway,
the closeetand most interesting in a long
and which
marie with local, transient anil yearly advertisE. W. Penley of Greenwood had a
Sunday.
sickness of the mother of Mrs. Marshall, vhich everywhere prevailed,
ers.
THE RACES.
countime.
the Demo- Mrs. Newcomb.
[lock of good sheep and a flock of lambs
1 >ainted a ruddy hue on the palest
Hammond^brought
Eugene
Job I'ki.xtinq .-—New type, fast presses, steam crat evidence of the wild strawberries
ι enance.
The first day's races were the 2:50 and
Tuesday afternoon Oxford defeated
ind a large buck, all good ones.
News comes that Mrs. Addie Bates^at
low prices
and
workmen
the remarkable score of 1
power, experienced
Whew! However near to being a
busi- which he found in the form of a bunch New Haven is recovering from her illC. A. Richardson of Greenwood was ! !:20 classes with five starters in the Harrison by
combine to make this department of oar
in a very clean game, the winning
como
have
to
fair
latter.
the
the
four
in
breaker
ι
and
They
orrner
0,
■ecord
and
and
may
fresh
some
fragrant.
here
as
usual
with
ness complete and popular.
were
that
good sheep
ripe,
ness.
in the matter of lambs.
if ere uninteresting however. In the 2 :50 nine having only one error charged
Mr. Longley of Norway has been doing η any other respect,
Perley li. Ryerson is at home from
can't reinhabitant
oldest
the
veather
double
in the < ilass, the Lcwiston horse, Gold Finder, against it.
new
Bates'
well
was
L.
C.
two
in
represented
the piping
Norway
Providence, R. I., for a vacation of
Coming Events.
No game was on the programme for
others and
in all the years since
tenement house. It is also being re- xiember anything,
sheep department. A. F. Jaclcson of lad too much speed for the
weeks.
Wednesday, but the management ar:he society was organized in 1842, that Norway had a very nice flock of sheep ,vas jogged under the wire.
Waterhouse.
and
conference
Martin
annual
H.
seventh
Miss
Mary
Miss Marie Morris,
painted by
Sept. 22-34.—Seventh
For two days, through \nd
ranged to have the contestants of the
of .Maine Congregationallste, Furuilnifton.
2:50 Class. Puilsk, fioo.
Levi Shedd has sold his stand to ouched this year.
lambs, also a good buck.
and Miss Edith Watkins, with
Tho Oxfords
Oct. κ.—Oxford Pomona Uranxe, South Water- Taylor
Ε. E. Witt, another one of Norway's JoM Flmler, Walto. Lcwlston,
1 1 1 preceding day play again.
made a Arthur L. Mann, and talks of moving to ruesday and Wednesday, the crowd
of
South
Paris,
Crockett
Krnest
ford.
wilted their collars, and best farmers, had a
4 2 2 again won, tho score being 5 to 3.
1 iweltered, and
sample of his Jhlek, Wilkinson, Groveton, Ν. II,
Annual meeting of Maine State two days' trip to Camp Concord, on Con- Portland.
good
.ι
3 3 3
it. Tho rain of
Sir William, Ryereon, Bethel,
Thursday's game, called at 10:30 A. m.,
Sunday School Association, South Paris.
Born, Thursday, Sept. 17, to Mr. and jaspod, and endured
sheep in their places.
2 <lr.
cord Pond, Friday and Saturday.
Slory, Russell, Lewlston,
in good
was between the Lewiston Athletics and
dust
the
laid
both
night
a
Wednesday
and
E.
W.
fairs.
Everett
E.
J.
C.
die.
Tuell, daughter.
Everett,
1><TK* of agricultural
Northland Anna, Gregg, Andover,
Saturday evening Mr. Gill entertained Mrs. Elmer
Mechanic Falls, and was won by the
air a little, though of
Time, 2 :301-472:43 3-4, 2 $71-4.
Our increase of population is delight- ihape, and cooled the
Norway, can be relied upon every
a number of guests in the parlors at
Sept. 22- .'4.—Androscoggin Valley, Canton.
was still a summer day, with
of
Athletics, 4 to 8, the winners making
future
and
the
for
in
some
rhureday
to
readof
is
a
Sept. 25ΜΗΛ. 1.—West Oxford, Fryeburg.
and
bring
good sheep
prophecy
year
Mrs. Jackson's with a number
ful,
Except for an accident in the second two of their four scores in their eighth
of warm showers, lambs to
drizzles
occassional
tlfi ;··. < ><-t. I Qltllll North, Ândover.
the
fill
town.
pens
prepared
up
help
tieat the 2:20 class would have been a
ings. lie gave a striking interpretation our
in spite of tho boat, the for them.
inning, the last they played.
of Poe's '-Raven", and other very effectPerhaps President Roosevelt would be îaken all in all,
B^ood contost between Hallie Rollins and
It is likely to be a long time before
SKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
his weather did not keep the crowd away,
offer
and
hnd
a
of
Buckfield
our
A.
Tuttle
visit
D.
to
specivillage
ive selections.
pleased
Joe Hedge. In this heat Joe Hedge three so good games in succession are
tnd was very satisfactory to the fair men of his sheep here.
Falls
Rumford
of
Bisbee
L.
Miss
Hallie
of
wheel
congratulations.
Mary
Billsstepped into tho sulky
County Commissioners' Court and Road
played on theso grounds.
managers.
was a guest at George M. Atwood'e last
Rollins and was thrown on the track,
A Fall Suit.
SWINE.
The attendance was fully up to the
Bethel.
NOT DOWN ON THE BILLS.ViO Horse Blankets.
week.
of
his
Ira
Woodbury
driver,
Kaln or Shine Coats.
Owing to the extreme hot weather throwing
average of tho good years. The receipts
Miss Edith Watkins, who has been
The only affair of tho tlireo (mys inMany of the summer guests have re- from sale of tickets have been larger, or somo other cause there wore not a Portland, over tho fence. Joe nedgo
Suits. Suits. Suits.
with friends here for two or three weeks, turned to their homes.
then ran from tho quarter-pole to the volving much disorder occurred during
7 Notices of Appointment.
but they make a total of about ·?2")00. great lot of hogs on the grounds, but we
Brooks.
returned to her home in Waterville
stand where ho was captured the races Tuesday afternoon. Β. II. BisBethel furnished her quota for the
came on Wed- found somo very good ones in the pens. judges1
crowd
the
course
Of
Sliver
Glassware.
big
sterling
the sulky upside-down and a shaft bee, tho well known horseman, got into
South Paris and Norway fair. Station
Monday morning.
l»r. Austin Tenney.
the attend- The Berkshires and White Chesters seem with
as usual.
Tuesday
nesday
sold
between his hind legs that injured him an altercation with hie driver, "Billy"
Probate Notices.
Agent Ball reported 120 tickets
ance was small, and Thursday less than to be the favorites.
Wilson's Mills.
Strav Cattle.
so that it was nccessary to draw him Nelson, during which both used their
Wednesday morning.
crowd.
W. II. and G. H. Dunn of Norway and
of
half
Wednesday's
from
has
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
student
the
Kerckhoven
Frank Shaw,
Lafay- Mr. Alphonse Van I)en
from the race, leaving nothing fast fists and some blood (lowed. Of course
Lost.
And right here perhaps it might bo A. F. Jackson each had a large black
ette College, Penn., who has been with sold his stock of goods to C. E. Bisbee
enough to make it entertaining for Hal- at the first hint of a fight the crowd ran
Bankruptcy Notice.
the convenient ar- Berkshire boar, and very good ones.
us through the summer as assistant to and gone to Boston.
Later he will move well to comment upon
lie Rollins.
from tho grand stand and tho ball game
S. R. Yeatou of Oxford had a large
rangement of the grounds, and the ease
Rev. E. A. Tuck, started on his return his family there.
to the scene of the row.
PUR8E $200.
CLASS.
boar.
2:20
Chester
Through a Pennsylvanian's Eyes.
handled.
crowd
is
White
a
which
Ohio
with
Improved
big
He is
to college the first of the week.
Dr. J. A. Morton, who has been so
1 3 11
Deputy Sheriffs Tucker, Bassett and
a Ila'llc Rollins, Pass, Cornish
exhibited
so
distriof
Otisfield
are
Brett
Π.
different
C.
The
Rev. S. F. Marks of Tidioute, Pa., an earnest, able worker in his chosen
departments
3 12 2 Cross were quickly on the eceno and
Α. II. R.. St«nwood, I.cwleton
seriously ill, is more comfortable.
with
from
seven to ten Berkshire sow and eight black pigs.
buted
who spent a number of weeks of the field of labor and the good wishes of
that,
Lad ν Madeline, Brown, Groveton,
Mr. Saunders,
in to arrest the two men. This
formerly of North thousand
W. A. Stone of Oxford showed a sow
4 2 3 3 stepped
summer at Paris Hill, writes for the
Ν. II
people on tho grounds, there
many friends go with him.
caused more excitement than the beginWatorford, has changed his plan to is no
...2 4 ilr.
ticket
Joe
tho
from
ami
Hedge,,
Tidioute News an account of his visit to
anywhere,
pigs.
his
Bonnallle^Lcwiston
jam
R. S. Rean started Tuesday with
settle in Bethel and gone into trade else"Time, 2 ,·20 1-2,2:27 14,2 .*251-2.
ning of tho row. Bisbeo objected to
A. D. Cummings of Norway had a.
the White Mountains, and concludes his household goods for Rangeley.
office through to the grand stand. There
His where.
being arrested, and particularly to being
but large White Chester boar.
incrowd
at
in
lacked
a
races
will
be
letter as follows:
turn,
What
every
good
Mrs.
Tuesday's
Guy
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Whitney have been
family, accompanied by
and fought like a tiger. lie
C. F. Millett likes White Chesters best, terest was made up by the races of Wed- handcuffed,
My stay in New England has been ltruoks, went across the lakes Wednes- taking a trip in the lake region. Their plenty of room for everybody.
had a lot of sympathizers in the crowd,
are the officers of the and exhibits a good one.
in the large grand
The
seat
following
Every
mainly spent, however, at a locality of day.
nesday.
and
and before quiet was restored the officers
trip began with Lake Umbagog
incident
C. L. Pike also lias a sow and seven stand was taken and even the stairways
another kind. In south western Maine is
The circle met with Miss II. W. Fick- crossing Richardson Lake they visited society who did tho hard work
had a hard time, and Sheriff Bassett was
all good ones.
to this fair:
the village of Paris, with about one ett. A
were filled with people.
a
pigs,
lend
of
that
those
number
and
to
over
good
Rangeley
Mooselucmaguntic,
roughly handled. On the advico of
with
class
and
Pari»
2:40
was
tho
Tho first event
hundred and fifty inhabitants
per- helping hand were present, and a very down to Bern is.
President. William J. Wheeler, South
POULTRY.
friends Bisbee finally submitted, and in
D. Hammond, Parle.
Vice-President,
boardHenry
this
summer
winner
of
an
number
of
The
starters.
four
race,
equal
haps
Miss Isabel Shirley has been attending
pleasant time was enjoyed by those
Secretary and Treasurer, A. C. T. King.
C. Y. Francis, Oxford, was one of the Northland Anna, driven by William the Norway Municipal Court he answerAs fair and picturesque and healthers.
the State W. C. T. U. conventional Fox- South Parle.
present.
ed to the chargo of resisting the officer,
exhibitors in tho lino of poultry.
ful a locality. I opine, as could be found
Trustees, .lame* W. Ltbby, Hartford, (North largest
Gregg of Andovor, and bred and owned and took an appeal to the October term
The past week has been a fine one for croft and Dover.
Turner P. O.) ; Edward W. Penley, Greeawood, Ilis exhibit included Toulouse geese old
Pure air and water, the
of
New
on the continent.
Atwood
C.
York,
Kimball
got
by
harvesting of grain.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bunting of (Went Paris P. O.) ; Charles F. Mll'ctt, Norway; and
Judicial Court. Incidentally
young, White Faced Black Spanish a bad start and looked to bo distanced of Supreme
beautiful hills and fields and vales and
Groveton have been visiting friends in William O. Frothlngham, South Paris; Eugene fowl and chicks, Bronze turkeys and
was considerable profanity used,
when there
first
of
tho
rocks and forests, lakes on every side,
half
first
in
the
heat,
E.
Andover.
Andrews,
Norway.
in
Bethel and are spending a few days
and a wordy war to accompany the
ducks.
mountains looming high in the distance,
she settled to a wonderful burst of speed
The trustees acted as division superinDr. Austin Tenney, oculist, will be at Portland and Boston. Mr. Bunting was
personal encounters. The war of words,
L. I. Gilbert, Norway, showed an
and
tho
finishing
good roads, wholesome food, and pleas French's Hotel Wednesday, the 23d.
gap
Viceand
great
is
closing
President
Wheeler
up
and
of
tendents,
formerly station agent in Bethel
assortment of fowls, including Light second. In the second heat Northland indeed, raged far beyond tho borders
ant society are among the manifold atof
Hammond
President
charge
having
into tho quiet of
now located at Groveton.
Brahmas, Partridge Cochins, Barred Anna took the pole on tho first turn and the fair grounds, and
tractions. Uue can be in the woods or
of
the
North Buckfield.
Hammond
and
of
Mr.
the
artist
is
an
who
Miss Millie Jordan,
grounds
Plymouth Rocks, Iloudaus, White Co- was not afterwards headed, winning i^ evening hours.
out of them: in town or in the country.
Had and Clyde Keene are here from reputation, has been tho guest of Mrs. hall. Mr. Penley, Mr. Libbyand Mr. Milchin, Bantams, and Pekin ducks.
An excellent place to play and rest and
This maro was sired by
THE ANNUAI. MEETING.
an oasy jog.
and
Mr.
home
of
the
her
ieu
to
returned
cattle,
Frothingliam
in
the
and
to
take
Jordan
Wellesley Hills, Mass.,
Ilarry
Η. E. Lovejoy of Norway showed a
and her dam is the
sleep and to think if you like. The iron
by
Alcyone,
of
the
horses.
Mr.
Andrews
Alcyoner,
and
The annual meeting of tho Oxford
fair.
in Hartford, Conn., Friday.
number of coops of White Plymouth fast mare, Mellette, 2:24 1-2, bred by
horse with his smoke and noise does not county
Mrs. A. W. Grover has returned from
County Agricultural Society was called
Quite a delegation from our vicinity
Hock fowls and chicks, and a pair of John W.
intrude within a distance of three miles,
ANONG THE CATTLE.
Thompson of Canton and now to order by President William J. Wheelhave taken in the fair this week.
Massachusetts where she has been visitBrown Leghorns.
mare
This
and houses painted ten years ago look
Atwood.
Mr.
owned by
er at 1 o'clock Thursday afternoon. Mr.
Holtnan Monk has returned to Orono ing her daughter, Mrs. Skillings.
The woods were full of cattle, and
Η. E. Corbett, South Paris, showed Northland Anna was never started in a
as clean and white as if their outer coats
Wheeler stated that tho principal busiMr. Seth Walker is in Farmington wherever you moved on Wednesday in Brown Leghorn fowls and chicks.
again. This is his last year.
had been applied but last week.
took a record at ness of tho
and
fall
this
until
race
meeting was to choose a
Our town schools commenced the visiting his daughter, Mrs. Metcalf.
found
to
devoted
them
the
section
showed
you
Lestor E. nenry, South Paris,
The people are genial, courteous, wellBethel the previous week in 2:2ϋ 1-2.
two trustees and a secretary
of Bowdoin College, still more cattle. Not far from SOO head a
Foster is teaching in the
14th.
Prof.
president,
Houghton
Mary
Island
Red
chicks.
of
Rhode
pair
behaved and intelligent. A typical New
and treasurer.
2:40 Class. Pcksf. $100.
Prince District. Sadie Austin in the Wal- who with his family has spent the sum- were on the grounds, and a better lot it
Clifford Richardson, West Paris, FhowEngland people, I suppose. If they dis- dron, Josie Monk in the Allen, Lila mer in Bethel, returned to Brunswick, would be hard
The choice of a president being taken
2 111
a number ed
to
find.
Quite
of Pekin ducks, old and young. Northland Anna, Gregg. Andover,
pairs
count the letter r in oral conversation:
.1 2 2 2
Bethel
Bartlett,
Hon. James S. Wright moved that
Ulnrtte,
Fletcher in the Darnet and Elva Ileald Friday.
up,
driven
across the country
them
were
of
of
a
G.
South
twenAbbott, Norway, pair
we must remember that there are
George
Prince of Wilkes, dimming*,
cast tho ballot of tho soin our village. Maggie Heald is teachHon. Edward H. Strobel is the guest twenty and thirty miles to attend this Rouen ducks.
3 3 3 3 the secretary
Paris
some
in
the
other
letters
alphabet,
ty-five
4 die.
South Paris,
on Sumner Hill.
ciety for William J. Wheeler, whose
of Dr. and Mrs. Gehring, and wjjll soon fair. It is impossible for tho Democrat
W. D. Gates, South Paris, White Ply- Bath Girl, Fogg
of them as useful and important its ing
The motion was carTime,"2:34 1-2, 2 .-27 3-4,2:29 3 4.
term now expires.
to give even brief mention of all tho lots mouth Rock fowl and Pekin ducks.
goto Siam.
the r. And if they build the barn close
East Sumner.
was declared
of cattle to be seen, and a few notes
The second event of Wednesday, the ried, and Mr. Wheeler
Homer D. Tubbs, Norway, two coops
against the rear end of the house,—a
East Waterford.
Sumner has a smart young lady in tlu
must suffice.
of Plymouth Rocks.
2:3ο, class was won in straight heats by elected.
well-nigh universal custom—let it be
For trustee to succeed Ε. E. Andrews
of "Aunt Harriet" Newell. AlMrs. Sylvia Kilbourne returned to her
E. L. Pike, South Waterford, had a
John Bennett, South Paris, made quite Dean Patclien, owned by Β. Π. Bisbec
noted the winters are not of a kind to in- person
II. E. Hammond, stating that
she is only ST years of age she is home in New York the 17th.
long string of cattle on exhibition, an exteusive display, including White of East Sumner, but was interesting of Norway,
vite one out of doors, and neighborly | though
he understood Mr. Andrews declined to
of
and
full
of
vim
as many fifty years
Saunders
Lizzie
Clinton,
Mrs.
animals
in
was
and
all.
There
close
of
on
account
lively
exciting
Barred
very
thirty-seven
Plymouth Rocks,
Wyandottes,
relations between the occupants of bare
for re-election, nominated
She recently went on thai Mass., arrived tho same day to stop a handsome hord of sleek Ilolsteins, and
finishes for second place between Lila be a candidate
and house are best preserved when all younger.
Light Brahmas, and Pekin ducks.
'Γ. P. Richardson of Norway, and moved
crowded excursion
tc a while with Mrs. Catharine Chadbourne. several yoke of oxeu and steers.
tiresome
of
RumO.
Walker
T.
owned
trip
of
White
Several
Wilkes,
by
Leghorn
pairs
good
are under closely adjoining roofs.
of the
in an open car
Will Chadbourne and George Stevens
D. P. Curtis, West Paris, exhibited fowl and chicks were shown by George ford Falls and driven by H. C. Ellis ol that the secretary cast the vote
Life on the average, as I have observed Ranueley Lakes, riding
for him, which was done.
over five miles to East Sumnei are making preparations for lumbering fourteen head of good cattle, oxen, steers
that town, and Sunlight, owned by Waitc socioty
P. Tucker, South Paris.
it hereabouts, appears to be simple and riage
For trustee to succeed W. 0. Frothstation and the same distance on her re- next winter on a timber lot they have and hoifers. IIo
left six 2-year-old
More poultry was shown than in some
natural, industrious aud frugal, (though
ingham of Paris, Mr. Wright cast one
turn at 11:30 p. m. and stood the trip bought in Bethel. They have already steers at home.
not unduly strenuous) and on the whole
previous years, and all of it good. \
2:30 Class. PunsF. $150.
ballot for It. L. Cummings of Paris, anNo danger of burying "Auni built a camp.
L. F. Everett of West Paris showod
1 1 1
comfortable. As I look on all the sur finely.
Dean Patchen. IHshec, East Sumner,
the fact. No one else voted,
Harriet" alive for her activity and
ABOUT THE 1IALL.
C. H. Pride, wife and daughter, visited six head including a yoke of oxen, a
2 3 5 nouncing
1,11a Wilkes, Walker, Rumfonl Falls,
roundings I do not wonder that the soil
3 2 < and Mr. Cummings was doclared elected.
will be apparent while life lasts at North Fryeburg Saturday and Sun- yoke of steers, some hoifers, and a thorWatte, Lewiston
of this commonwealth has been prolific vivacity
An attractive niche in the lower hall Sunlight,
4
!
4
Tho next officer to bo chosen was secIn fact she will be young as long as sh<
La<ly Chestnut, StevenB, Rlillonvllle
oughbred Devon bull calf.
of great statesmen and orators, or thai
was that occupied by L·. M. Longley,
and treasurer. Mr. Wright, with
lives.
retary
who
I
of
A.
Tuttlo
D.
Buckfield,
always
turn
this one old quiet village has itself
the Norway plumber. Πο had fitted np
Buckfield.
Josiah Cushman of Abington. Mass.
The principal event of Wednesdaj complimentary allusion to Mr. King's
two
had
some
cattle
to
has
show,
good
four
ed out one vice president,
governors,
a complete bath room, with all desirable
has recently made his annual visit to ole
Schools commenced Sept. 14. M. B. yoKe οι Dig oxen ana tnree 01 steers on
afternoon was the 2:2.3 class with si> efficient service, went forward and cast
one minister to Spain, one postmaster
accessories, in tho most approved and starters and five
Sumner. At *«4 years of age he is stil Gay high, Mary Spaulding intermediate, tbo grounds.
heats, and it was what th< one ballot for A. C. T. King, tho present
etc..
per
general, several congressmen,
stylo. It was a show that no fraternity would call "a hoss race fron: incumbent of the office. No other vote
as deputy sheriff with the vigoi
Miss Bridgham primary.
Mclntire of Waterford exhibited up-to-date
E.
acting
L.
the
to
men
more
distinguished
one sot by without a long look.
haps
and courage of youth. For over fiftj
start to finish." Every heat was hotlj was cast, and Mr. King was declared
Miss Carrie Davee of Boston is visiting a liandsome yearling Holstein bull and a
A good line of Glenwood ranges and
square inch than any town in the coun
the horses finishing in tin elected.
contested,
years he has served precepts and is ï her mother and brother, F. G. Davee, on 2-year-old Holstein heifer.
of
a
with
few
tinware,
try.
heaters,
samples
At this point Mr. King arose, and
and eflicient officer and respecter North Hill.
stretch under the whips of the drivers
One of the first lots of cattle to arrive
If Judge Potter, who has beguiled tin daring
was shown by W. C. Leavitt, tho Norway
citizen. He is a native of Sumner am
and so closoly matched that no man thanking the members for the election,
Ex-Secretary Long and family return- was the string of oxen and steers from hardware man.
hither, and who has led the way in thest reveres his
could loll which nose would pass undoi said hriofly that he had been in the posibirthplace and his earl] ed to their home in Hinghani Sept. 14.
Haatford, which got in about dark MonMerrill the photographer, of Norway,
interesting rambles, displays as sound scenes of
He is an honor tc
Miss Lizzie Withington, who has been day night—twenty-one yoke, two of
the wire first. It was just the kind ol tion a long time, and that ho folt that ho
wall
of
the
the
judgment on the supreme court bench his native boyhood.
upper
displayed
upon
must decline to continue in it.
homo on them from Sumner and the rest from
town and to the Cushmai
returned
has
that pleases the audienco.
race
teaching,
away
his
as he does in choosing a place fur
room a well-arranged frame of his photoMr. Wright urged that Mr. King remare with South Paris and
of
health.
ill
Λ
favorite
account
started
at
six
in
the
family.
Hartford.
They
summer outing, we may havegood hopet
artistic and technically
D., consider his decision, aud spoke in apRobinson
from Massachusetts is visit- morning and had a long, hard day in the graphic work,
A
brother
Helen,
by
Norway
people,
ol
the
state
of
for the judicial policy
•
excellent.
Brownfield.
owned by Frank L. Starbird ol preciative terms of the excellent service
heat. Hartford is noted for its oxen,
ing Rev. B. F. Turner.
Pennsylvania; when all is said, the great
Miss Libby of Norway showed a fine formerly
A wind ami rain storm to-day (Thurs
South Paris and James Pledge of Xor mat Mr. tune nao renuereu uurmn »
Dr. Heald is setting up a blue heron and this string had a good lot of good
est in our galaxy of states.
lot of her photographic work in great
term of years. Ilie remarks were
which he recently captured.
day).
representatives of the stock. Six yoke variety of style; also outfits for burnt way and recently purchased by Johr
Yours cheerfully,
Hon. Thomas Cleaves of Washington
Ames of Bridgton, landed the first two fully seconded by H. E. Hammond, wl
Quiet week. Some go to the fair and of the cattle belonged to Moses Young, wood
S. F. Marks.
in
she
which
deals.
work,
I). C., called on friends in this village to come home and discuss the scraps that fottr to Oscar E. Tumor, three to B. F.
heats, but in the third heat a slight also urged that Mr. King reconsider.
Paris. Me., Aug. 21st, 1903.
C. A. Ilersey of South Taris, repreMr King more fully exprossed lus apbreak lost her the pole to Cycil II, a
occurred.
day.
Glover, two to C. C. Russell, two to WesoccuII.
W.
Powers
the
estate,
senting
Miss I.ena Perkins has returned to liei
liCwiston horse, by whom she had beer preciation of tho compliments to Ins
Cyrus Dudley got thrown from his car- ley Poland, one to Llewellyn Poland,
primp ressenuen.
a corner with tho sheet music in
pied
home in this village. She spent th< riage coming from the fair bruising him- one to George Brown, and two to Harry
throughout this and work, but held to his decision not to acIt was a great shock to the people ol
which he deals, having something like a closely pressod
summer at Intervale, Ν. II.
and
somewhat.
former
self
of
Sumner.
Cycil II. in later heats ccpt «ι re-election.
heats,
Bouney
Paris Hill to learn of the accidental deatl
thousand pieces there on salo.
V sort of informal recess was then
Mr. John Graffam is in poor health
was closely pushed by another Lewistor
Mrs. Carrie Spaulding returned from
Harmon narnden of East Fryeburg
of Philip J. P. Fessenden at Long Cove
W. Payne of South Paris, repreW.
driven by Alfred Russell, taken for a few minutes, while the memhorse,
Umpire,
visiting friends at Runiford Falls Friday. made a long journey to the fair with a
Mr. Kessenden. with also Kev. Newton Clough.
on Wednesday.
senting the Vermont Farm Machine C<>., It was one of the most entertaining bers canvassed the situation.
Rev. Mr. Cameron and family art
Dr. A. E. Cole's young child has been herd of twelve head of Durhams.
his mother and sisters, had spent the
demonstrated the merits of the United
President Wheeler again rapped for
races ever seen on this track.
Π. T. Heath showed three yoke of
spending their vacation at Peak's Island quite ill.
summer at J. L. Chase's on Paris Hill
States separators and one or two other
lilrplv
Me.
order, Ε. E. Andrews presented the name
As lay reader he had officiated at tht Portland,
machines.
2:23 Class. Γιτκβκ #200.
Denmark.
of William 0. Frothingham of Sonth
Kev. Mr. Hoyt gave a very interesting
II.'M. Fiske of North Waterford exThe Sharpies separator was shown, Cycil H Walte, Lewiston
2
Episcopal services at Christ Church, talk on
Paris, and lie was elected secretary and
?
Work in the corn canning shop here hibited a bull and a good yoke of 2-yearSunday evening at the Univers
1 * ï l i
also the Monarch acetylene generator, Helen, Forp. South Paris,
Norway, and at the Hill, during tht alist church.
! I treasurer on a single ballot.
3
Falmouth
old steers.
began Wednesday afternoon.
On the Friday preceding his
summer.
is now in use somewhat in this Sebat, Richards,
which
54»!
President Wheeler said that he had
The agency of the Bridgton steam
E. Ingalls of Denmark had two yoko
death he left in the best of health anil
vicinity.
been approached on tho matter of having
Hartford.
laundry has been placed in the store of of good oxen on the grounds.
collections
of
house
Two
handsome
spirits, to go under direction of Bishop
Otisfiold, Harrison and Mechanic tails
S. Abbott of Norway exhibited three
Some folks would call this hot weather Mr. Dudley Perkins, formerly the store
Codman, to Long Cove, in the town ol
plants were shown, one by Mrs. J. W.
included in the territory of the
Farmers are sending their fall fruit tc of Α. II. Witham.
yoke of oxen and steers.
St. George, for a few weeks' work.
Webber of Paris, the other by Mrs.
Owing to the rain of Wednesday nigh On his suggestion a committee was
Mr. Timothy Hanson, a former resi< >n Wednesday Mr. Fessencicn had gone Boston where they realize good prices
Boy Herrick and C. G. French of Nor- George W. Ilobbs of Norway.
Very at- and the occasional showers of Thursday chosen to investigate the legal aspect of
Dexter Gurney
and
Charles, hit dent of this place, now living in Kenne- way had each a yoke of oxen.
out gunning for coot, in a boat with two
tractive corners they made, both of them. the races of Thursday afternoon won >
t*· ■
»u,l
From the farm of L. S. Holmes of East
bunkport, is visiting with friends in this
H.
of
South
Paris
had a postponed until half past two in order t( ► I incr and Hon. James S.
Davis
boys. He picked up his gun, which brother, are building a barn.
George
Wright was
Oxford sevonteen head of registered
The selectmen have ordered the bushei vicinity.
the boat,
was lying in the bottom of
and
of
ever
in
the
track
to
the
allow
dry out,
honey,
nominated and elected as such commitMr. Leon Π. Ingalls and Ernest Ingalls Herefords were shown—a pretty lot of finely arranged display
muzzle toward him, and it was dis- to be cut on the side of the road in this
extracted.
track was wet and heavy.
and
the
comb
then
at Norway fair with their cattle.
white faces.
Much interest was shown in a mounted
charged, the charge entering his breast, part of the town so that it will be com areMr.
Tho only race finished Thursday nigh :
This completed tho business, and the
Geo. A. Hill, blacksmith on the
D. S. Brackett of Oxford showed a
The boat paratively safe for two wheelbarrows tc
and causing instant death.
of a sloth and her young, and in a was the 2:35 class, and that was won ii 1
at home with his Sussex bull 2 years old, and several figure
is
adjourned.
S.
S.
meeting
U.
Olympia,
were
the two boys
was capsized but
pass.
case of bright-plumaged South American 1-2-3 order by Gold Finder Boy, a son ο
The other head of Sussex cattle.
Mrs. Ilenry Farrington has gone on s family for a two weeks' furlough.
premiums awahdkd.
rescued. Mr. Fessenden's body was reW. Richards Haley, owned by Waite of Lewiston.
exhibited
birds,
George
by
for
Ε. E. Chapman of Paris, a Durham
vacation.
ship is in Norfolk, Va., dry dock
covered in the evening of that day.
of South Paris.
bull 1 year old, and several grade heifers.
2:35 CI-ASS. Puksk $100.
repairs.
Mr. Fessendeu was the son of William
The granges did not rise to the occa1 1
Hebron.
G. H. Davis of South Paris, some good
I revision.)
Finder Boy, Walte. LcwIstin
Pitt Fessenden of Brookline, Mass., who
sion as well this year as at some previous Gold H Walker.
Oxford.
3
Rumford Falls
Alclay
is a nephew and namesake of the formel
grade cows.
J. F. Moody, Jr., principal of Exeter
and only two—Paris and Hebron Hlnettc. Bartlett,
times,
South Paris,
Stallions—F
?
?
to
has
Jennie
of
a
Bethel....;-··-·-.··
Augusta.
J. S. Λ J. Π. Millett
gone
Hayes
Norway,
States Senator from Maine. Grammar School, returned to his teachUnited
—made exhibits. It is really not to be Jim Dandr, Cummlnae. South I ans, v—« 4 1 stallion 7
years $15; R L Cumminge,
She will spend a week with her sister, number of grado cows and heifers.
TlmcT 2:32 3·4,'2.33 1-2,2:33 1-2.
Philip Fessenden was 21 years of age, ing Saturday.
at that tho other near-by
wondered
South Paris, etallion 6 years, 8, F
to Baltimore.
A. J. & F. Millett of Norway, eight
and a member of the class of 1905,
Ira and Henry Bearce returned tc Mrs. Hall, before returning
granges were not represented, for there
Threo heats of the 2:27 class and twt Walker, Rumford Falls, stallion 3 years,
Ralph Edwards, Grace Farnbam and head, mainly grade Guernsey heifers.
Bowdoiu College. It was his intention Orono Tuesday.
is a tremendous amount of work for a heats of the free-for-all were run off it 10: II Ρ
Miilett, South Paris, do, 5, F
are at Auburn attending
C. A. Richardson, West Paris, a yoke
at the close of his college course to entei
Mrs. Widger and son and Miss Louise Annie Hazen
fow in the elaborate displays usually tho showers of
Thursday and the remain L Barrett, Bairett stalliou, 2 years, «, *
of grade Devon steers 2 years old.
the theological seminary and prepare Beesom of Lynn have been visiting Mrs. Edward Little High School.
made.
to
Fridaj Ο Walker, do, 4.
Mrs. Charles Spring will return to
ing heats were carried over
A. A. Noyes of Norway, a herd of nine
for the ministry. He was a very bright, Mary Bearce.
Paris Grange occupied its customary aftornoon, when a small audienco sav
Colts—J A Record, South
cows and heifers.
active young man, who made friends
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Sturtevant have Chicago starting Saturday.
and tho arrange- some uf the best
in
tho
ball,
space
upper
ever
seen
on
anj year-old colt, #8; A S Penley, South Parracing
Z. W. Mills of Norway Lake, a yoko of
Tuskegee students at the Spring House
wherever he went, and was almost idoliz- been spending the week here with hie
ment was in general the same as that track.
Saturis do, 0: Oscar Eastman, Bucklield, do,
gave a concert at Robinson Hall
ed by his family.
grade Hereford steers 1 year old.
mother.
followed. The draperies were
The free-for-all had only threo starten 4·' J L Suckles, East Sumner, 1-year-old
C. M. Merrill, South Paris, a good usually
The remains were taken to Bishop
Miss Daisy Cushman has returned tc day evening.
red and white in a pleasing design, and and was wor. in straicht heats by tin
his
visited
Robinson
uncle,
Lewis
cow.
draft bred, 5; U A Knightley, Norway,
Codman's in Portland, and Mr. Fessen- her school in Exeter.
grade Jersey
one section of tho space was filled with well-known
this week.
campaigner, Hallie Rollins, do 3; Ε L Pike, South Waterford, do, 2,
"Uncle John" Martin of South Paris
den's father was summoned from BosThe students held their first grand John B. Robinson,
tho earth in various forms, owned
tho
fruit
of
Mrs. Potter and sister of New York took the blue ribbon with his big grade
by Foss of Cornish.
G W Frothingham, South I>ar'·'
ton and his mother and sisters from sociable Wednesday evening.
other with household products in
at the Oxford Holstein cow, known of all people in the the
Old colt, 5; Geo Π Record, Bucklield, do,
Paris Hill. The funeral was held at St.
A great many from here attended the are among the guests
Free-for-all. Purse #250.
A few antiquities and
variety.
equal
Luke's Cathedral Friday afternoon, and county fair last week.
Spring House.
vicinity of this town.
1 1 ]
curiosities added to the interest of the Hftlllc Rollins, Foe·, Cornish
The village schools opened Monday,
Richard Gates of Paris, five grado Jer2 2 !
L
was attendee! by several of the Paris Hill
Lucy Pan, Klsbee, Kast Sumner
Brood Mares ami Sucking
A. J. Turner went to the fair and also
3 3 ί
Strathbelle, llayden, -Lewiston
friends. The affair is a sad ending to to Norway where he finds plenty ol the 14th. Mr. Pratt, principal of the sey cows and heifers.
Barrett, Barrett brood mare, *!·>> 4, Bar
Hebron Grange had the corresponding
2 27 3-4, 2 .-25.
2
37
Time,
3-4,
assistant.
Perkins
A. O. Wheeler of Paris, a 2-year-old
what had otherwise been a pleasant work at repairing clocks and watches.
high school, and Miss
rett toal of 1903, 4; W D Gates, South
tho opposite side, and made a
and Miss Ayrshire bull and six cows and heifers, space on
summer at the Hill.
Mrs. Bradford Sturtevant, who ha£ Miss Hammons intermediate
The event around whioh tho most
new departure in tho line of decoration.
Warren
but
one
all
primary.
thoroughbred.
been sick, is now improving.
Instead of draperies of bunting or other interest centered was the 2:27 class, in
Maine News Notée.
W. E. Twitchell of Paris, a 2-yoar-old
Died, Sept. 12, Erma Eliza, daughter
Ι»''"'
Mrs. Teague bas been quite sick for a
Β W
material, the exhibit was canopied in which seven starters came to the wire
3 months, β Devon bull.
Levi
of
McAllister,
aged
South 1 arie,
week or more.
cedar, the cedar forming the upper and no more hotly contested race has draft bred, 4; J A Kenney,
West
a
A.
C.
Richardson,
Paris,
days.
yearDr.
this
F
Ε
much
rain
in
Maine
The
needed
has come but
Jack, do, 3;
Wood, Norway, do, 2.
year.
In an attempt to board an electric car
portion of the walls and tho top. The been seen
ling Devon bull.
in Faraingdale Sunday night, Louis more will be welcome.
and Work Horeee-W J Wheelname of the grange appeared in rustic owned by Smith of East Denmark, drew
Driving
Fryeburg.
W. II. Blake, South Paris, a grade
Brooks, aged 21, of Waterville, fell unletters in the centre. Below the display tho pole and succeeded in landing the er, South Parle, best pair drivers, $lo,
Dr. Austin Tenney, oculist, will be at Durham cow which took the blue ribbon,
der the wheels and was instantly killed.
was arranged, and was a very creditable first two heats closely pressed by Bing- Carl Dunham, Sumner, do, 10.
Norway Lake.
fit
all
to
to
fair
eyes
and a Devon cow.
prepared
Fryeburg
collection of farm and household prod- ham and Jack Leo. The third heat was
Green llorse Shown by
About the meanest act of vandalism
Benjamin Cary and lady friend, Miss glasses.
Thayer Bros., Paris, ten head, cows, ucts.
a fight to the finish between Dr. Jack
™
which has stirred Oldtown people of Sanborn of Portland, are visiting at
Frothingham, South Parie, $10; J'
all
Durhams.
heifers and steers,
grade
and Dean Patchen owned by Β. II. BisSouth
A
J
Paris,
late is the smashing of the beautiful David Flood's.
East Bethel.
do,
Penley,
8;
a
Norway,
Hereford
W.
W.
Maxim, Paris, grade
ROME OF THE VEGETABLES.
bee of East Sumner and driven by Ira
Bern Pottle of Lynn, Mass., is visiting
large memorial window of the Methodist
One blanket do, 6.
of Portland.
July weather in September is very en- heifer 3 years old and a grado Durham
The largest collection of field and Woodbury
church. Several large rocks were thrown his brother, F. E. Pottle.
calf.
Work Horsee-N Ε Bessey, Buck field,
have covered both horses during
would
joyable.
oxhibited
G.
II.
Mrs. J. L. Partridge and Mies Goldie
by
through it and it will have to be wholly
W. R. Fletcher, South Paris, a large garden crops was
Mr. Leslie Brown from Berlin, Ν. H.,
most of the last boats, and tho two de- $10; W. J. Wheeler,South Parle, 8; Harand
numbered
of
who
have
Sotath
been
at
Porter
Dr.
Frost,
Paris,
visiting
replaced at a cost of 53·>0.
visited here the 13th.
grade Durham heifer calf.
ciding heats on Friday afternoon were ry Millett, Norway, β.
Noyés* in Lovell, returned Monday.
Η. Ε. & II. D. Hammond of Paris, over fifty varieties, occupying a long all that could bo desired in the way of
Mr. Arthur Blake recently spent a
The state convention of the Woman's
features
Leola Noyes came with them to attend
on
the
shelf.
Gents' Drivere-R C Cumminge, South
Conspicuous
who believe in doing their farm work space
The
short vacation here.
excitemont and entertainment.
Christian Temperance Union was held the
of the display wore mammoth squashes,
Paris, $15; R Ν Stetson, Sumner, 10.
high school at Norway.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Swan visited rela- with cattle, showed a yoke of big fat
whole field of horses were well bunched
at
Dover, Tuesday, Wednesday and
The painters are at work on the inside
beets and cabbages. Several varieties
tives at South Paris and attended the oxen.
Herds—Charles Pride, Norway, herd,
Thursday of last week, Mrs. L. M. N. of the school house.
throughout the mile, and as an exhibiC. II. Pride of Norway ehowed a herd of gourds were inoluded, and & large tion of expert driving, that given by Ira $15; E. L. Pike, South Waterford, do,U,
fair.
Stevens presiding. The convention dekinds.
of
other
number
of
nolstein
head
of
thirteen
is
the
Miss Amy Bartlett
good grade
attending
in the piloting of Dean Patch- A A Noyes, West Paris, do, 9, C. R.
voted special attention to resubmission,
W. H. Porter of Norway, woll known Woodbury
Lovell.
cows and heifers.
Gorham Normal School, Gorham, Me.
be
not
en could
surpassed. Dean King, South Parie, do, 0.
against which an active campaign will
as a successful gardener and very active
of
three
Abbott
S.
G.
the
Kimball
U.
H.
C.
and
Mrs.
Norway,
yoke
Witham
has
Mr.
Π.
Ε.
spent
Patchen landed the race after as hot a
Committee-C. A. Richardeon, F. L.
be waged.
exchanged hie
a
advanced
made
his
years,
of Herefords, oxen, 2-year-olds, and for one of
house in this village with Elmer Harn- past week in South Paris.
contest as was ever witnessed, and to Ira Millett.
assorted
of
The state survey commissioners who
large display
vegetables.
The R. F. D. route through this place yearlings.
the credit, for It is
den at East Fryeburg for his farm, and
A good assortment of lome fifteen Woodbury belongs
Grade Durhams—VVra. H Blako, grade
went to Aroostook county to examine
H. A. Robbine of Norway, twenty-one
sold his shop to Will Hurd of Denmark. started Sept. 15th. Mr. James S. Hutchdoubtful if any man in Maine could have
was
made
of
varieties
Durham cow, $5; A J and F L Millett,
and
garden
alleged coal deposits there report that We are sorry to lose so good a
oxen
vegetables
head of Herefords, mostly
ins is carrier.
a tired horse and pumped him up
taken
neighbor,
"the black material, ioterbedded with
Norway, do, 3; L Ε Thayer, Parle, do,
steers. They were an undeniably hand- by C. H. Pike of Norway, a boy of 14 to such a
workman, and family from our midst,
victory.
9· l F Thaver, grade Durham, 3 years
the sandstone and shale, is nothing more
some lot, and received as enthusiastic years·
but ought not to complain if we get two
Mills.
Locke's
2.-37 Class. Purse, $200.
Plates of Carman No. 1 and American
than black mud." Numerous reports of
3 J L and J H Millett, do, 2 ; A J
in exchange whom we are expecting to
praise from cattle fanciers as was beW. H. Farnham and A. S. Cole are stowed upon any etring on the grounds. Wonder potatoes were shown by Guy Dean Patchen, Blsbec, East Sumner, 7 Sill and F L Millett, grado Durham, S! years
alleged discoveries of coal have been re- prize as highly.
1 12 2 6
East Denmark
Dr.
Smith,
Jack,
J H Millett, do, 2, L E
ceived from this section during the past
The Democrat met Ellis Whitman of Boutelle of Parle, a boy of five years.
8 2 3 6 2 old 3; J Land
Blanche Heald of Charlestown, Mass., spending the week in Franklin County.
Bingham, Wlggln, Lewiston,
few fflonths, and the state department
Charles D. Morse of Norway showed Jack Leo, Chaplin, Harrison
2 C 4 4 /, Thayer, do, 1 ; F
Eben Lowe and crew have moved back Buckfield, and in answer to an inquiry
Norway grade
is at C. K. Chapman's for λ few weeks.
4
3
3
4
7
for their winter's work. ai to what he was exhibiting, he said, 60 potatoes of tho New Queen variety, Mies Strike, Chapman, Bethel,
finally decided to cause a thorough inAlice A. Stearns has returned to Well- into their camp
6 7 5 5 5
Paris
South
James
Russell,
Τ,
are to build another camp for two
vestigation to be made by experts.
5 5 6 7 dr.
"Nothing. And it's the first time in weighing 03 pounds.
Flora B., Pike, stark, Ν. Η
esley and Jessie A. Chapman and Virgil They
A. D. Kilgore of Norway Lake showed
ox teams and clean up the "Rowe lot"
Klethcher, SouthPeri., grade
Time, 2 ao, 2 S9 1-2. 2 31 1-2, 2 HA, 2 .-26 1-4.
Horr to Fryeburg Academy.
thirty years." "Why, haven't you any
Accidental Shooting in Buckfield.
of
field
a
collection
three
beifer cow, 8; L Ε Thayer, do, 2, W W
crops, including
the Democrat? "Oh,
cattle?" asked
Ο. E. Andrews and family have been for F. L. Edwards.
THE STOCK PAHAPE.
which
on
Tom
one family to attend the
from
Ten
pumpkins
grew
at South Paris during the Oxford Fair.
plenty of cattle, but I'm getting to be an large Big
The parade of premium stock, a now
fair is a pretty good showing. old man, and there's a good deal of work one vine, enormous ruta baga turnips,
Brett, W Π Dunn.
WILL CUMSUXGS
DANOKROUSLY Ht'BT
Clinton Andrews and family have re- Oxford Co.
feature for this fair, though it is in use
other crops.
Mills sent Wednes- to it."
and
Locke's
is
what
That
turned to Lawrence.
_
S DeCoeter, Weet
f.,
Hereforde—Sumner
WITH A CHABOK OF SHOT.
T. W. Cleasby of South Pans oxhibited by other fairs, started at 10 o'clock
The well-known breeder of Devons,
The corn shop is running occaaionally day.
of three varieties of po- Thursday forenoon. It was headed by Sumner, grade Hereford cow, $(,
of
Smithurst
William
Marblebead,
good
had
specimens
of
West
Maxim
H.
L.
Sumnor,
this week but the crop is very light.
President Wheeler's handsome pair of Arthur Robbine, Norway, do, 4, S H
is stopping at W. H. FarnNorth Buckfield, Skpt. 17.
John B. Kimball and wife bave been Mass., who
twenty head of the red cattle in the tatoes, the Woodbury White, California black
2, grade 3 years
and
California
Belle
had
an increase of pension
haa
gentlemen's drivers, sporting the Millett, Norway, do,
Queen.
A very sad accident happened in our to
were
but
ham's,
of
which
a
few
grades,
sheds,
Andover, Me., to attend the Dresser
H Arthur Robbine
An extensive array of potatoes was blue ribbon, and with Ε. M. Thayer Hereford heifer, 5;
granted.
vicinity the 10th. Will Cummings and family reunion.
mostly thoroughbreds.
were fol- do, 3; W W Maxim, do, 2, D Ρ Curtis,
Mrs. Alpheue Brooks was on Howe
his two brothers, Joseph and Henry,
Solomon H. Millett of Norway had shown as usual by L. K. Stone of Paris. handling the reins. They
Mrs. Ε. M. Harmon has been to Port2
Hereford heifvarieties were standards, known lowed by other horses and colts, 22 in West Paris, grade years
Hill Friday afternoon after her daughter twenty-four head of Herefords,
were out hunting; as they were going land for her stock of fall
Sixty
goods.
er 3· S Η Millett, do, 2;
HE Morse,
school there.
were seed- number, and three pairs of work horses.
through the bushes, one behind the
C. H. Davis is at Brownfield on busi- Mamie who is teaching
ly oxen and steers. There is something in the markets, and eixty-two
about South Paris, do, 1; S H Millett, grade
about the Herefords which appeals lings produced by Mr. Stone. He baa Then came the cattle, numbering
other, Henry's gun was accidentally dis- ness this week.
DO in all. Led by tho band, the proces- Hereford 1 year heifer, 3; Leroy F EverA Kan*n-g man tried the fasting cure particularly to the admiration of the been engaged in originating varieties for
charged and the whole charge struck
Mrs. Colt has moved her goods to
sion moved once around the track and ett, Weet Parle, do, 2, do, 1,.8 H Millett,
of
his
a
number
and
several
origiof
in
for
Will in the back just above the hipe.
these
cattle
came
end
years,
for dyspepsia, and at the
thirty- spectators, and
Roxbury, Mass.
Hereford heifer calf, 3; H Arthur Robwaa dismissed.
which
are
to
a
condition
He is dangerously hurt and has been
But
of
getting
no
share
nating
a large
Ν. T. Fox has made extensive repain I seven days he had
dyspepsia.
praise.
(Conttnàed on page S.)
The crowd which witnessed the parade
them
for
market.
makes
taken to the hospital at Lewiston.
had
a
of
ready
nearly
Tucker
was
dead.
he
Norway
on the slip at the village dam.
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Suits! Suits! Suits!

$20.00

—
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Fine line in Misses' and Children's Coats in the
We are

|

IK

I

ever

of

clothing

to make up should see our lines.

A FALL SUIT
probably in your mind now. The cool evenings
begin to suggest autumn atid autumn means cooler

is

weather. Your summer suit may be a little shabby.
Then you had better come in and see our new
stock of Suits. The makers have just put in many
new ideas this reason, particularly into the coats.
The

new

cloth features

new

suits

run

$5.

$18.

to

FOSTER,

B.

H.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

F.

A.

Nni'BTLEFF

&

graceful

a

The fabrics include all the
well as the old favorites. The

as

from

imparts

shoulder

concave

new

air to the whole suit.

A.

F.

CO.

Sm'UTLEFF * CO.

The Fall Hunting
SEASON IS AT HAND.

You will need Powder, Shot, Loaded and
ridges, Hunting Coats and Knives.

place

The

Empty

Pharmacy

is at the

buy

to

Shells, Cart-

of

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Also Blasting Powder,

Dynamite, Caps

and Fuse.

We have a nice line of MEN'S
WORKING SHOES, for $1.50, $2.

and $2.50, they are the best
have ever sold for the price.

we

SMILEY SHOE STORE
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.
Telephone 112-3. Rcsidonco

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

112-12.

'U

.1

They

I

SeTatwr

We

society^

your

or

we

have

25c.

to

In SUITS, $5, 7, 10, 15. AH
honest values for the money.
UNDERWEAR from 25c. to

good,

$1 So.
HOSIERY of all kinds and
colors. Price, 3 pairs for 25c. up
to 50c. a pair.
BOOTS and SHOES to fit you
all ; be you farmer, merchant,
doctor. All styles and
Sole agent for the Celebrated Queen Quality Shoe for
Women.

lawyer or

prices.

J.

I

F. PLUMMER,

31 Market

Jolt·—J

See

ρι^®»

our

Clothier,
Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

Hats!

Hats!

Hats!

°"ηβ/~2ι

MCommUUe-DL

your

Feet.

$2.25.

Par|8'

W/oy9e,

♦

Body

In HATS and CAPS
all the leading styles.

J

I oid

Clothe

can

head, your

rîu»rt:at

D^\,0''ord.

Styles

Are in.
Quite an array too.
Store well filled.

Howlind,

ί°ώ?

have arrived.

Our Fall

ItC

pricipal-

goods

or

NORWAY, MAINE.

II

11

the finest line of furs we have
anything in the line

Ladies who need

carried.

I
I

...

styles.
showing

newest

line of

Ready-to-Wear

Inçtriirtinnç
Frpp
Γ Γ66 I nSirUC/llUilo
———-—————

«η

High

Hats.

Art Silk Embroid-

Saturday

efy on prjjay antj
of this week at

MRS. E. A. HOWE'S,
SOUTH PARIS,

....

MAINE.

500 Horse Blankets to select
from. I have three sizes in all
grades of blankets so that I can fit
your horse

book.

as

well

My prices are even lower than
my prices on winter blankets.

as

last year.

your

Don't fail

pocket
to

get

JAMES N. FAVOR,
01 Mftlri

et., Norway, Maine.
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do, 60; Mrs D L Brett, Oxford, woole
NORWAY.
Soutl ;
In West Pari·, Sept. 17, to the wife of Elmer Ε
Committee—Aneon J. Millett, quilt, 76; Good Cheer Society,
le, 4.
Ε Anderson, do, 26
Μ
Mrs
Rudo,
Parle,
60;
Waterford,
Stevens,
houses wen ) Tuell, a daughter.
from page 2.)
and
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hotels
Norway,
The
boarding
(Continued
In Sooth Parla. Sept. 14, to the wife of Naifaai
Miss Georgie Brett of Beverly, Maee. j
Mrs A Κ Buropus, Norway, silk qu»t, IB
fair A. Noble, a daughter.
fus Morrill, Norway Lake.
drawt crowded during the Oxford County
is
at C. E. Brett's.
Pond,
Mrs
Coffin,
divided
Bryant's
F
W
Norvisiting
Nor*
I
of
George
$26
PARIS.
bine,
In Parle, Sept. 18, to the wife of Gilbert E. Shaw,
ay, do, 2;
Noyee,
Sweepstakes—Puree
Dr. Charles E. Johnston of Kitterj
ma
ftl-Mrs. Jul a Ilammond, oouic
in town several dayi ι «son.
friends
Mrs. J. C. Emerton of Au Kara is th< ,1 way, do, 1.
old
equally among Paris Manufacturing Comvisited
In Gllead, Sept. 0, to the wife of A. D. Ben
J Whitman,
Mrs
last week. He studied with Dr. B. F nett, a son.
Jeaseys—C M Merrill, South Parle, pany, A D Millett, Norway, R Κ Morrill, Soeth Paris, do, 60;Rlzpah
guest of her sister, Mrs. Fred Scott.
«OUTH PARIS P««T OWCR.
Mrs
Paris.
Ο
S
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In
West Brown Held, Sept., to the wife ol
Geo
H
Colby,
I grade Jersey cow, |5;
Kitterj
Davis, Norway,
6 (W to 7 Λ0 A. Mi ίΛΟ A. *· I 3
Bradbury and has practiced
Mrs. Lydia Rounds has gone to Turnei
tfflco Moure. β
Charles Jones, a daughter.
mond, South Paris, do, 16,
South Paris, do, 3; AW Royal, Parle,
eiz or seven years.
Farm
and
r. *·
M"
In
Crops—Charles
Brownfleld,
Sept. 4, to the wife of J. E.
braided
Vegetables
where she will spend the winter with
raRW,
I do, 2; Richard Gates, West Paris, grade Η Pike, Norway, vegetables, $3; AD F Mallett, Norway,
The long summer vacation enjoyed sc Clement, a son/
her daughter.
Sarah Chesley, Oxford, do, 26 Mrs Sar
ORASI» Tint RAILWAY.
las(
In
closed
Kesar
10, to the wife of Ernest
scholars
I Jersey heifer 3 years, 3; Ε Ε Chapman,
Falla,
Sept.
town's
the
much
cabby
Kilgore, Norway Lake, squasb, 50c,
ah Packard, West Parle, do, 16; Mrs Ban
a son.
Commencing June 14,19PS,
There will be a Good Cheer meeting South l'aris, do, 2 years, 3; A W Royal,
week. The fall term opens with few Wadlelgb,
50, turnips, 50; Ister Chapman, South Paris,, knit
50,
pumpkins,
bage,
SOUTH PARIS
THAWS LRAVK
Wednesday afternoon of this week, Ido, 2; Β Η McAllister, Norway, do, 1; Franklin Maxim, South Paris, potatoes, 76; Mattie I. Richards, silk rug 7u, ^ changes in teachers.
I Fred £1 DeCoster, South Paris, do, 1
Married.
The water in the lake is extremely low
Come all who can.
50; Homer I) Tubbs, Norway, squash, CII George, Hebron, crochet rug 60,
*·'"■"
and very rapidly lowering. The steamyear, 3; CR King, South Paris, do, 2;j 25, muekmelons, 75; Cearles Buck, Nor- Mrs Huldah
wound
South Paris,
C. Free land I'enley has returned from W F
Perkins,
is
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South
the
Paris, do, 1;
Young,
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$1; Charles D Morse, Nor- rug 26; Mrs M Parrance, Norway, quilt boat cannot reach
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»2 k his western trip, on which he has beer King, grade Jersey heifer calf, 3, 2; way, popcorn,
no water for the mill.
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way, 25c; Charles Y Francis, Oxford, covering 16.
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do,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Williamson of
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display,
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Needlework-Mrs D L Brett, Oxford, Rumford Falls were in town during the
I Mrs. Cora Ilowe, who has been spend
Buck field, three varieties poNorth
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Martin,
!
table covers, 16o; MreËllenCrockett, past week attending the fair and visiting
ing the summer in Freeport and else- grade Hoistein, $5; Benj. Tucker, Nor- tatoes, 25c; Β F Cummlogn, South Paris,
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aged 80 years.
Metho. t»t Church,
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Wham. Vaster
85 years.
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They are truly very years.
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"
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John Haselton of Westbrook made
stray cattle have come into
Mrs. W. A. Blake were at William
Irving Ρ Symonde. Nor- J S Wright, South Paris, centerpiecej*),
Rcfifulft'
iNoyes, Norway, do, 2; Β M Greeley, vegetables, $5; 1;
Parlft Li04 lifC, ^O· 54·
friends a short visit during the
turenclosure which the owner may
Norway
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Blake's during the fair.
Benjamin
my
way,
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West Paris, do, 1; A Ο Wheeler, Paris,
Emma Shurtleff, South Paris, do, 25, fair.
have by proving property and payilps 25c, cabbage 25, kohl rabi 25, col- Mrs J W
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Norway Municipal Court has been in
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25.
Mrs J W Kimball Nor session for a few
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Π.
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Μ
North
Mrs
Jennie
V
Ueald,
[1 askell, Norway, brown bread, girl 15 chief, 10;
Gould for $350. He paid for the lot one
church parlor for work years steers, 5; A Ε Turner, East Sum4uV>t "i iter son, Percy Allen, during o'clock in their for
1 Leona Penley, West Paris, do, Buckfield, do, 10; Mrs Addle Hamlin, dollar per acre for two hundred acres a
the coming sale and ner, do, 3; H A Robbins, grade Here- rears, ;
In preparation
fair.
Mrs
G
F
South
brown
Paris,
do,
10;
Farnham,
fow years since. He has taken from the
Moses Ï0; Alice Penley, West Paris,
entertainment which is expected to oc- ford 2 years, 4; S Η Millett, do, 2;
Mrs. Howard do 10; Mrs John Webber, South I aris, lot eevcrai hundred dollars' worth of
Mr* George Hargrave of Portland Is
Has the boat thing ever sold
Young, East Sumner, do, 1; H A Rob- jrcad and recipe, 1;
cur <_>ct. 7 and S.
cenLizzie
South
do!
and
Paris,
25.
10;
Morton
Murphy,
J.
J.
Abbie
Swan,
wood and timber. Rather a good trade
visiting her parents,
bins, grade Hereford 1 year, 3; S H Mil- I swan, do, 50;
F
Mrs
S
2o,
Farnham,
will
do,
10;
School
terpiece,
also
has
versai
ist
Mr.
Gould
small
scale.
on a
The Uni
Sunday
wife.
iett, do, 2; Ζ W Mills, Norway, do, 1;
Canned Goods, etc.—Mrs S Ν Buck, 15; Mrs J M French, Norway, do, 10;
It is
to stop that cold.
made an excellent purchase.
go on a ride next Sat unlay afternoon, H A Robbins, calves, 3; L F Emery,
collection $5; Mrs Ο Β Upton, Mrs Jennie V Heald, do, 25; Charlotte
Mr s C Jackson of Haverhill, Msss.,
Norway,
favorweather
if
the
Jonathan Whitehouse is one of the
proves
26th,
H Millett, do, 1.
Sept.
S
West
Taris,
do,
Nor2;
one
friends
A
D
Mrs
and
day
Kilgore,
sofa pillow, 10; Mre two
t-alle·! ·α relatives
Norway, do, 3;
able, if not the ride will be deferred one
surviving charter members of the
Committee—W. D. Tucker, C. R. Pen- way Lake, do, 2; George Η-Davis, South Young, Norway,East
last week.
called
Geo M Stevens,
Waterford, do, 10. original membership of the Oxford
week, starting from the church at 1 :!» ley.
Gertrude
1.50;
syrup
?aris, Liuple
10; Mrs John Lasselle, Norway, do, 10; County Agricultural Society in 1842. He
The creamery building has been re- and returning there after the rule for
and Hoistein Steers—Leon Η ι George, Hebron, do, 1 ; George Η Davis, Mrs Ε W Pet
Durham
West
Paris, do, 10; attended the fair and was much pleased
in solid
ley,
light refreshments.
painted, and very appropriately
WEEK'S BREAK-Ur-AIngalls, Denmark, grade Durham 3-year- , napie sugar, 1.50; Gertrude George, do, Mrs Fernald Keene, Utisfleld, do, 10, with its marked success. Notwithstandcream color.
The Ladies' Social Circle of the Bap- old steers, $ô; John Ross, North Paris, .; Mrs A D Kilgore, do, 75c; Frank De- Mrs Harry Kimball, Norway, do, 10,
he is remarkably
his
advanced
ago
ing
an
and
do, 3; Ο Ε Turner, East Sumner, do, 1; ι leter, Norway, honey $1.50.
Mtxs Maud Robbins of Auburn hasl tist church will give a supper
Ruth Ε Farrar, South Paris, do,
JO; Grace smart.
COLD-TABLETS
next Llewellyn Poland, Sumner, grade DurCommittee—George E. Hawkes.
boon the guest of Miss Olive M. Stuart | Old Folks' Concert in their church
Bennett, Norway, do, 10; Mrs Β Η McMa» Grierson of Rumford Falls is stopsix.
half
Β
F
at
ham 2-year-old steers, 4;
Glover,
past
Velma
Wenti'or a few days.
Friday night. Supper
Hodo,
10;
Allister,
Η
Norway,
Flowers—C
for
a
few
Fruits and
George,
days.
ping with friends in town
Concert to begin at S ο clock. Admis- Hartford, do, 2; D Ρ Curtis, West Paris,
and costs 25 cents.
A zel, Norway, do, 10; Mrs A D Kilgore,
Money
Prof. V. M. Whitman and family are
>ron, best exhibit apples, $0; Howard
The water in the mill pond was drawn sion 25 cents.
Supper 15 cents; concert do, 1; Rufus Κ Morrill, Norway Lake, !
Mrs Mattie Ordway.
F
10;
Β
Cumdo,
Norway,
the
whde
in
week
Danforth
Street
la»t
on
do,
4;
Norway,
of! for ^veral days
housekeeping
re-, 15 cents. Children under 12, 13 cents.
knightly,
Arthur
1
steers
Durham
3;
year,
grade
at L.
South Paris, do, 2; A Ε George, Oxford, do, 10; Pearl Cook, Norway, do. Barker house.
1
back if it don't.
pairs were made on the bulkhead
Gerry, Norway, do, 2; Asa D Frost, Nor- nings,
Mrs John Laeselle, do, 10; Mrs Geo
Quite a quantity of the personal prop- way, ^rade Ilolstein 3 year-old steers, 5; 1 lebron, best exhibit winter apples, 2; 10;
Philip J. P. Fessenden, of Brookline,
S. Hillings' mill
M Stevens, doily, 10; Mrs J W Kimball,
Ε
A
1
at
shot
who
was
George,
erty of the late Eugene Fletcher will be
'
fred
do,
;
Norway,
accidentally
Mass.,
Horsey,
Ε L Pi ko, South Waterford, do, 3; A F
M F" Virgin, wife and son, of Rum-|
Jennie \ Heald,
sold at auction by W. R. Fletcher, the
>est exhibit fall apples, 2; James S Norway, do, 10; Mrs
Long Cove Wednesday while duck hunt2
ford, visited his cousin, N. D. Bolster, administrator, next Saturday at 10 a. m., Jackson, Noway, grade Hoistein years, ^} Dudley, West Paris, best exhibit speci- do, 10, 10; Grace Bennett, do, 10, 10, ing, nas officiated as reader at the EpisFrank L Bell, South Waterford, grade
during the fair.
The list of articles 4;
BROOKS—The Pharmacist.
Tucker, North Ethil Kilgore, Norway, tidy, 10; Mrs copal church in this village during the
at the homestead.
1 uen Baldwin, 1; W H
Hoistein 1 year, 3; Η Τ Heath, West
A Κ Jackson, South John Webber, Battenberg necktie, lu; snmmer. Πβ had many friends in town.
1
<lerrish of Lisbon, a former j includes carts, harnesses, farming tools,
do,
50;
iuckfield,
1 ρ
2.
Next door to the Post Office,
Sumner,
do,
Mrs
Alice
in a few
Abbott, Norway, skirt, 25;
head of stock, some household
best exhibit Northern Spy, 50;
principal of the high school here, was
Committee—J. F. Evorett, J. C. Howe. ' 'aris,
s underV Ε George, do, 25; James S Dudley, James Β Sbedd, Norway, lady
South Paris, Me.
A BOY'S WILD RIDE FOR LIFE.
town last week.
goods, etc. Albert D. Park auctioneer.
Matched cattle—Oxen: Moses Young, j >est exhibit
specimen Rhode Island vest 10; Mrs Ε Ε Twitchell, Norway,
With family around expecting him to
\ oarty consisting of Mr. and Mrs. ilarttord, $7; Daniel Watson, Norway,
Frankle Gammon,
I s Billings and Ε. N. Haskell have
bag,
10;
H
shoestring
W
do,
Buck,
Norway,
jieeniugs, 50;
Mies
die, and a son riding for life, 18 miles, to
bo ijif the Beman house, next to the Will Morton, Mr. F. A. Heidner.
0; Β F Glover, Hartford, 4; oxen under j
Fred Ilersey, Norway, best exhibit Norway, pincushion, 10; Mrs Fernald
New Discovery for ConCarrie Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Morton ô yeais: Moses Young 0; Chai les A Holt, : !5;
table get Dr. King's
brick school house.
H
W
Keene,
Otisfuld,
mandrakm,
la,
S
James
25;
do,
Dudley,
50;
sumption, Coughs and Colds, W. II.
and daughter Barbara visited Sanborn s Norway, 4; C C Russell, Sumner, 3. J Ciugs,
scarf, 25.
exhibit
russet,
50;
best
Roxbury
Howard Giles of North Wayne visited
iuck,
endured death's
,,
E. Brown of Leesville, Ind.,
Committee—Carrie Hall, Mrs. C.
camp at Round Pond Sunday afternoon. Steers 3 years old: S. H Millett, Nor- ithel
the family of his uncle, George Giles, Genial
Upton, Norway, do, 25; Cl a9 Edfrom asthma; but this wonderagonies
hosts, the beautiful scenery and way, β; DA Tuttle, Buckfield, 4; FT
Freeman.
wards, South Paris, best exhibit Wila few days last week.
ful medicine gave instant relief and soon
cottages, and sunny weather, combined Pike, Norway, 3. Steers 2 years old: iams' Favorite, 50; Fred Hersey, best
Paintings—Mattie Richards, South cured him. Ile writes: "I now sleep
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Atwood of | to make a very pleasant remembiance Arthur Robbins, Norway, 4; W G Fiske,
ixhibit Mcintosh Red, 50; Ε H Stearns, Paris, water color, $3, 2; Ethel Ford,
Like marvelous
North Waterford, 3; H H Bonney, Sura- \ Vest Paris, do, 25; A Κ Jackson, South Bryant's Pond, 1; Will Sturdivant \V est soundly every night."
Auburn were the guests of friends here for the visitors.
Dr. Austin Tenney,
cures of Consumption, Pneumonia, BronY
old:
Β
au»l
1
Russell,
Steers
1.
Sunday.
year
Saturday
Notice has been received that the new ner,
^arie, best exhibit Nodhead, 50; Ethel Fryeburg, oil painting, 5; Mrs. Esther chitis, Coughs, Colds and grippe, prove
ί
H
H
Sumner,
South
Bonney,
Paris,
the
3;
(ieorce H. Cuuimings and wife of Me- rural free delivery route, No. Λ, from
Jpton, do, 25; Minnie Upton, Norway, Ryerson, South Paris, 3; Cleon Farrar, its matchless merit for all Throat and
VV trt St-iin«
2; S H Millett, 1. Calves: Walter Frost, , >est exhibit Gravenstein, 50; A Κ Jack- South Paris, 2; Ethel Ford, crayon,
."«min
Ι"'·"·1 "«■««»
γ"!
Lung Troubles. Guaranteed bottles
ArW
S
2;
Norway,
Buck,
uni
Oxford,
of
3;
lôth. This route runs by way
on, do, 25; Jamer S Dudley, best oxhib- Will Sturdivant, 1; George C. Leavitt, 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottles free at F. will be at Fryeburg Fair prepared]
ley s two days of the fair.
!
1.
thur
Vnrviv
ilrftoilnff
Hv
r.hilil2Robbins,
into
east
t Alexander, 50; A Κ Jackson, do, 25;
Street to Paris Hill, thence
A. Shurtleff & Co.; Noyes Drug Store, to fit all eyes to glasses.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Pari in have moved
Committee—C. F. Stanton, Ellis Whit- J II Brett, Oxford, best exhibit Stark,
Committee—C. Ë~. Howe, A. S. Hall.
portions of Buckfield and Sumner, re- indu.
*..11
Norway.
t! ir goods to Sabattus, and are getNOTICE.
Dean
Ι:
dillIIUB o L/UUiCJ y
neighborhood,
MiKcellaneous—Lewie Keeoe Grecs,
turning through the
s
ting settled in their new home there.
The subscriber hereby jrlvee notice that he
over Paris Hill and through the Hooper
Working oxen—Ο Ε Turner, East Sum· 11 ireening, 50; W W Maxim, Paris, best South Pari», harness and sleigh, 50ci
Old Orchard people are thankful that has been
duly appointe*! executor of the
not been tier, working oxen, $8; Asa Frost, Nor-1, ixbibit Aetrachan, 50; A Ε George, do,
Γ8 Μ Ε Anderson, Norway, fancy table there were no drowning fatalities at the last will and testament of
Miss Margaret Baker. Mr. Wheeler's Ledge road. The carrier has
J. F. Mc- way, do, β; Rufus Κ Morrill, Norway ; 15; Miunie UptOD, beet
epecimen i0; I lui ρ Stone, Norway; boad chain beach this Rummer. The triple drownCYRUS RAM8DELL, late of Hebron,
clerk, i> taking a two weeks' vacation. appointed, but it is thought
Lake, do, 4; Ο Ε Turner, four-year-old h Vealtby, 50; Mra Joseph Brigge, South I 15; George Richards, South Paris, bost ing tragedy of August, 1002, has fre- In the County of Oxford, deceased. All |>ereone
• •in· week is to be spent in atrip to Mon- Ardle will receive the appointment.
against the estate of said dehaving demands
'arie, do, 25; Fred Hereey, South Paris, display stuffed birds, $(J, eloth and quently been montioned this summer. ceased
treal ami (Quebec.
same for
are desired to present the
There was considerable excitement
S. Hayes, O. G. Tur- | >eet specimen Snow, 50; A Κ Jackson,
Committee—F.
and all Indebted thereto arc requested
Forde
D
tusks
Fîorence
settlement,
walrus
of
ex-Alderman
The
50c,
50;
(Teorge
young
body
Mr. Stowe sold his household goods at the Shurtlcff school house Monday ner.
to
make
payment Immediately.
< lo, 25; W Η Tucker, best specimen Pinkham, Hebron, bead work 25; Mrs of Ottawa, one of the three persons to be
He will morning. A tire was started in the
at auction Friday afternoon.
Sept. 15th, 1903. WILLIE B. RAMSDELL.
Beef Cattle—C S H») ee, Oxford, beef Twenty Ounce, 50; Mrs Joseph Briggs, Ρ Κ Bradbury, Norway, embroidery pic- drowned August 4, has never been reThe hot
t live with Mrs. Stowe's niece, Mrs. furnace, to warm the house.
Culbest
NOTICE.
specimen
P. Curtis, Paris, 4; Ε LI < lo, 25; W II Tucker,
ture frame 20; Annie Whitehouse, Nor- covered and there is do probability that
air pipe to the secoiul floor runs straight oxen, *0; D.
Gooding, at Yarmouth.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
Moses \oung, Hart- >crt, 50; A Κ Jackson, best specimen way, work basket 15; W C Bessey, Nor- it ever will be.
from an elbow in the basement, and Pike, Waterford, 2;
up
been
Η
Brett, do, 25; way, natural wood 15, 15, 25; Η Π IIosduly appointed executor of the last will and J
Mr. II. A. Tribou and wife of Machias, the five years' accumulation of dust and ford, three-year olde, 5; Β F Glover, I lubbardston, 50; C
testament of
FEARFUL ODDS AGAINST IIIM.
lamee S Dudley, best epecimen Ben I mer, Norway, kDapsack 50, 1 pair ladies'
Arthur Bobbins, Norway, 2.
Mrs. Parker aud Miss H. II. Tribou of litter in the elbow
Hartford,
3;
hot
So
L. MELLEN, late of Paris,
tire.
GEORGE
caught
of Oxford, deceased, and given
Committee-L A Curtis, G. H. Briggs. 1 Javis, 50; A Κ Jackson, do, 25; James snowshoes25, 1 pair gents' snowshoee
Bedridden, alone and destitute. Such, In the County
Bucksport, and Mrs. Davis of New York, was the blaze that the flames streamed
AU persons having
the
law
directe.
as
bonds
50;
best
Sweet,
> Dudley,
epecimen Spur
are quests at Capt. Tribou's.
The
25; Mrs Lillian Fox, Norway, picture in brief was the condition of an old demands
Town teams—Hartford, oxen, $20, 15,
the estate of said deceased are
up into the upper school room.
I Κ Jackson, best specimen Munson irame 25, handmade hat 25; C Wood- soldier by name of J. J. Havens, Ver- desired toagainst the same for settlement, and
Norl·
the
was
three
Weddone
old,
uusoldering
10;
hall
present
onlv
years
the
at
10;
Norway,
«lainage
Tliere was a dance
iweet, 50; James S Dudley, best epeci- sum, Norway, collection plants 25; Hor- sailles, O. For years he was troubled all Indebted thereto are requested to make payof several joints of the pipe.
way, two years old, 8; Hartford, do, 0; l·
nt". :;iv evening, with music by Stearns'
non Jersey Sweet,
50, best specimen tense Gregg, specimen wildflowers 50; with Kidney disease and neither doctors ment Immediately.
one year old, 8, calves, (>,
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
Norway,
Orchestra. In spite of the intense heat,
of
Sept. 15th, 1903.
At
One of the best known citizens
iibeton Pippe, 50; A Κ Jackson, do, 25,
Mrs C C Blcknoll, Hebron, jardin- nor medicines gave him relief.
8.
horses,
Paris,
10;
horses,
there was a good attendance.
his
at
W S Buck, Norway, ere
It
50;
V
Bitters.
Mrs
Jennio
NOTICE.
Paris, Jeremiah H. Winslow, died
table
tried
Electric
he
ipitzenberg,
put
E.
15;
50, fancy
Mclntire,
length
Committee on cuttle—L.
A
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
Mivs ι i race I. De Motte, who has been home in this village Friday morning, Oscar Swift. Committee on horses—A. j »est epecimen American Beauty, 50;
"eald, North Buckfield, do, 15; Oren him on aie feet in short order and now
Mr. W insC Jackson, best specimen, Sherwood Brooks, Greenwood, pocket work 50; he testifies: "I'm on tho road to com- been duly appointed administrator of the
the guest of friends here for a few days, aged 80 years and 8 months.
A.
D.
J. Mi'.lett,
Cummings.
of
estate
but
was
a
long ope,
low·» last illness
! ''avorite, 50, best specimen Mann, 50; Wm C Leavitt, nice disp'ay
as gone to Lewiston to enter the train; Η Λ Ε plete ι ecovery." Best on earth for Liver
PHEBEC. MERRILL, late of Hebron.
Sheep—W Ε Penley, West Paris, Hock j Jre Joseph Brigg·, Golden Russet, 50; I Sanborn, Portland, nice
and all forms of In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
troubles
and*
previous to it he had retained his vigor
ing school for kindergarten work.
display
Kidney
A F Jackson, Norway, do,
All persons having
directs.
and capacity for transacting business, in 15 sheep, $10:
l Κ Jacksou, do, 50; Eva Upton, NorStomach and Bowel Complaint. Only bonds as the law the
estate of said deceased are
H0TE8.-V
demands
Alfred II. Jackson, tax collector, anof advancing years. The funeral 8; EM Everett, Norway Lake, do, 0,1 way, best specimen Porter, 50; A Κ
F. A. Shurtleff & desired toagainst the same for settlement, and
Guaranteed
50c.
spite
by
llock 10 sheep, 8;
present
nounces that taxes of ls*)2 not paid by
That this is tlxrday of the white shirt Co.; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
lackson, do, 25; James S Dudley, best
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
Sumlay afternoon was attended by Rev. Ε Ε Witt, Norway,
Oct. r>th will be advertised, so if you A. W. Pottle, pastor of the Methodist C A Richardson, West Paris, do, 5; C J I
ment Immediately.
Tolman Sweet, 50; A Κ Jack- waist was plainly shown by a glance at
pecimen
do
to
!
W
Ε
how
know
DUDLEY P. Β AI LEY.
Penley,
want to save cost you
Sept. 15th, 19(8.
the packed grand stand.
church, at which church Mr. Winslow Everett, Norway, do, 3;
on, do, 25.
The etndents entering the University
LEVI B. MERRILL, Agent.
dock 12 lambs, 10; Ε M Everett, do, 8,
it.
of
had been a regular attendant.
C Η George, Hebron, best exhibit
about
number
150,
"Did ho really bite the snake's head of Maine this year
C A Richardson, ilock 8 lambs, 7; Ε L iartlett
NOTICE.
pears, $2; A Ε George, HebroD, jff?" was the all important question whom about 130 are in the freshman
Theatrical attractions at Norway,
Football.
Ward well, Oxford, do, 5; W A Stone,
South
Paris,
Mrs
students.
Joseph
Briggs,
Wednesday
Brown''
1;
lo,
I!· Ueal Widow
tho re&t special
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
child
class,
one
asking
heard
BuckfieldJ
the
that
A
D
Tuttle,
reporter
hue been duly appointed administratrix of the
Paris High School football team open- Oxford, do, 3;
pecimen Bartlett pear, 50c; James mother.
evening, and "The Burglar" Thursday
estate of
afternoon, with Oxford Down buck, 4; Ε C
BUCKLEN'S ARNICA SALVE.
< ,'rockett, Norway, best specimen Clapp
evening, drew tbe usual crowd from ed the season Saturday
,J AIIΚ S A. THOMPSON, late of Buckfleld,
was
4,
Ε
buck,
Centre
Ε
Turner
do
of
2;
thorougbered
V.
Hebron
Wttt,
C.
Knight
a game against the first eleven of
'"avorite, 50; Mrs Joseph Briggs, do, 25;
Has world-wide fame for marvelous In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
this place.
The game result- A F Jackson, do, 2; W Ε Pei-ley, grade I Ε George, best specimen Flemish the oxpert who judgod tho thorough- cures. It
at Hebron.
other salve, lo- bunds as tho law directs. All persons having
Academy,
any
surpasses
of said deceased are
•l«>hn M. Mure h will leave in two or ed 28 to 0 in favor of Hebron, which the buck, 3; Ε M Everett, do, 2.
points, as is now tion, ointment, or balm for Cute, Corns, demands against the estate for
\] 3eauty, 50; Howard A Knightly, Nor- bred cattle on a scale of
settlement, and
desired to present the same
Committee—D. P. Curtis, A. L. Wythree weeks for Uedlands, Calif., where Paris
best specimen Sheldon, 50. specified by the state law.
think very satisfactory, conTet25,
do,
boys
Ulcers,
are requested to make payvay,
Felons,
thereto
Sores,
Indebted
all
Boils,
Burns,
man.
the
he intends to spend the winter. He is |
hold
to
colwell
did
best
II
Plums—C
George, IlebroD,
sidering that they
This is tho first year that automobiles ter, Salt Rheum, Fever Sores, Chapped ment Immediately.
NELLIE A. DAMON.
Sept. 15th, 1903.
seriously troubled with asthma, and strong Hebron team down to live touchSwine—W H & G H Dunn, Norway, , ection plums, #1; W S Buck, Norway, have
figured in force at thie fair. Eight Hands, Skin Eruptions; infallible for
will ijo to California in the hope of iind- j downs and three
Nor- h >eet
F
A
Ε
A
Jackson,
Berkshire
$5;
George,
boar,
Burbank,
50;
goals.
Cure guaranteed. Only 25c., at
NOTICE.
epecimen
or ten of them were on hand Wednesday, Piles.
ing relief from it.
Sixteen men were taken and twelve ot way, do, 3; D L Brett, Oxford. Park- , lebron, do, 25, beet epecimen Green- most of them coming from Lewiston F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; Noyes Drug
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
Chapman received a «hire sow and pigs, 3; C F Millett, Nor- { gage, 50, Lombard, 50; W S Buck, beet and Auburn.
•John D. Parsons, who has been visiting1 them played.
Norway.
Store,
eatate of
first half, and Lapt. way, Chester boar, 5; F L keen, East ,
pecimen Yellow Egg, 50.
I'-ac >n S. K. Parsons and other relatives slight injury in the
The bureau of lost articles has in its
EUGENE FLETCHER, late of Paris,
out in Otis field, do, 3; S Κ Yeaton. Oxford, do,
Crockett, Norway,
The jail sentence for liquor sellers has In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Il ere for some weeks, has returned to his Lind'tey decided to take him
Grapes—James
a child's
and
vest
a
boy'·
t
and
later in he 1 W A Stow, Oxford, Chester sow
W H possession
for
him
several
save
to
,
as the law directs. All persons having
Dora
games
Muscadine,
50c;
bonds
order
jest
Miss
Kennebec
too,
struck
County
specimen
b· me in Santa Aua, Calif.
the lost articles not found
estate of said deceased are
who took his place also n'ic 3; Ε L Pike, South Waterford, do, 2. 3uck, Norway, best specimen Champion, sack. Among
been sent to jail there. demandstoagainst the
Parsons accompanied him, aud will re- season. Merrill
one of offenders having
ladies'
several
were
desired
pocketbooks,
present the same for settlement, and
did
S.
L.
Committee-Η. B. Sturtevant,
played well. Briggs and Clement
>0; Chas H Brett, Oxford, best epeci- them containing nineteen dollars.
main in California for a year.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payl· lien Green Mountain, 50.
ment Immediately.
.'ood work in tackling aud breakiugup Swau, H. W. Record.
WHAT IS LIFE?
P. Λ. Ileidner of Springfield. Mass., interference, while Record showed his
Sept. 15th, 1903 WILLIAM R. FLETCHER.
One of the interested spectators was
S G Burnel), South Parle, beet speciI Gilbert, Norway, light
In the last analysis nobody knows,
Poultry-L
tackles
traveler for the Paris Manufacturing last
The
end.
W
at
Hobbe,
S. V. Abbott of Rumford, commonly but wo do know that is under strict law.
lien cranberriee, 50c; Mrs Geo
ability
year's
Brahma
fowl
.40,
NOTICE.
Brahma
$1,
light
Ile takes the
( "., is here for a month.
men and
best cut flowers, $1; Mrs JC known as "Uncle Vint". He is 87 years
are both exceptionally strong
Abuse that law even slightly, pain reB.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
chicks, 1; L I Gilbert, Norway, Patrldge Vorway,
own
Web
as
I1 .tee in the company's office of Geo.
their
Mrs
John
to
hold
against
almost—not
bo
able
50;
and
should
quite—as lively
old,
sults.
fowl, 1; L I Gilbert, barred 1 ly- k'eaton, Norway, do,
Irregular living means derange- been duly appointed administrator of the eatate
collection house plants, a boy. Really, as all his acquaintances
ri'ckett, who will take a month's vaca- any high school man. C. Record was Cochin Rock
ι
ment of the organs, resulting in Consti- °f AMBROSE C. SEGAR, late of Rutnford,
fowl, 1, Houdan fowl 1; >er, South Parie,
mouth
tion for the benefit of his health.
man
for
a
8.
smart
while
opened
is
he
Geo
W
Kenney
Mrs
in every play,
Hobbe, do,
know,
remarkably
Pékin ducks (old) 1, white Cochin Ban- ft;
pation, Headache or Liver trouble. Dr. In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
to make gains of
Committee—C. W. Ryeraon, B. F. of his years.
AU persons having
J. F. Stanley and wife of Auburn were up a hole for Lindley
tam chicks, 1, white Cochin Bantam
King's New Life Pills quickly re-adjusts bonds aa the law directe.
tackle.
his
estate of said deceased are
4
vards
to
the
through
2
fticlards.
from
The Norway Band played Wednesday this. It's gentle, yet thorough. Only demandetoagainst the
Brahma chicks, GO, Η Ε
quests at C. W. Bowker's during
the same for settlement, and
and fowls, 1, light
desired
present
kick
to
were
frequently
was
forced
Paris
fair. On their return home they
Crochet and Knit Goods—Mrs Ella H and Thursday, and earned many compli- 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; Noyes all Indebted thereto are requested to make payLovejoy, Norway, white Plymouth Rock
live of the six punts away
music. The Drug Store, Norway.
Rock fowl, 1, , Crockett,
ment Immediately.
accompanied for a few days' visit by Lindley got
Norway, etockinge spun and ments for the quality of its
while fowl, 1, white Plymouth
direction,
and
with
Sept. 15th,
good speed
Mr. Bowker's family, also by Newton
do, 00, white Plymouth Rock chicks, 40, mit, 50c; Mre Howard A Swan, South band is doing good work, and is an or1903^LEWELLyN d> ELLIOTT.
were nearly perfect.
citizen
in
back
a
few
Fairfield
new
a
The
Fort
Istrout's
of.
good
rejoices
passes
to be proud
•s'anlev and wife, who had spent
Ab1,
Plymouth
fowl,
brown
25;
ganization
band-knit
Leghorn
stockings,
gents'
and
Paris,
sand
whjte
showed
the
man
Alfred
after
Austin,
I
named
fact
was
In
occasion.
who
on
this
every
NOTICE.
Rock chicks, (50; Chas. G. Francis, Ox- )ie A Swan, South Paris, do, 15; Sarah uniforms appeared out
•lays at Wirt Stanley's.
The
laureate.
I ability to play good hard football, and it
Toulouso geese (old) 1, Tolouse Packard, West Parie, band-knit gents' They are the reverse of gaudy, being of present British poet
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
The September strawberry is not a I the boys practice and tram as they ford,
Austin has
Alfred
to
is
referred
black
with
black
trimmings,
bronze
been
handgentleman
goods
duly appointed administrator of the
turkeys (old) 1, nittene, 25; Mrs Howard A Swan,
plain
H. Robof the geese (young) 1,
very rare article this year. W.
ought they should have one
Hockenhull, a local miller and feed mer- estate of
barred Plymouth Rock chicks, 1, white- tnit ladiee' mittens, 25; Abbie A Swan, but are very neat and pretty.
ever
inson brings the Democrat a bunch of I
school
not
and
AMANDA A. SEGAR, late of Rumford,
chant, who was born in England
strongest teams the high
faced black Spanish Fowl, 1, do chicks, south Parle, do, 15; Mre Lewie Monk,
deceased, and given
Don't know bow a little experience
rii>e ones which he picked on the inter- I had. The line up:
far from the home of the poet and In the County of Oxford,
South
Paris,
Ρ
Ε
very
Mre
Geo.
do.
Tucker,
1
00;
South Parie, hand-knit skirt, 50;
bonds aa the law directs. AU persons having
will affect the mattor, but as it stands whose
vale above the village. Several others
'· Η· 8·
were admirers of their demands
HKBKOK.
the estate of said deceased are
white
people
Ρ
Mre
I
1,
against
white
fowl,
Leghorn
Leghorn
South
do,
25;
Κ Chapman,
Paris,
now there is universal dissatisfaction
have been reported. The Democrat has
now the successor of desired to present the same for settlement, and
re"
c: chicks 1, do, 00; Clifford Richardson, Κ Bradbury, Norway, eweater, 75; Leona with the score card method, which tho neighbor who is
IK: Ε·
ft: KeniitîV
not yet seen an inliabitant old enough to I Abbott,
aU Indebted thereto are requested to make pay5S& r.t.
Lord
Tennyson.
Ε
Pekin ducks (old) 40; John
Ε
Mrs
West
Paris,
Weet
50;
do,
ment Immediately.
Parle,
r.«.
Penley,
last legislature made a requisite to seremember picking ripe wild strawberries I
c.. Strout. Bennett, South Paris, light Brahina fowl
knit
Sept. 15th,
50;
slippers,
rwtichell, Norway,
the state stipend. For a fair State of Ohio, Crrr of Toledo, )
in the fall.
curing
190LLBWjtLLYN D ELLIOTT.
Stanley?!.*·
00 white Wyandotte fowl, 1, do, 00, do, Abbie A Swan, do, 25; Mrs R Haggett, where the cattle are on exhibition only
\
Lucas County.
that
barred Plymouth Rock East Waterford, display knit lace, 50;
oath that be I· the
makes
From an esthetic point of view,
do,
J.
1,
00,
Cheney
Frank
chicks,
at
one or two days, the system appears,
«ft*
of .the firm of F. J. Cheney ft
00, Pekin ducks (young) 00, do, Mrs Otto Schnuer, Norway, croobet lace, least to the non-experts, to be unneces- senior partner
fringe of barrels strung along the lower Dwyer.qb.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
business In the City of Toledo, CounLlndfcy. chicks,
Co

gemocrat

Sumner Tucker and wife have return
i
ed home for the winter.

J ANOTHER COUNTY FAIB.

8; S A Thayer, Parie, β; S 0 Colby,

Pit-

SOUTH

.1

„.r*

BLUE 8TORK8.

Païis, diTo;

RAIN OR SHINE COATS.

«w ·"

The

and useful

coals

a

in

are

they

especially

jmj

—

Oculist,

λι ia

r,

·>

_!»__

1
L·
UllO W

..L:kU
vauiviv

suitable for all seasons,

they

are

useful for FALL WEAR.

The

nights make them

almost

OVERCOATS.

FALL
If you do not

you

a

good

care

for

assortment in

a

prefer

Rain Coat but

light

a

Fall Coat

and dark shades, cut short

SO

or

we can

show

medium.

βίο.

to

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NORWAY.

What Woman

ο

<·■·<\ofo
-,

two

Price $io, $ia, $15.

ΐTues*

—»

shine, thus combining

Our New Ones Are In.

^

Brooks

and

indispensable.

J^££T£S^.U,e

Sk^v^SSfaS.fourth

equally good

and cool

frequent rains

VI

J^rlsaK

long, loose RAIN

one.

While

v^t'in
Ne"°JfU.

or

woolen

extremely popular

an

It is

garment.

for rain

stylish

v

■

produced

COATS has

eer^oe»,

*

rain-proofing

fabrics and making them into

•

4

process of

new

But Needs

a

Black Petticoat ?

We have them in Mercerized
Sateen, Silk Moreen, and Imported

Italian Cloth.

Prices, .98, $1,1.19,

1.25,1.39,1.50,1.69,1.75, 2, 2.25,
2.50, 2.75.

Perfect-fitting and Stylish.

Dayton

N.

30

SOUTH

Bolster & Co.,
Square,

Market

ΜΑΙΝΞ.

PARIS,

Sterling Silver Glassware.
Something now, tbo only glassware
which will harmonize with high grade

Eastern Steamship Company.
FOItTLAiTO DIVISION.

Reduced Hate. Fare $1.00, Portland
crockory on your
Staterooms 31.00 to 31.50.
to Boston.
table. Best quality glass, newest shapes,
Steamers leave Franklin wharf, Portcut and polished till they sparkle like land, and India wharf, Boston, daily exbands
cept Sunday at 7 P. M.
gems, decorated with wide heavy
Freight always as low as other lines.
of pure sterling silver, with a coating of
All freight via the steamers of this Com
wash
cannot
it
so
silver
glass over the
Marine
pany is insured against Fire and
off or tarnish, the highest grade glass- Risk.
silverwaro and white

Water
$4.00,
J. F. Liscomb, Agent, Franklin
berry sets ?2.00.
Wharf, Portland, Me.
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l,
Floral Engraved Lamp Chimneys.
Highest quality glass, swelling to dou- Manager.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A.
ble size in the middle and with flowers,
General offices Foster's Wharf,
the
in
glass.
leaves and vines engraved
Mass.
Very beautiful and will outwear a dozen Boston,

ware

in the market.

set*

table sets §2.50,

common

chimneys.

10 cents any size.

J. K. Chase, So. Paris.

Washing and ironing

done in first

Will call for and
deliver clothes in South Paris.
Address,
class

manner.

LAUNDRESS,

Care Democrat Office,
South Paris.

^

_.

_

"

I

Kenne^H.

side of the fence at the Market Square
and
Krass plot, is not an improvement,
" ir
thousands of fair week visitors car I
ii"t be blamed if it struck them as ac
That modern term, "civit !
eyesore.
have suggested its removal

Pekin I
50, 25; Abbie A Swan, do, 15; Mra Ρ Κ
"rluV, Clement. 40· W D Gates, South Paris,
5?ι
f.b., i'onfoM. ducks (young) 1, white Plymouth chicks, Bradbury, crochet shawl, 50; Sarah
f b
fcl
1 Η Ε Corbett, South Paris, brown Leg-1 Packard, West Paris, do, 25; Mrs Giles
Fifteen ami ten minute halve».
horn fowl, 00, brown Leghorn chicks, 1; Froet, Norway, crochet doily, 25; Mre Ε
Falls.
Strike at Ruraford
Geo G Abbott, Norway, Rouen ducks, 1 ; Ε Chapman, Infant's jacket, 50; Mre Β
Seven hundred and fifty men employ- |W S Buck, Norway, barred Plymouth Ν Chapman, Sooth Paris, infant^ eocke,
Co. at
ed by the International Paper
Rock chicks, 40; Lester E. Henry, South 25; Mr· Ε Ε Chapman, do, 1δ; Mre D Ε
tlie
Rumford Falls are out on strike, and
Paris, Rhode Island Red chicks,
Fuller, Norway, table mats, 50; Mrs
mill is shut down. The principal point Gates, South Paris, Pekin ducks (old) 00. Gllee Frost, tidy, 50; Grace L Bennett,
the
be
to
I Committee—A. E. Shurtleff.
of disagreement is understood
Norway, do, 25; Mrs J Τ Bowser, OxGood Cheer Society, South
employment of non-union labor.
Drawiog Oxen—Oxen 6 ft 8 and under, I ford, do, 10;
Mrs Ε Ε Chapman, do,
F Glover, Hartford, 18; GL Russell, Paris, afghan, 75;
Β
Reunion.
Benson Family
do, 26; Mrs Ella Η
Hartford, 0; β ft and over, LH Ingalh, 50; Sarah Packard, Mrs Howard A Swan,
will
25;
a reunion of the Benson family
Denmark, 7; G S Record, Buckfield, 4, Crockett, yarn,Zenas
homestead,
W Mills, Norway
Mrs
beheld at the old Benson
H A Robbine, Norway, 10. Special, Mos- do, 15;
Sarah Packard, glove·, 25;
10;
do,
Lake,
Κ
R
Morrill,
BOW occupied by Re.. 8«1>
East
10;
Sumner,
A K» es Young,
Emma J Hill, West Paris, do, 15; Mrs
North Paris, Saturday, Sept. «*.
Denmark,
there** Norway, 7: Stephen Rowe,
A Day, West Parle, cape, 15;
Die dinner will be eaten. All
7 ft 0 and over, Ο E Tnrner. East Quincy
Oxen
make this
Mra Emma Η Swan, Norway, knit shawl,
tives are invited to come and
Sumner, 12; C R Bean, East Hiram, 8,
Abbie A Swan, gent's scarf, 15; Mra
reunion.

K.

pride," might

on

such

an

occasion.

wil
reported that winter apples
oft this year at $1.50 per barrel
Orchards on the bills, which escaped th< I
freeze of the 24th of May, are many ο
them well loaded, but some of the or
chards on low lands, which blossomet
*«U, got nipped and have practically η»
fruit. Barrels are 'way up in the air
and hard to get at any price.

MjWD

It is

«tart

!

I

Ι

[I

Mrs. James R. Tucker is visited by he r
sister, Mrs. L. E. Tnbbs of Ontario »
Ulif., and Mrs. Tubbs' son, Η. Β :
lubbs of Milwaukee, Wis., who arrive
here Wednesday afternoon. This is th l<
visit in fifty years that Mrs
second
ubos has made to the old home i ii
Maiue. Like all California people, Mrs
Tnubs is enthusiastic over that 5
gros
•tate.
■

Capt.

I

I truly a family

I Four Anson boys were recently arrest
and bound over
I ed taken to Augustarural
delivery mai
for

willfully injuring

1.1 boxes.

II

4^

I

It pays to remember that

Uncle Samuel stands guard

over

1 receptacles.

you

25;

C C Bicknell, Hebron, handkerchief, 15,
W Mills, yarn spun
I $12; Ο Ε Turner, East Sumner, 8; js ti collar, 10; Mrs Zenas
head! by little girl, 15; Mrs Giles Frost,
Richardson, West
Κ Morrill, $δ; Arthur (rest, 25; Mra Cbarlea
1. Paris, crochet mat, 10, 10; Mia J V
Gary, Norway, 3; Ζ W Mills, Norway,
$6, Heald, North Buckfield, do, 10, 10.
Τ w ο-Y ear-Olds—S H
and Comforter·—Mis
Poland, Sumner, 4; Β FGIov-

■1 ^Yearlings—R

thos< i

1 Llewellyn

Abbott^

A Bobbins, NorYou are liable to
Ï Summer
[ I θΓ'τhr^Year-Olde—H
sickness and
wav $6; L H Ingalle, 4; G S Record,
SET
Di.
of
house a bottle
11I vour
CÔl»»ittw-j:F. Fuller, J. P. Γ·»1«ϊ.
remc ;
νητ n'S BALBAM the best known
J. W. Dresser.
rl
»
wJÎiïïi

Corn enough came in to the factoi
last week to keep running for a fe
•hort spells. This week, barring furth*
frosts or other disasters, it is expectt
that it will come in fast and allow <
<
lull time being made.
In spite
drought and frost, there are said to be
■amber of tields of pretty good corn, ai
few were entirely spoiled by tl
<<njy afrost.
It is thought the corn f<
us factory is in better shape than th
ΙΟΓ most of the other factories in tl ,β

a

'iIT
ll

Wcinity.

[U
I

«^den attack

F. A.
Co., South Paris, Maine.
money refunded

by

ο

Shurtleff

«k

Draft Horses—1200 to 1400, Ν Ε Bes-

$10; ED ^iillett,
1 North Buckfleld,
I sey,
7· Guy L Curtia, Norway, 4.
II Committee—Anson J. Millett Norway,
North Waterford, George
vorwav

Portlanc
Institute
The Keeley
«««-Λ·11 ^ j yf Dresser,
Mai.., on Munjoy Hill, i»
curing drunkard, and drug
in

uaara.^^

Ι8ΐ2ΓΛ1'ρ«1.,,

w»t p«l.,

)
{ In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
M. THOMS, of Frveburg, In the
Farm
Editor E. P. Mayo of the Turf,
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
and Home, Waterville, was an Interested
said
District,
A.
W.GLBASON,
respectfully represents
I in
{ SEAL.
Notary I'vblic. that on the 15th day of May, last past, he
spectator. "I always like to come to
,
under the Acta
acts
and
bankrupt,
Mr.
is
taken
was
Internally
duly adjudged
the Oxford County fair," says
Mayo. Jail's Catarrh Cure
blood and mucosa surfaces of of Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
"In the first place there Is no other fair direct I ν on the
all
his
free.
surrendered
for
testimonial·,
Send
duly
property and righto of
the system.
property and has fully compUed with all
ground in the state that has a finer setAddress, F. J. Cheney ft Co., Tolodo, O.
Acta and of the order·
said
of
look.
75c.
the
direction
in
whatever
bv
"Sold
requirements
you
Druggists,
ting,
of Court touching his bankruptcy.
Hall's Family Pills are the beat.
Then all, and particularly the officers,
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed
take hold so earnestly to make the fair
by the Court to have a full discharge from aU
debts provable against his estate under said
And last, but by no means
NOTICE.
a success.
Acta, except such debts aa are exleast, I like it because the people are all In the District Court of the United Statea foi bankrupt
epted by law from such discharge.
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
so well dressed and so well behaved,
tide Mth day of September, A. D. 1908.
Dated
1
In the matter of
FRANK W. THOMS, Bankrupt.
quiet and orderly. In that respect this
the partnership of
j
fair compares very favorably with some
Dorion ft Gallant, the
OBDEB OF NOTICE THEBEON.
individual copartner* in I
of the others in the state."
District of Maine, aa.
which are D. Michael} In Bankruptcy.
On this 19th day of Sept., ▲. D. 1908, on
Peter I.
Dorion and
if
no)
from
serious
narrow
A
the foregoing petition, It la—
escape
reading
Individand
Gallant
they
Ordered by the Court, that a hewing be had
fatal trouble occurred in the middle ol
A. D.
ually, of Mexico,
upon the aam< on the 9th day of October,
the day Wednesday, when a lady's skirl
Bankrupts. ^
before aald Court at Portland, In said Die·
To the creditors of the partnership of Dortoi 111903, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon: and thai
A hall
was discovered to be on fire.
trict,
ft Gallant, the Individual copartners in wblcl
dozen people around her worked foi are D. Michael Dorion and Peter I Gallant, am notice thereof be published In The Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
in tin
some time without making much head
the creditors of each of them Individually
and that all known creditors, and other petaom
bio* County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
I
In interest, may appear at the said On»· and
r
way, some of them even trying to
ο
19th
the
day
la hereby given that on
Notice
have, why
inter
the flames out, when a by-stander
plaeer^nd show cause. If any they
of Dorion i
should not κ
Sept., A. D. 1908, the partnership In which ar the
prayer of said petitioner
Individual copartners
posed with vigorous measures, windinj Gallant, theDorion
and Peter I. Gallant, and the; granted. la further ordered
the woman's clothing around herwitl D. Michael
by the Court, thai
And it
were duly adjudicated bankrupt
the Clerk shall send by mall to aU known cred
both hands and rubbing tbe fire out Individually
and that the first meeting or their creditors wll
and
thla order, ad
coplea of said petition
The back part of her dress skirt wa be held at the Court Honae, In South Parti1 Itora
dreasedto them at their places of realdenoe m
October. A. D. 1908, at
of
14th
the
undercloth
on
her
day
and
entirely consumed,
stated·
o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the sal
the How. Clarence Hale, Judgi
ing was on fire. Her name was no t creditors may attend, prove their claim·, ai II of witness
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
learned. Although the affair bappenei 11 point a trustee, examine the bankrupt·, an
aald
in
District, on the 19th day of Sept.
land,
f
as
may proper!
transact snch other bualneaa
only a short distance from the building come
before said meeting.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
while the grounds were crowded, it wa
South Paria, Sept.21.1906.
A true oopy of petition and order thereon.
so qniokly over that It attracted littl
GEO. A. WILSON,
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
There are lots of
who think they know a good animal
when they see one, sufficiently well for
the purposes of a country fair.

sarily cumbersome.
men

Quilts, Spreads
Chapman, South Pari·, patchwork
do,
quilt, 75c; Mary Bicknell, Hebron,
50; Mary Bicknell, do, 25; Mra G F FarMra I)
num, South Pari·, comforter 00;
Ε Fuller, Norway, do, 26; Mra James
Shedd, Norway, bedspread $1; Mrs R fi
Gate·, West Pari·, do, 75o; Mrs W A
Bicknell, Norway, logcabin quilt 75
Graco Ε Bumpue, Hebron, outline quill
50, Mr· Μ Ε Anderson. Norway, silk
do
quilt, fl; Mra Fred A Hunt, Norway,
76o; Mra Ε Ε Chapman, South Paris attention.
Ε Ε

doing

Arm will
ty and Slate aforesaid, and that aald
DOLLARS for
pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Frank J. Cheney.
mv
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
A.D. 1886.
; resence, title 6th day of December,

In the matter of
FRANK M. THOMS,

FRANK

51

I

ruij"'

_

PROBATE^ NOTICE·.
all persons Interested In either of the Estates
hereinafter named'
and
At a Probate Court. held at Parle, In
of
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
our Lord one thousand
of
the
In
year
Sept.,
matter
The
following
three.
nine hundred and
thereupon
having been presented for the action
:
hereinafter Indicated, it Is hereby Obderkd InThat notice thereof be given to all persons
to be
order
this
of
a
copy
causing
terested, by
In the Oxpublished three weeks successively
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at Southa
at
Paris, In said County, that they may appear on
Paris,
be held at
Probate Court to
at 9
D.
Α.
1903,
October.
of
the third Tuesday
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there- 1
on If they see cause.
JOHN N. DENNEN, lateofOxford, deceased;
the
will and petition for probate thereof and
appointment of W. W. Uennen asbyadministrator
W. W. Den-1
with the will annexed presented
nen through his attorney Jesse M. Llbby.
THOMAS R. DAY, late of Woodstock, deceased: flnal account an<l petition for order to distribute balance remaining In his hands presented
by Henry A. Wing, administrator.
KENDALL 8WIÏT, late of Parla, deceased:
will and petition for probate thereof presented
therein named.
by Ellen M. Swift, the executrix
HARVEY S. CORBETT, late of Paris, deceaced ; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Everllne C. Corbett, the executrix
To

nsmed In the will.

JOSIAH S. HODGDON, late of Peru, deceased ; will and petition for probate thereof presented by W. H. Eastman, tne executor therein
named.
ADELINE E. BARRETT, late of Buckfleld.
thereof
deceased: will and petition for probateexecutor
presented by Benjamin Spauldlng, the
}
therein named.

HOOFING

PAROID

TUE

HAS

CALL.

S. Government recently onlered
U.
l.SuO.tXHi square feet for shipment to Manila.
The subscriber· have rold over 25,000 feet,
10,(mo feet «luring the month of June.
The one-ply which cost· $2 25 per square la
warranted ten years, and the two-ply fifteen
years.
We have subjected It to some very severe test·
with most excellent result·.
We also have the 2V«pona«t Red llop·
Roofing, manufactured bv the unie company.
This make· a very low priced roof which will
last Ave yean or more. Sample· etc. free on apThe

plication.

S. P. MAXIM &
Agent»,

SON,

-OFTTI PAR».

If you wait to buy
or Mil

Beal Crate

page catalogue will save you time
ana money.

Our FREE 120

Over 100 sale· since
March
16th, 1903, of
••lan 1 with the bull«lln<c"
thereon" In Maine, U
are
our guarantee to you that our method·
at the
right. D. M. French, Local Agent,

corn

shop, Norway.

E. A. Strout,

DEBORAH B. FOYE, late of Hartford, de-'
ceased ; i>et1tton for license to sell and convey
real estate presented by William Foye, adminis- I

SUjtbJSX

FOB

FABM

SALE-

Situated In Oxford, about S 1-2 mile· from
trator.
South Paris. Small farm, good building·, and
Waterford.deIn
late
of
good state of cultivation, on B. F. D. route.
PETER N. HASKELL,
for license to sell and convey Inuuire of
ceased ;
exNANCY 8. THOMAS, at premUe·,
Haskell,
B.
Joseph
real estate presented by
1
Or, J am km 8. W&iout, South Paria.
ecutor.

petition

SAMUEL D. MARSHALL, late of Paris, deceased; first account presented for allowance by
John F. Plammer, administrator.

ETHAN WILLIS, late of Paris, deceased;!
James
first account presented for allowance by
S.

Wright, executor.

acJACOB DANIELS of Paris, ward; flnal
count presented for allowance by Edwin A. Daniels, guardian.
MARY O. TIBBETTS, late of Hiram, deceased; flnal account presented for allowance by
Etta Starblrd, executrix.

EDSON L. WHITMAN, late of Woodstock,
deceased ; first account preaented for allowance
by Almon M. Whitman, administrator.
LUCY A. OSGOOD, late of Hiram, deceased;
final account presented for allowance by George
executor.

Heavy Team Horses.

work
These horses have
been worked through .the winter
hauling logs. Also two or three
I have several

horses for sale.

pairs of large

of fresh horses just received,
also several good driving horses.

pairs

W. J.

Wheeler,

South Paris, Me.

IW. Osgood,

8TEPHEN E. KIMBALL, late of Paria, de
ceased ; final account presented for allowance by
I Elizabeth E. Webber, executrix.
ARRINGTON MASON of Buckfleld) ward;
third account presented for allowance by L. Carroll Mason, guardian.
MERCIE G. BROWN, late of Waterford, deceased ; petition for partial annullment of order
of distribution and that an order lasue to distribute an unclaimed share, presented by Georgia
A. Stevens, executrix of the estate of Edward A
Stevens, an heir at law.
ADDISON ■. HE BRICK,
Judge of aald Court.

▲

true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

HAIR BAL8AH

ClMMS sad bMOtiflM ft» bi
PiudOS a luuAurt growth.

"âllr tô*ltî

ToShfô'çolot
M1N

Can* tcAlp 1'nnr—

FOR SALE.
A good cheap horse and a pair of
second-hand double hcrnessess can
be bought at a bargain.
O. W. PARSONS,
South Paris, Maine.

»

Ivers & Pond Pianos.

Expands.

The Conservatory

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Ε ben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the depart
ment of pianoforte instruction was beinj!
developed, a few Ivers Λ Pond piano*
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory lias expanded, there havt
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers A
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers A Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Bostor
art product would be hardly possibU
than 20 years' continued patronage b)
this most critical of musical institutions

m

S. RICHARDS,

m

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

OAAAAi.

Nasal

CATARRH

*11 Its star·· there
I
should be ck-anlinwe.

Ely's Cream Balm

quickly.

nostril·. Spread·
Creaiu Balm Is placed
Belief h lmover tie meuibrune and ia absorbed.
ai«i. nu and a etirv fo..owu. It la not drying—doce
at Drugnot produce tztvez.ug. Large Sue, 60 eents
10 cent· by mall.
gists or by mail ; Trial Site,
ELY ISKOTIIJEHS, M Warren Street. Mew York
Into the

A handsomely ".Unntratcd weekly. Ijinrest CirTerms, 93 a
culation ..f anr scientttic Journal.
newsdealer*.
jrear: f<>ur months, IL Sold by all

MUNNâCo.36·»'"4··'New York
Branch Office. OS Κ St„ Wasbluatun, I). C.

Boys Wanted
IN SHOE FACTORY.

are

boys

about 16 years of agi
strong and who wish ai

opportunity

to learn the shoe busi

positions

Good

ness.

open t<

are

capable boys.
Apply at once to

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Mechanic Falls, Me.

in.
"I'll not got well ngnln.
But surely on such fare will starve.
And very soon at that."
Just then her brother Frank ran In
To get his summer hat
To tease Frank for the rope ho had
Then Mary Jane did try.
(To scramble up a risky wall
For ladder rtach too high

with salt and pepper and rub each slice
on both sides with a little sweet oil. Arrange about three slices on a double

itTN.—Numerical Enirmai.
Even the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, U, 7 old man
liad to laugh to see the baste with
which the 1, 2, 3, 4 sought his 5, 0, 7 to

gridiron and broil them for about five
minutes on each side. Put the slices on
a
hot platter and spread over them a
gill of butter, into which the juice of
half a lemon lias been beaten.

Th.eai» air·. »*fk. tniinlj
lu fhlUlr.D et «Julu. 35o

r*m. Jy (tor
«trour drug*'-".
DR. J. F. TKl'E A CO.. Aakura, Me.

High
in

mast famous compositions.
1. Belonging to Abnim. 2. The surname of a famous English admiral. 3.
One who is empowered to examine
manuscripts before they are committed to the press and -to forbid their
publication if they contain anything
obnoxious. 4. A thin cord. 5. Ought
to. »i. A titmouse. 7. To take vengeance for. 8. Heaviness. 9. To ask.

BICE

Crayon,

MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY

Connection.

UAKED CUSTARD.
Iireak eight eggs in a bowl; add to
thein six tableepoonfuls of sugar, a quart
of milk, a tablespoonful of vanilla and a
sherry glass of brandy. Mix well together, strain and bake in a slow oven
for about forty minutes, having it well
colored on top. Serve ice cold.

No. 2M>.—Picture Pu«*le.

color,

PBETTY

L. M. TUFS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Ihe True "L. f."
Ko. 2sl<-.«·

er the True 'L. F.' Atwood's
Bitters the best of all, especially toi general debility. I

Χ

Ο

χ

ο

ο
ο

Ο

χ

Χ

Eive ycu this testimonial."-W.Thobhtc*. ChairmanSeectmen. Chesterviile. Maine

AND

ΜΓ8ΙΙΚΟΟΜ

SALAD.

Cut the chicken into dice-shaped hit·
and cut the fresh mushrooms into quarters, if they are large; fry them very
lightly a bit in butter, then moisten
with a chicken stock, cover tightly and
let cook till tender. Take up, drain,
and set away to cool. There should be
about half the quantity of mushroom
that you have of chicken, unless you particularly care for a greater proportion.
Put chicken and mushrooms on lettuce
leaves, cover with mayonnaise and serve.
—The Eoicure.

Octavo».

ο

tii/e received great benefit
from Its use and therefore

FOR

CHICKEN

Λ meeting place for lover&

have tried many kind» of
medicines for headache and
blllcas affections, and consid1

HEADQUARTERS

PEACHES.

Sorve as dessert fair, large peaches, one
to each person, laid upon a vine leaf in
the middle of a glass plate, and accompanied by a fruit knife, fruit napkin and
glass nappie containing sherry syrup.
The peaches are to be pared, cut in delicate long slices, and either dipped into
the syrup as eaten, or dropped in together and eaten afterward. To make
the sherry syrup, put a pound of best
lump sugar and one dozen peach kernels
in a glass jar, set in the sun, stirring occasionally until the sugar dissolves.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

W. H. Winchester

SALAD.

Four
A cup of boiled rice, cooled.
hard boiled eggs and one head of lettuce.
Arrange on a platter alternate layers of
the rice, shredded lettuce leaves, slices
of hard boiled eggs, and mayonnaise
dressing. Over the top layer of dressing, press yolk of egg through a sieve,
and garnish the edges of the platter with
lettuce leaves.

G-ade Portrait Work
Water

PUDDING.

Stone a quart of plums, add a pint of
sugar mixed with a rounding teaspoonful
of flour, and put into a buttered granite
pudding form. Sift together a pint of
flour and a level teas, oonful of baking
powder in a rounding tableepoonful of
butter. To a well beaten egg add twothirds of a cup of milk and combine with
Pour this batter
the flour mixture.
over the plums, cover closely and steam
To turn out, put a large
one hour.
round pudding plate over the pan, invert
them and, as the pudding comes out,
the crust will bo undcrnoath and the
»
plums on top. Serve at once.

part

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s^L.

PLUM

8TEAMEI>

No. ii70.—Novel Doable Acroetlo.
All of the words described contain
When
the simie number of letters.
rightly guess*η 1 and written one below
another iu the order here given, one of
the rows of letters, reading downward,
will spell the name of a great musical
readcomposer, und another row, also
ing downward, will spell a word which
of the name of one of his
forms

worm.

Nichols St.,

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist
Telephone

and is as fresh and perfect as it is likely
to be at any time during the year. One
vegetable is enough for a good sized
family. Cut it,.iato slices about half an
inch thick, rub each slice with salt, put
them into a deep bowl and cover with
water, putting a weight on top so that
they will remain under the water. This
draws out the rank taste. Before cooking drain the slices one by one and wipe
them with a cloth. Then season them
with pepper, dip them first in beaten
and
egg and then in fresh bread crumbs
fry in hot fat for at least five minutes,
browning on both sides. They should
be a rich, dark brown,^thoroughly cooked and soft, but not burned.
Egg plant
ie also nice when broiled. Prepare in
the same way as for frying. Season

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

smart,

J. WALDO

270.—Word Bnildlnff.
3.
2. A proposition.
1. A vowel.
Used lu a favorite boys' game. 4. To
strike; to gain an advantage. 5. To
0. A
cry like a very useful animal.
contest in which numbers are engaged.
No.

Mo.

Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate

Editor HomiUBE·

I

Relieves the Distress of Wesi
Di^estien Puiffies the Heed
»»d (tin the Irai»

FM,
R C"rds, Blanks, Horns,

an<

Supplies.

Ν. H

Berlin,
Catalogues

«n! on

SALESMEN WANTED

oar

Χ

lnte»eM(i

muntie*.
Salary
te «**f<>r<t an·!
AiUnh
k.
Til Β VICTOR «ML COMPACT,
CierrlM-1. Ohio

or

BUSINESS COLLEGE

lswinton. main·
ITVn you romc to think of irolnff away lo
Βιι» ί·>0<·11< £v «. it·! foroQrQAi ALOO 25#
Eletfaat New Bulldln*
MoUuuU U»t j v*r.

dvr.

—Brkrxllac· md CHrwlllagt.
Complote. 1 am a btomotn; lieheaded,
1 aiu not so hiuli. doubly curtailed, 1
aiu a cow'» Inuguage; with both head
and feet eut off. I am au exclumatlou
Ko.

of surprise.

Xu. ÏKL-Λ Charade.
My lirst and my second imply obligation;

id y

third auid iny f ourth 1» u town.
third und my fourth apply also t*
faco·
Moved quickly from laughter to frown.
is α carriage that saves many
whole
My

M>

horses
▲ trip into the country

application.

ON

A Definition.

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.·

MAINE

E. W. CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of an;
Sise or Style at reasonable price».

Also Window & Door Frames

If tn want of any kind of Finish for Inside ο
Outside work, send In your orient. Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

and Job Work

Planing, Sawing

Matched Hard Wood Floor Board· for sale.

E.

W.

CHANDLER,
Main*

•Feet Sumner.

Livery Slock for Sale !

20

10

horses, two-seated

carriages

top buggies, 4 surries, 4

carriages (open),

bicych

nice three seate<

1

wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc
Will lease stable to run livery busi
This is a nice, clean liver]
ness.
stock and excellent opening. N(
competition. Will sell on easy terms
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris
May 3, 1903.
Home 1 telephone Call, 1U5.
Andrew· House Stable Call. 108-13.

By

Dare

Dam,
3:11

Jewel,

a

i-a, and Point

amount as long as It lives, and It
would never gain a pound.
There is no proflt In that kind
of feeding. The kind that pays
is the kind that builds flesh rap-

idly. If It takes twenty pounds
of food each day to keep a sheep

alive, twenty-flve pounds a day
will make it gain flesh. It's the
extra Ave that brings the proflt
The first five

uothing,

nor

pounds

amounts to

does the second or

third or fourth five

pounds.

unie way with adVan have to do a
TtiiUlDg.
certain amount to overcome
the resistance of the public.

It'· the

You

have

to

do

Dexter,

2 :ai i-a

Wheeler,

you are in business at alL You
have to pay a certain amount to
keep your advertising alive.

above
that
What
pay
you
amount brings profit
Some advertisers fall because
they do not use enough space.

Jhey

use

barely enough

or some-

times not quite enough to make
the advertising self sustaining.
A little bit more would make It

profitable.

to adver-

It Is better

tise a little too iruch than not

enough.—Charles

Austin

Some of our advertisers could
enlarge their space with
profit.

u

We Do all Kindt of....

kimoi A Ferbte,

Dont's for homemakers.
Don't forget to consider well your
kitchen in all of its details. It is the
detriment of your home and
I should be kept in order.
I I)on t fail to have all your pots clean.
Don't neglect to brighten, weekly, the
faucets of nink and washtubs.
I Don't throw away any slices of stale
bread. Pet thera in a pan and set them
I in a hot oven; when dry, roll finely and
I use in place of cracker-dust.
I Don't clean knives with a wet cloth.
IA cork like those employed for bottloIstoppers serves an excellent purpose;
dip one end slightly in water, then in
the powder, then on the knife until a
I polish is gained.
I Don't wash dishes carelessly. They
should first be eathered up, the plates
I well scraped and piled up in rows. Com-

jcuoktng

mence

by washing the silver, then
is nice and clean.

on

ceries

closet and the shelves of the buffet—
"cleanliness is next to godliness."
! Don't make your bed as soon as you
Iget out of it; air it well. If possible,
person who put the blankets and sheets in the open

doesn't think as I do and sticks to it"— air for ten minutes at least before the
I bed is dressed again.
Harper's Bazar.
to keep the bedroom clothes
j in Don't fail
order; shoes should be in their place,
Key to the Tummler.
and all dresses and waists hung up by
No. 208.—Diamond: L V. 2. Beg. 8.
loops of ribbon or tape.
0.
Venezuela.
δ.
Canal. 4. Expense,
Don't hang on your dressing table all
0.
A.
Elk.
Request 7. Cream. 8.
sorts of knickknacks; two silk bags for
No. 200.—Divided Words: 1. Pail, I collars and
handkerchiefs are quite
8. La-rk, ea-mp—lamp. enough.
ea-ne—pane.
Don't fail to keep your silverware
3. Bo-ok, co-at—boat. 4. La-ce, ra-ke—
bright and clean.
lake.
Don't forget the fresh napkin for each
1. Ache. 2.
No. 270.—Word

Square:
4. Eyry.

3. Hair.
No. 271.—A Garden Romance: Jack
rose, black-eyed Susan, violet, fouro'clock, rue. bluebell, dogwood. Sweet

Cray.

William, dandelion, Jack-in-the-pulplt,
nightshade. Johnny-Jump-up, lily.
No. 272.—Metagram: Paper, caper,
taper.
No. 273.—Anliral Puzzle: 1. Dogma,
dogwood, dogmatize (mat-eyes), bulldo»*. doggerel (It L). Coward (R D).
cower (err», cowhide, cowslip, cowlick.
No. 274.—Riddlemeree: Arizona.
No. 275.—Insertions: 1. Re-b-el.
Wo-u-ld. 3. Mi-n-ce. 4. Dl-k-es.

2.

Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly
adapted for chronic throat troubles and
will positively cure bronchitis, hoarse-

and all bronchial diseases. Refuse
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
substitutes.
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
ness

Mrs. Blues—"Do you have to treat
your cook as if she were a member of the
family?" Mrs. Grays—"Goodness, no!
We have to be very kind and polite to

her."

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
AU druggists refund the money if it
E. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.

on

each box.

25c.

"Have you a large staff of reporters to
gather the news for you?" Country
Editor—"No; we have a wife."

Foley1· Kidney- Cure makes the diseased kidneys sound so they will eliminate poisons from the blood. F. A.
Shurtleff A Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Miss Mat'lda—"Your company ie distasteful to me."
Corporal Pinhead—
"Then Pll resign from it. I don't like

being

a

soldier, anyway."

Avoid serious results of kidney or
bladder disorder by taking Foley's Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff <& Co., South
Puis. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

take them off.

COMMISSIONERS' COUHT
AND KO AD BILLS.
September Term, 190S.

COUNTY

is told of Sir William Van Horne, the
oh airman of the board of directors of the

COUNTY OF OXFORD
To JONATHAN BABTLBTT, Dr.
_

1903.

they say

I am insane."
"I see! I sec! that's

bad," said the
superintendent, shaking his head.
"What you in for?" the victim asked.
"I want to build a railroad from the
Atlantic to the Pacific."
"Oh, well! you're all right You'll be
out in a day or two. You're not crazy—
you're just a plain d—m fool."

THE GENUINE VS. COUNTERFEITS.
The genuine is always better than a
counterfeit, but the truth of this statement is never more forcibly realized or
more thoroughly appreciated than when
you compare the genuine DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve with the many counterfeits
and worthless substitutes that are on
the market. W. S. Ledbetter, of Shroveport, La., says: "After using numerous
other remedies without benefit, one box
of DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve curcd
me." For blind, bleeding, itching and
protruding piles no remedy is equal to
DeWTU'e Witch Hazel Salve. Sold by F.
A. Shurtleff & Co.

j

cover evory day.—New Idea.

Fashion Notes.

girls
white stockings.
Little

are

wearing

full

length

SO WEARY.

all the
and
lame
and
time. Back weak

Weary and

worn out

Headache, Nervous,
The KidExcitable.
Restless,
sick.
are
neys

aching.

Doan's

Kidney Pills

Aug.

·
900

·<®
BOO

.5 80
J5 00
1* 00

β 00
< 80
®oo
8 rtl
0 00
3.16
β 00
3 36
3 no
2 00
3 00
3 20

Road

To 25 miles travel
Aug· 22. to 1 day at Stowe
To 40 mlli s travel,
on
Aug. 25, to 1 day at North Lovell et
ale,..
tlon of L. McAllster
To β miles travel
Aug. 28, to 1 day at Stoneham and Sweden petition of Bartlett anil
Stile Road
To 40 miles travel,
Aug.28, to 3 days at Rumfonl Point
matter Ferry
To 85 miles travel,
Sept 3, to 3 days at Paris, reg^sesslon,..
To 42 miles travel

petl-

3 00
*8

piurnin
UnlflLlmU

DO YOU WANT STEADY
EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

Si!

3
3 20
0
6
9 00
3 36

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
outfit
neceseary, exclusive territory,
free. Apply at once.

JJJ

$ 163 36
JONATHAN BARTLETT.
from
of
Ills,
Kidney
care every symptom
When you see a man trying to hold up common backache to complicated urinary COUNTY OF OXFORD
To RANDALL L. TAYLOR, Dr
a lamp-post it shows ho
sympathizes disorders.
1003.
with anything tight.
to
2
22,
dsys at Woodstock ondes'g- $ β 00
Mrs. Mark Hyde, of 45 Tbornley street, May
natlng State Road
3 84
Pawtucket, R. I., says: "Doan's Kidney
miles travel
•To
4H
THE PLEASURE OF EATING.
husband
rills bave been used by both my
at Sweden and Stow
Persons suffering from
indigestion, and two daughters, and the relief obtained May 27, to 4ondays
dc«lgnaMng State Roads
12 00
lu every cane was very satisfactory. My
In those towns
dyspepsia, or other stomach trouble will husbaud
was bothered off and on for a long
10'·«
To 137 miles travel
find that Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
at
which
bis
back,
time with pains across
on petition
at
Sumner,
to
2
29,
day*
May
what you eat and makes the stomach times became very eevere. 1 saw Doan's
6 00
of ^killings and others,
4 32
sweet. This remedy is a never failing Kidney Tills advertised, and procured a
To 54 miles lravi-1
store. He June
to 3 days Inspection of Lake
cure for Indigestion and Dyspepsia and box from W. L. Wood's drug
II,
rid
was
9 00
time
short
In
a
and
very
road*
all complaints affecting the glands or used them,
8f0
To 110 miles travel
of the backache. I always keep Doan's
membranes of the stomach or digestive Kidney Pills on band, and would not be June 24, to 2 days at Woodstock, on petition of Horace Llttlefleld
tract. When you take Kodol Dyspepsia without them."
6 00
and others
For sale by all druggists; 50 cents. FoeCure everything you eat tastes good, and
3 52
Ν. Y.
To 41 miles travel
Buffalo,
Co.,
ter-Mltburn
every bit of the nutriment that your food
June 26, to 1 day at Mexico, on petition
00
3
of tileason
contains is assimilated and appropriated
80
miles travel,
0
PHOTOGRAPHIC June 30,Toto lo3 dars
900
by the blood and tissues. Sold by F. A.
session,.
st Paris, adj.
5 60
Shurtleff ά Co.
miles
To
70
travel,
U
β ι*»
SUPPLIES !
July 22, to 3 days at Paris, adj. session,.
5 60
To 70 miles travel,
Wifo—"What do you think of that
p.
w.
StoneIn
2
on
to
petitions,
days
Aug. 25,
wator-proof? I bought it down at La8 00
ham and Lovell,
3 60
cey's at the bargain sale on account of 13 nitln St., South Pari*. ΙΠλ
To 45 mlUM travel
State
of
Husband—"Is it damaged
the fire.
Aug. 27, to 2 da*s on Inspection
Mall orders promptly filled.
towns of SweIn
the
Roads
all
at
much by fire?" Wife—"Not
by
6 «0
den, Btthcl and Woodstock,.
the fire; only damaged by the water."
6 40
To 80 miles travel
on
ford
Rum
Point,
at
1
to
day
Auk 28,
Rusuviu.e, Ind."
petition for Increaie of ferry
3 00
rates
Messrs. Ely Bros.:—I have been a great
1 2"
To 15 inllrs travel,
and
sufferer from catarrh and hay fever
15 Oo
s at Pari·, reg. session,.
5
to
da)
4,
Sept.
60
5
no
found
tried many things, but
To 70 ml les travel,
permanent relief until I found it in Ely's
f 150 24
Cream Halm about eight years ago, and
RANOAI.L L. TAYLOR.
wo have boon fast friends ever since.
South Paris, Sept. 3, l'.«0.
Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of eveiy
have
heart
trouble
(Rkv.) R. M. Bvitut.
who
one hundred people
Messrs. Ely Bros.:—Find enclosed 50 con remember when It was simple Indlge»·
COl" NT Y OF o\ K< >RD
To EDWARD P. FA I'NCK, !»r.
cents, for which send me your Cream tlon. It te a identifie fact that all cases of
Balm. 1 find your remedy the quickest heart disease, not organic, are not only IMS.
J **
at Court Bmw.
to
1
18,
day
May
and most permanent cure for cold in the traceable to, but are the direct result of indiI 12
To mlLige for same 14 mile·,
head, catarrh, etc. Yours truly,
All food taken Into the stomach May 22, to 2 day· at Wondstork. maUi r
gestion.
« no
1
Roa
State
Dki.i. M. Potter,
Which falls of perfect digestion ferments and
4 *>
To milage for same an mile·
Gen. Mgr. Arizona Gold Mining Co.
■wells the stomach, puffing It up against the May 24, to 4 days at Sweden and Mnwe
<·»
11
State Kuad,
heart. This Interferes with the action ol
s *»
"What is it that ma said to you when
To mllaire for »ame ll« mile·,....
heart, and In the course of time that
the
of
May 2H, l« i dar· at "umner, petition
you came in?" whispered young Bobby
· a·
but vital organ becomes diseased.
Select m—,
"Oh, delicate
to Featherly. one of the invited.
1*4
To mil·*»· 'of -am»· 4» m1V«,
Mr. D. KauNe.of Nevada. O.. says: Ihadstotnack
t<>
see
I'*
me; (rouble and was la a bad atate is I had heart troubla Jane 4, to I day at Court ll»nw,
simply that she wan delighted
lit
Tu ml'aee for oaine 14 mile·,
that was all, Bobby." "I'm glad of it," «rtth it. I took Kodd Dyapapau Cure for about lam
I""'
It cared me.
Ji ne 7 to U, U>S day· l.akc trip rnwds
said Bobby, and a look of genuine relief feoaUl and
I· β·
for ■amr .«ι mllra,
To
mllnie
Yam
Bal
Kodol Digests What
came over his face, "cause she said this
Jnne 24, t«l day· at V» ..mlat, k on petl
« '·'
of all nervoof
Hon of Llttlrlleld
morning she hoped you wouldn't come." and relieves the stomsch
4»
To ml'a*r f«.r aasre an mil··
of
all
pressure.
•train and the heart
Jnne 25, to -1 dar· at Memlro, on petition
>·"
A PURGATIVE PLEASURE.
•ottleaonly. |l.00 Slie boUlnf 2M Mm* tkatrtd
of Otaaaoa
»
«η. which sella for 50c.
To iHlaf»· f.»r ·ιιμ 11» mile·,
If you ever took DeWitt's Little Early
■. α DeWITT * OO., OHK3AO0 June 30, to 2 da»· at Court Hoe*e, adj.
Risers for biliousness or constipation Mini ky
t1·
SMafa·,.......................
Sold by Γ. a. shurtlrff a Co.
Ill
To mtlac* for nme 14 mile·
you know what a purgative pleasure is.
These famous little pills cleanse the
Aug. 24, 25, ». r, #·. 2"». to « day· at
lovell, MoMbsm, *wr lea,
liver and rid the system of all bile withand
Ureenwood,
Bethel,
out producing unpleasant effects.
l»«o
They
Rumfonl Point,..
1» mi
To mllajrr for >ame IM mile·....
do not gripe, sicken or weaken, but give
at
Court
Houae,
adj.
July 21, to 1 dav
tone and strength to the tissues and
J··'
aaaslM,..
II. Howell of
W.
I 12
organs involved.
To mllngr for «ame 14 ml'e·,.
Houston, Tex., says, "No better pill can
1,2, 3. to S day- at Court lloune,
eon
WWIOB
l>e used than Little Karly Risers for con1 14
To milage for «ame 14 mile·
Sold
sick headache, etc.-'

nAim,

HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn, Me

MOST
LIBERAL
OFFER

OF

is a national Illustrated agricultural weekly for farm, r
and their families, and stands at tho head of the agricultural près*. It is a practical paper for practical farmer*,
helping them to secure the largest possible profit fr in th·
farm through practical methods.
It i* entertaining, instructive and practically useful t >
the farmer's wife, son* and daughters, whose interest· η
covers in an attractive manner.
The regular price is #1 .<10 per year, but we will r.
ccive
subscription for THE NEW-YORK
your
TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own fa\-r ·.
local new»pa|*er, The Oxford Democrat,

THE
YEAR.

Belli Papers One Year lor Only $2.00.
Send your order and money to The Oiford
S>nth Taris, Maine.
Your

by

F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

« 162 54

South

•'Has my daughter, nil·," demanded
the stern father, "ever given you reason
to think she would listen to a proposal
of marriage from yon?" "Well, said the
young man, twirling his hat in his hand
in an embarrassed manner, "except that
she calls mo 'darling,' and always kisses
me when I bid her good night, I can't
say that she has."

CURED

HEMORRHAGES-OF

COUNTY OF OXFORD,

have

newspapers."

it

published

Scptemlier 3, 1903.
Personally appeared the altore named JonaBartlett, lUndall L. Tavlor, and Edward P.
Faunce, and severally made oath that the foregoing accounts by them made and subrcrllied
Before me.
are just and true.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN,
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court.

THE

Having examined

accounts,

a

well

man

Co., South

Oxford.

postal

<

ard

to

THI:
«

ALMOST
A8

newspaper for bu*y people, almost u
and your Rural Free Delivery Can hi
brings it to your dnor three time» every week.
It is published on Monday·, Wedneadays and Friday*,
and contain* all tbe most important news c-f The Daily
Tribune, which is a fruarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily new*|»apcr you may be kept in close touch
with sll important new* of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIIUJNE is only «I.♦SO |μ·γ year, but you can secure it w ith
Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, The

metropolitan
g'-NÎ su a daily,

GOOD

la a

AS
A

DAILY

Papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

South I'ari*, Maine.

Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

the above

sums:

QUAKER RANGE

BRANCH

COMPOUND INTEREST
The trouble with most advertisers Is that they expect Immediate returns of large proportions. One prominent advertiser

in all the

illustrates the

principle

"The sums spent for advertising
properly chargeable to capital account because the resultare

ing good will Is something that
has value, which, if the advertising has been properly done,
can usually be sold for the face
value of the investment

"The rate of interest is deterby the skill with which

mined

the Investment is made.

"Just as the quickest way to
increase invested wealth Is by
compounding the interest, just so

i

Pi»-Op
I have large stock of
Piantfc and Organs, and have
nice trades' in second
hand instruments.

Quinine

Crista

W. J. Wheeler,

Mith Parle»

and South

Paris,

The nickel rails in the
Children's Class QUAKER MODEL are easy
Advanced Ptudenta an well αβ beginners
taken both privately and in classes.

the lnveatment.

Judge W. T. Holland of Greensburg,
La., who is well and favorably known,
says: "Two years ago I suffered greatly
After eating, great
from indigestion.
distress would invariably result, lasting
for an hour or so and my nights were
restless. I concluded to try Kodol Dyspepsia Cure and it cured me entirely.
Now my sleep is refreshing and digestion
perfect." Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

OF

la now located at POWERS' NEW 1ΗΓ»
SIC PARLORN opposite DEPOT, ΝΟΟΤΠ
PARIS, WKIISEMMV, Till K-DAT and
FRIDAY of each week.

The
II placed at Intereat.
profita from the advertlalns
are virtually the Intereat on

DISTRESS AFTER EATING CURED.

School

Norway

money expended tow
advertising la the name m

"The

The Vicar—Now, boys, what animal
you with boots and gives you
meat to eat?
First Boy (promptly)—Father.

Violin and Piano

of adver-

tising In this way:

supplies

Refuse substitutes. 7. A. Shurtleff à
>>., South Paris. Oris Stevens, Oxford.

audited

following

a

THE CARL LAMSON

of me." F. A. ShurtParis. Orin Stevens,

I axatfve Rromo

and

copy—attest :
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk S. J. Court.

My doctor Anally prescribed Foley's Kidney Cure which
made

allow the

A true

any relief.

leff &

we

$ 163.16
To Jonathan Bartlett
150 24
To Randal] L. Taylor
162 54
To Edward P. Faunce
ELLERY C. PARK, County Attorney.
CHAULES F. WHITMAN, Clerk S. J. Court.

FEET SWOLLEN TO IMMENSE SIZE.
"I had kidney trouble so bad," says J.
J. Cox of Valley View, Ky., "that I could
not work, my feet were swollen to immense size and I was confined to my
bed and physicians were unable to givo
me

aa.

than

Journalistic

I'll

MAINE.

STATE OF

LUNGS.
"Several years since my lungs were so
badly affected that I had many hemorrhages," writes A. M. Ake of Wood,
Ind. "I took treatment with several
physicians without any benefit. I then
started to take Foley's Honey and Tar
and my lungs are now as sound as a bullet. I recommend it in advanced stages
of lung trouble." F. A. ShurtlofT itCo., South Parle. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

and

EDWARD P. FAL'NCK.
Pari·, Sept. .1, l'.*0.

and nidrrs* <>n

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

..

stipation,

name

D»m«<r»!.

NEW «YORK TRIM NE FARMER. New York Mty.
bring you free anniple iupy

....

..

A. Main Street.

The New-York
Tribune Farmer

Hearts

...

99

Mention this paper.

Weak

"Mr. Perkins, what is your idea of
the quickest way to realize reThe red frock which is always in culture?"
evidence at the French watering places,
sults from advertising is to comMrs. Perkins, it is letting new
"Well,
has been very popular at our own seaneighbors move in without looking to
pound the returns."—Advertising
side resorts.
see what kind of furniture they have."
Experience.
Navy blue serge and white serge are
favorites for boating and yachting cos- DOCTORS COULD NOT HELP HER.
Advertisers get good returns
tumes. This season linen and mohair
"I had kidney trouble for years,"
on the amount Invested in
writes Mrs. Raymond Connor of Shelton,
were also used for this purpose.
our columns. W· reach the
The sailor collar appears on the outing Wash., "and the doctors could not help
people.
dress for autumn, but It differs from me. I tried Foley's Kidney Cure and
that of last season, and is cut on the the very first dose gave me relief and I
lines of the drooping shoulder cape-col- am now cured. I cannot say too much
*
lar.
for Foley's Kidney Cure." F. A. ShurtThe flowered cotton nets are very leff & Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens,
pretty, and are warranted to wear well Oxford.
and resist dampness.
"You have been a very good little girl
Among recent importations are smart
little loose coats of bright red cloth to-day, Winifred," said her mother as
she was putting her to bed.
faced with white linen.
"Yes," said Winifred, "I know I have
The day of the pompadour is really
waning. Many young girls are parting been very good."
"How do you know it?" asked her
their hair and rolling the locks at the
sides in a fashion popular some years mother. The child anewered:
"I know it because all day my heart
ago, arranging it at the back in a loose
twisted or braided coll low on the neck. has-felt like gelatin!"
new
a
And nets are appearing again—fine silk
A NEW JERSEYEDITOR'S TESTIthe
and
the
coil
over
nets to wear
keep
MONIAL.
ends in order. Older women wear their
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Philipsin
an
head
elonof
the
hair on the crown
some
burg, N. J., Daily Poet, writes: "I have
gated coil which is fastened in place and used many kinds
of medicines for coughs
surrounded by innumerable pins and and colds in
my family but never anyand combs. Those huge black bows
so good as Foley's Honey and Tar.
that gave one the appearance of being Ithing
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
cannot say too much in praiee of it."
"on tiptoe for a flight," are in thoir
octave, almost new
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris. Orin case. Pease piano,
decadence. You no longer tie six hairs
Oxford.
foril85.
Stevens,
at the nape of your neck with a sash
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
ribbon. A fashion more reasonable is
Plenty of sleep is conducive to beanty. new, for $900, worth $250.
now obtaining.—New Idea.
Even a garment looks worn when it
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
loses its nap.
walnut case, for $250, worth $300.
Variegated and Ruffled Oas and Lamp
I have a nice oak case organ at RumShades.
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
All eorte of lamp and gas and electric
2 Dayt great trade.
light shades have been tried, made of CurMaCoMinODeDay,
One second band Estey organ at South
crepe paper and India silk, etc. But
Paris, almost new, for $55
they have always been of one oolor.
Now the fad is to make them of ruffles
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
of chiffon, one above the other, In blendstops, in nice condition, for $45
In
the
made
are
palest He (after a quarrel, bitterly)—I was a
ed colors. Some
One second hand Dyer A Hughes, six
pastel shades, and others in different fool when I married you.
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
shades and tones of one color. They
the
leave
to
She (quietly, about
room) that cost $125, for $05.
are really lovely in shades of lavender, —Yes; but I thought you would imOne second hand square piano, a nice
pale blue, pink and green, and casta prove.
one, for $115, worth $140.
pretty and becoming light, and besides
are much more effeotive in the daytime,
PNEUMONIA.
USED FOR
8END FOR CATALOGUES.
Softshades of green
u well as at night
Dr. J. C. Bishop, of Agnew, Mich.,
of
also
and
and
are very pretty,
pink, yellow, lays, "I have used Foley's Honey
red or old rose. These variegated ruffled Far in three very severe cases of pneushades will be much used all during the monia with good results In every case."
bhaukm block,

STOPS THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
instead of the old style of plain
a oold in on· day. No Coze, no Pay. winter,
oolored one·.—New Idea.
SB
Mate
Frio·
South Nil·*

at Woodstock, matter
State Road
Τοβ» mile· travel
MaviS, to 3 dava at Sweden and 8towe,.
To 80 miles travel
May S8, to 8 da»· at Summer on petition
of Skllllngaet ala
To 70 miles travel,
J one 11, to & day· on Lake trip
To 17» mile# travel
June 24, to 1 days at Bryant's Pond petltlon of Llttlefleld,
To fi« miles travel
June 27, to 3 days at Mexico on petition
of Gieason,
To ftO mile* travel
June 30. to 2 days Ht Ρ» ris, adj. session..
To 42 miles travel
July 21. to 2 dars at Parts, adj. session,
To 42 miles travel
12, toi <lay at Lovell matter State

Maytt, to 8 day*

Famous
Portraiture.
I until every
do not wish to be interStranger—"I
unThis
waste
cinders.
I Don't
partly
because I desire to travel
I burnt coal, if slightly wet, makes an cx- viewed, sir,
without
about your country
being
Icellent fire on ironing days. Economy
Reporter—"Nothing easier,
I in fuel is one of the cardinal virtues of recognized."
my dear sir. Just give me your picture
one

I good housekeeping.
I Don't keep your kitchen closet sloyenI ly and out of order. Lot all shelves be
lined with paper or oilcloth used for the
I purpose. On one shelf keep dry groand flavoring extracts. Reserve
I another for tins, another for iron pots
I and utensils of a cooking nature.
Don't fail to keep in order the china

Engaged people put on magnifying
glasses when they look at each other's
virtues. The day they are married they

JOB PRINTING.
Main·

certain

a

amount of advertising to make
them wake up to the fact that

King."

Send for circular.
South Paria,

Intelligeut stock raisers know
that a certain amount of feed la
necessary to keep an animal
alive.
They might feed that

record

Devil,
2109
dam of Lord March

W. J

FEEDING

Bates.

DECORATE,
Inch

UNPROFITABLE

quite

Black Stallion,

"Every

Ta, what is a bigot V"
"A bigot my sou, is

—

NORWAY,

town.

No. KM».—Intention·.

patterns and cleai

to close out odd

or

Oue is uieaut to please.
Two Is meant to persuade.
Tlnee is meant to inhabit.
Four is uieaut to combine.
Five Is meant to add.
81 χ Is meant to warn.
Seven is meant to harm.
Eight Is meant to sustain.

Carpets

Wool

χ

ο

L A favorite flower. 2. At the Tory
4. An
3. il ladle uf tlm day.
time.
iron pin. Ô. A tinging bird. 0. To pre7. A tuiruor. 8. To pull usunserve.

A LOW PRICE
—

ο

STATE OF HIAIHB.

Symptom of Insanity.
The following flexible story, which
can be applied to any form of insanity,
Not a

Canadian Pacific.
Sir William, then Superintendent Van
Domestic Hints.
Horne, called at an asylum to satisfy
himself of the sanity or insanity of a
man whom he had known.
KQG PLANT.
"What are you here for?" he asked.
Egg plant is now found in the market
"I write poetry," said the man, "and

Her brother had tho rope obtained.)
"I'll give it you." said he,
"When I celebrate my birthday
By climbing that wall. See?"

HILLS,

:

Column, Oxford Democrat, Part·, Main*».

277.—Hidden title·.
"Can't you make a totter omeletT"
little
Said
Mary Jr.ne
To the maid who brought her breakfast

clean.«ce, soother and heals
'lie diseased wnbim
11 curve cat.urh anl ù. Tree
«way a co d lu the lic-d

A cidres*

Is touched.

escape our notice.
It Is not always a question of 1, 2, 3.
She may not be able to lift a 4, 5, β—no
one would want her to—but she does
her work as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0 perfectly.

Scientific American.

who

·.
OoRwpondenoe on toplca of Interest to the ladi

*o.

60 year»·
ex pi

Ant ·η«· m>" ting ■**»<■ h and d< vrtption may
η frt* whether an
ir or
u<wi .,·»
4'iVkir
ha· .y paiei.labia. (Vnimunk-aη I9|>
inn 1
U 'is Mrictly rviiOdentlil. Handbook un I'ateWe
Oldest
fur
wunnn
patent».
fr«w.
a*Mn-y
writ
Parent· Ιλ*,·π tnr-'Uih Mutin A Co. receive
'i-»ut Osfve. In tho
I.ii a-ίΐί'.

Several

m\

Me.

County,

South Pari». Oxford

•I

OPTICIAN,

From the Boston Herald, the leaditu
newspa|>er of Sew England, in its is*u<
of July 13, 1902.

W. J. WHKELEK, Agent,

HOMBMAKEBS COLUMN.

lain.

/

20 Lessons Κ',ΧΚ $6
l'uni!* wlïhing to engage lessons
call or address,

POWERS' NEW MUSIC PARLORS, opposite Depot, South Paris,
Box 335, or Violin School, 514 Congress St., Portland, Maine.

on

50 CtS.

Fryeburg.

W. R. STURDIV ANT

and others.

50 CtS

,

Week at

Variety Store. Norway.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

STATE OF 91 AIlfE.

D0Wn a"d

put

are

without bolts.

CABL LAMSON, Director.
xUKLBERT SJOUOLM, Manager.

To the County Commissioners of Oxford County
and State of Maine:
Your petitioner* would respectfully represent
that public convenience and want* require that
a road should be located and built i>ctf nnlng on
the upland near the farm of William Shaw and
running to the Univ. realist Chapel, near North

they

to remove as

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

SPECIALTY.

A

COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
Board of County Commissioners, September For Price and Particulars address,
session, 190(1.
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evidence having been received that the petitioners
arc responsible, ami that Inquiry into the merit»
of their application Is expedient, It ΐβΟκυκιικυ,
that the County Commissioners meet at the
house of W1 llam Shaw In Frveburg. in said
County, on Friday, October 23,19(0, at ton of the
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
•dock, A.M., and thence proceed to view the
route mentioned In said petition; immediately
after which view a hearing of the parties and BBZUtlXO' APJD OORSAM,
at some contheir witnesses will be nad
such
and
venient place In the vicinity
taken
In
the
measures
premise»
otlier
as the commissioners shall Judge proper. And
It la further Ordkhkd, that notice of the time,
place and purpose of the commissioner»' meeting
aforesaid oe given to all persons and corpora
tlons interested, by causing attested copies of
said petition, and of this order thereon, to b<
served upon the clerk of the town of Fryeburg
aforesaid, and also posted up in three publl<
places In said town, and published three week,
successively In the Oxford Democrat, n
newspaper printed at Paris, In said Coun
ty of Oxford, the flrtt of said publication», an·
each of the other notices, to be made, served an<!
posted, at least thlrtv days before said time of
meeting, to the end that all persons and corpora-

SIMON 5TAHL,

tions may then and there appear and shew cause,
If any they have, why the prayer of said petl
tloners should not be granted.
Attest :—CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said petition and onler of com 1
thereon.
ATTBCT :-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

Farm Wanted.

The subscriber wishes to buy a_
farm within three or four miles of
South Pari» or Norway.

Address, stating

particulars,

FARMER,

Care Democrat Office,
South Paris.
WtNTED.
Capable girl for general housework in small family, references
required. Call 011 or address,
Mrs. L. D. VERRILL,

13S Spring Street*
Auburn, Maine.
*

JV.

(poking-Ranges

HAVE WON THE LEAD BECAUSE OF

The Single Damper (patented) which prevents the difficulty and confusion of two-damper ranges ;
Extra Large Oven with asbestos-lined back and heatsaving cup-joint flues ;

Improved Dock-Ash Grate, which
and

saves

fuel ;

Removable Nickel B>n>)
of blacking;

which

makes a better fir·

save

half the trouble

Together with the Simmering Cover, extra Urge Aeh Pan, etc.,etc.
U there Is

"

agent In your town wo will Bond a
Crawford " on 30 day** trial,

no

WALKER & ΡΜΠ MFOL CO, 31-36 IMn

Stmt, Battel, Mia

XI.

